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Resources

Subscriptions

The print magazine is mailed nine times 

a year (eight issues plus an annual 

resource directory/index) for just US$58, 

international $85 per year, and includes full 

access to MultiLingual, the digital magazine 

— delivered in a new interactive format. A 

digital subscription is available for only $28.

Subscribe today online at www.multilingual.com/subscribe and start 

keeping up with one of the fastest-growing industries on the planet.

Don’t let a whole year of good ideas escape. Subscribe now and  

keep new issues of MultiLingual on your desk.

on the web at www.multilingual.com

Are you looking for more detailed information about products and 

services? Are you interested in more case studies and stories about 

product implementations and specific localization 

projects? 

Our new white papers section at www.multilingual 

.com/whitepapers can provide some answers for 

you. Here you will find information from various  

technology and service leaders describing their  

latest findings and offerings.

This invaluable resource offers useful information  

from the top suppliers in our industry. 

3

What better way to brush up on your knowledge, introduce someone else 

to the concepts, or help a client to understand the issues involved!

Just go to www.multilingual.com/gsg and choose any or all of the guides 

for downloading.

 December 2010  MultiLingual  |  

Would you like some basic information about 

translation or localization and the technologies 

involved? Do you know someone else who could use 

this information? All of our Getting Started Guides are 

available for free download from our website.This even 

includes last issue’s “Getting Started Guide: Translation.” 
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authoring assistance
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About the cover

This sculptural installation titled Global Stone Project by German 

sculptor Wolfgang von Schwarzenfeld brings pairs of monumen-

tal stones from five continents — one to reside in the Tiergarten 

of Berlin, the other still in its native land. Each one is crafted to 

focus the reflected midsummer sun’s rays to a common global 

zenith symbolizing unity for worldwide peace.
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Business ethics may be tidy on paper, until your own 

humanity hits the page. Capital vices flit through our business 
psyche daily, be they in the form of gluttony (if I take these 
delicious free cookies, does that obligate me to actually care 
about this product?), pride (my talents are better than that 
guy’s, right?), greed (can’t I pad my bonus just a little?), sloth 
(will anybody notice if I call in sick?), wrath (do my colleagues 
have any idea how frustrating it is when they act like idiots?), 
envy (why did he get promoted when I didn’t?), or, possibly 
the most delicate of all, lust (just how interested can I act 
before this crosses the line into potential harassment or 
weirdness?).

This is all the more tricky because people usually have good 
reasons for doing what they do, precisely because “good” is 
often a matter of opinion, and situational ethics thrive best 
in complex situations. Even something as “black and white” as 
lying, for example. People justify it in all sorts of ways: if they 
tell the truth, someone else gets hurt. If they tell the truth, they 
get hurt. If they tell the truth, they don’t get to sufficiently hurt 
the person who hurt them. And the list goes on. It’s a wonder, 
sometimes, that people are as consistent and as kind as they are.

But perhaps that’s just it: any ethical standard has to be 
tempered with mercy and empathy; many ethical standards, 
indeed, revolve around the very idea of mercy and empathy. 

The quality of ethics

Katie Botkin               Post Editing

As Shakespeare said, “We do pray for mercy, and that same prayer 
doth teach us all to render the deeds of mercy.”

Whatever the case, ethics is one of those subjects that touches 
on just about everything, and everyone seems capable of waxing 
eloquent on. Following a review of Plunet memoQManager by 
Madeleine Lenker, Kate Edwards discusses religious beliefs, and 
John Freivalds discusses hurtful words. Erin Vang then gives us 
a moving goodbye for her Point/Counterpoint columnist Tina 
Wuefling Cargile. We have one Perspective on ethics from Betty 
Galiano, Federico Ramos and Luciana Ramos, and another from 
Teddy Bengtsson. Then we’re officially into the focus, beginning 
with Andrea Edmundson’s practical look at how to adapt ethics 
e-learning courses for different locales. Randall Stieghorst and 
Monica Marcel take a broader view of localizing ethics, and Jo 
Drugan details the potential of ethics training for translators and 
interpreters. Terena Bell brings ethical quandaries home for LSPs 
and freelance translators. Finally, Idalina Gomes-Taylor offers the 
results of a recent survey on ethics in the industry, supplemented 
by Lola Bendana, Paul Penzo and Janet Luxton with a sidebar on 
ethical standards. Richard S. Paegelow’s article on profit margins 
brings things back down to brass tacks. Benjamin B. Sargent 
finishes the issue up with data on “tech-savvy” companies. 

Also included in this issue is our annual Prospective section 
highlighting the ideas of various industry leaders.  W
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Localization World Seattle 2010, held in the Bell Harbor Conven-
tion Center on October 6-8, focused on strategies and language 
topics related to global business. The preconference workshop day 
on October 6 hosted traditional workshops such as those on life 
sciences and game localization; four free sessions primarily target-
ing newcomers; and the acclaimed 
International Search Summit, new to 
Localization World.

In the opening keynote on October 
7, author Brian Solis covered social 
media and global consumers. Solis 
pointed out that people no longer go 
to CNN for breaking news; they go 
there more for information on things 
they’ve already heard about via social 
media. Almost everyone is tapping 
in, personally and professionally; 
72% of companies claim they have a 
social media strategy. However, this 
“strategy” typically consists of asking 
if they have presence on Facebook, 
Twitter and YouTube. Any strategy 
should go much deeper than that, 
Solis said, since social media is more 
about psychology than technology. 
“Social media is so profound. This is 
about you understanding the dynamics of human relationships.” 

For example, using Klout.com and similar sites to measure indi-
viduals’ social capital (judged by how many people follow them 
on twitter, for example), Virgin America awarded influential people 
with airline tickets so they’d tweet about it. Starbucks also did this 

with free cups of coffee. Solis claimed this shifting approach 
means that power is given to the individual. Social media 
“is really about empowerment.” 

The keynote panel on October 8, “Ubiquity, Mobility and 
Immediacy,” also covered this changing paradigm. “Once the 

masses get a hold of some-
thing, it’s like a steamroller,” 
moderator Paula Shannon 
said, noting that the trend 
of ubiquitous computing 
results in lateral expansion 
and an exponential growth 
in the number of languages 
anyone has to manage. 

The conference rounded 
out with advice, discussion 
and case studies from client-side 
giants such as PayPal, Facebook, 
Cisco, Warner Brothers, Hewlett-
Packard and Microsoft, as well as 
vendor-side companies, consultants 
and research outfits, big and small. 
For example, one hour-long slot 
allowed attendees to hear about 
Microsoft’s localization strategy, 
Twitter’s globalization, Symantic’s 

advice on how to select the best language service provider, Adobe’s 
take on community translation and Translators without Borders’ 
(TWB) thoughts on how to save the world one word at a time. In the 
last session, TWB expressed a need for continuing donations, both 
of time and money.

Localization World Seattle 2010 focuses on global business strategies

N
e

w
s

Keynote speaker Brian Solis discusses social  
networking and signs copies of his book Engage.

Localization World Seattle 2010, held October 6-8, boasted record attendance and a near-equal ratio of language  
service providers to traditional clients, with tool vendors, academics and other attendees rounding out the networking.  
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First XLIFF Symposium

It has been two years since the Organi-
zation for the Advancement of Structured 
Information Standards approved the XML 
Localization Interchange File Format (XLIFF) 
as a standard. The First International XLIFF 
Symposium on September 22, 2010, in 
Limerick, Ireland, provided insights into the 
standard’s present and possible future. 

The symposium began with a face-to-face 
meeting of the XLIFF Technical Committee, the 
group of experts that fosters the standard. The 
main event kicked off with a welcome from 
Reinhard Schäler, director of the Localisation 
Research Centre, and a keynote from Bryan 
Schnabel, current chair of the XLIFF Technical 
Committee. The day continued with almost 
20 agenda items that had been selected by a 
committee that included Yves Savourel, David 
Filip and Jesús Torres del Rey.

Interested parties can find presentation 
slides and photos on the Symposium webpage 
at www.localisation.ie/xliff

— Lucía Morado Vázquez, Christian Lieske

For the second TAUS User Conference on October 3-6, 2010, over 
a hundred attendees came to Portland, Oregon, many more than the 
previous year, setting a new standard for this sponsor-free, com-
munity-building forum. User conferences are just that — a space 
where the users of translation solutions can 
share, learn and discuss the issues of technol-
ogy innovation with other stakeholders. Users 
stand at the heart of a growing ecosystem 
that includes technology providers, transla-
tion buyers, language service providers (LSPs) 
and the research community.

The three days of discussions weaved around 
three related themes: how people are now 
implementing open translation automation 
(TA) systems; the promise of “speech transla-
tion” (short for speech-to-speech translation); 
and how R&D is being intelligently applied in 
commercial machine translation (MT). 

A number of LSPs and translation user 
companies spoke revealingly about their experi-
ence of implementing MOSES, the signature 
open-source statistical MT system. They talked 
about how long engine training, system learning and overall imple-
mentation takes, and how to address what one speaker called “the 
last mile” — all the work the user has to do to convert a down-
loadable kit into a production ready system that plugs smoothly 
into a workflow. The challenge ahead is to develop standards and 
techniques to simplify this process and further democratize the 
benefits of open MT engines in developing solutions for all types 
of potential customers and users. Speech translation is the new 
toddler in the TA family and still confined to specialized and often 

experimental environments. 
Conference attendees were able to see case studies for handheld 

speech translation devices by the military and desktop translation 
for doctor-patient examinations, where a “reliability” back channel 

is critical to quality control in this extremely 
sensitive process. For many attendees, the 
most important aspect of these early apps is 
that speech is content. By developing ways 
to collect, share and leverage parallel speech 
data, new opportunities for speech transla-
tion are set to emerge in such areas as cus-
tomer support, especially in a speech-driven 
world of always-on mobile communications. 
We clearly haven’t heard anything yet. 

Most technology innovation in the lan-
guage business will likely depend on funda-
mental or applied research that cannot be 
funded by many of the industry’s commercial 
players. But attendees also saw a role for 

the TA community to undertake joint research 
for solutions to its own near-market problems, 
especially in the use of open systems. Calls went 

out for the creation of special interest groups bringing together 
companies that are willing to share the cost and results of small 
scale research programs for the greater good of the industry as a 
whole. Blooming MT systems now need a team of constant gardeners 
and collaborative, open gardens will ensure maximum opportunities.

 Next year’s TAUS User Conference will be co-located with Localiza-
tion World in Santa Clara, California.

— Andrew Joscelyne

TAUS User Conference, Portland 2010

TAUS founder Jaap van der Meer  
at the TAUS User Conference.
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News

Business

TransPerfect adds Ohio offices
TransPerfect Translations, Inc., a provider 

of language services, has opened new of-
fices in Columbus and Cleveland, Ohio. 
TransPerfect Translations, Inc.  

www.transperfect.com

McElroy rebrands
McElroy Translation Company, a language 

service provider, has redesigned its brand 
and website to introduce its new corporate 
identity to the industry. 
McElroy Translation Company  

www.mcelroytranslation.com

Lingo24 now in Silicon Valley
Lingo24 Ltd., a translation service provider, 

has entered the US market and opened an 
office in Silicon Valley. The company’s senior 
director of business development, Elaine 
Olshanetsky, will oversee the new office.
Lingo24 Ltd www.lingo24.com

LIT opens Munich office
Lloyd International Translations (LIT), 

a provider of technical translation and 
software localization services, has opened 
a sales office in Munich, Germany.
Lloyd International Translations  

www.lloyd.co.uk

Inprinting expands into Milan
Inprinting Translation Agency, an Ital-

ian-based provider of language services, 
has opened a new office in Milan, Italy.
Inprinting Translation Agency  

www.in-printing.org

Oregon Translation  
relocates headquarters

Oregon Translation, LLC, has moved to 
new offices in Portland, Oregon. Services 
have been expanded and include a wide 
range of audio-video localization, third-
party and in-country reviews, and termi-
nology management.
Oregon Translation, LLC  

www.oregontranslation.com

THE KITCHEN introduces new website
THE KITCHEN, the language services di-

vision of TM Systems, developers of language 
translation, dubbing and subtitling technol-
ogy for the entertainment industry, has in-
troduced a new, interactive website designed 
to expedite the language versioning of all 
formats and genres of programming.
THE KITCHEN www.thekitchen.tv

ALS acquires Translate4me
Applied Language Solutions (ALS), a pro-

vider of translation services, has acquired 
the UK-based language service provider, 
Translate4me. The two businesses were 
integrated at the end of October 2010 and 
are based at the company’s head office in 
Greater Manchester in the United Kingdom.
Applied Language Solutions  

www.appliedlanguage.com

CETRA now in Washington, D.C.
CETRA, Inc., a provider of customized 

language solutions, has opened a new 
office in Washington, D.C. Operations will 
be managed by CETRA’s director of federal 
services, Matt Richman.
CETRA, Inc. www.cetra.com

Yamagata Europe enhances website
Yamagata Europe, a print services, trans-

lation and publishing services provider, has 
redesigned its website. The company is part 
of the Yamagata Corporation and the de-
veloper of QA Distiller, a translation quality 
assurance tool.
Yamagata Europe www.yamagata-europe.com

People

Recent industry hires
Author-it Software Corporation, a 

developer of software for authoring, con-
tent management, publishing and localiza-

■

tion, has hired Sharon Burton as product 
evangelist.

Win & Winnow Communications, a 
language service provider, has hired Claire 
Pelletreau as business development lead.

Argos Translations Sp. z o.o., a pro-
vider of language services, has hired Gerry 
Lynch to lead the development of strategic 
global operations.

Elanex, Inc., a provider of language and 
technology services, has appointed company 
president Donald Plumley as chief executive 
officer. Founder Jonathan Kirk will remain 
executive chairperson of the firm.

viaLanguage, a provider of transla-
tion and localization services, has hired Bill 
Meredith as vice president of professional 
services.

beo Gesellschaft für Sprachen und 
Technologie mbH, a provider of localization 
services, has hired Ilona Wallberg for the 
sales and key account management team. 

The Rosetta Foundation, a not-for-
profit organization with the aim to advance 
the rights of individuals to access life-criti-
cal information in their native languages, 
has announced that Reinhard Schäler will 
become its full-time chief executive officer. 

LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc., a 
translation and communications company, 
has hired Jay Nish as sales manager. 

JR Language Translation Services, Inc., 
a provider of translation and localization 
services, has hired Yuisa Gonzalez as an 

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

It´s more than a software...it´s your business

Plunet BusinessManager

Plunet BusinessManager is the integrated business and workflow 

management solution for translation companies. Whether you work in 

project management, sales, controlling or at the senior management 

level – Plunet‘s web-based BusinessManager platform is the complete 

solution for successful translation management. All around the world, 

hundreds of companies are already using Plunet BusinessManager to 

optimize their business and translation processes. 

Score for your business success too!

Want to know more?

Contact us for a Plunet 

BusinessManager demo and get 

your free process optimization 

consultation!
Plunet Worldwide

+49 (0)30 3229713 40

info@plunet.de  www.plunet.de

Plunet Americas Region

1 888 758638 1 (toll-free)

info@plunet.net  www.plunet.net
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in-house translator and customer services 
associate.

Global Lingo Ltd., a language service 
provider, has hired Hanna Ojanpera as busi-
ness development manager. The company 
has also contracted the services of infor-
mation technology consultant Gillan Cash 
of Esquared Solutions Limited to develop 
an updated online quoting system.

Translation House of Scandinavia, a 
translation and localization company, has 
hired Tina Klitgaard-Paulsen as key account 

■

■

manager and project manager.
thebigword, a global translation and 

language services company, has promoted 
Lucy Clark to the newly created position of 
global bid manager.
Author-it Software Corporation  

www.author-it.com

Win & Winnow Communications  

www.winandwinnow.com

Argos Translations Sp. z o.o.  

www.argostranslations.com

Elanex, Inc. www.elanex.com

viaLanguage www.vialanguage.com

beo Gesellschaft für Sprachen 

und Technologie mbH www.beo-doc.de

The Rosetta Foundation  

www.therosettafoundation.org

LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc.  

www.lingualinx.com

JR Language Translation Services, Inc. 

www.jrlanguage.com

Global Lingo Ltd. www.global-lingo.com

Translation House of Scandinavia  

www.translationhouse.com

thebigword www.thebigword.com

 Resources

The Art of the Global Gateway
Byte Level Research, analysts of the art 

and science of web globalization, has pub-
lished the second edition of The Art of the 
Global Gateway, a guide to global naviga-
tion. The book is intended to demystify the 
elements of global gateways — visual icons, 
country codes, geolocation and language 
negotiation — and demonstrates how to 
combine these elements into navigation 
strategies that are both user friendly and 
scalable.
Byte Level Research www.bytelevel.com

New ELRA resources
The European Language Resources Associ-

ation (ELRA) has added a written corpus and 
two monolingual lexicons to its catalog.

The ELRA-W0054 Persian 1984 corpus 
contains the Persian (Farsi) translation of 
a part of George Orwell’s novel 1984 an-
notated in the Multext-East framework 
(Multilingual Text Tools and Corpora for 
Eastern and Central European Languages).

The ELRA-L0086 Persian Multext-East 
framework lexicon is a Persian (Farsi) mor-
phosyntactic lexicon derived from the Per-
sian 1984 corpus (Multext-East framework).

The ELRA-L0087 Persian lexicon is a 
Persian (Farsi) lexicon of more than 40,000 
entries of non-inflected forms of words. 
Each word is transliterated based on the 

■

proposed framework from MBROLA (text-
to-speech synthesizer).
ELRA/ELDA www.elda.org

IFPUG approved for JIS
The International Function Point Users 

Group (IFPUG) has announced that the 
Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS) will now 
include sizing concepts as a core part of 
standard processes. Establishing the IFPUG 
method position within the JIS will assist 
in promoting functional sizing culture to 
Japanese information technology fields.
International Function Point Users Group 

www.ifpug.org

‘Language Services  
Industry Compensation’

Common Sense Advisory, Inc., an inde-
pendent market research firm specializing 
in the language services industry, has 
released its latest research, ”Language Ser-
vices Industry Compensation.” Based on a 
survey of 1,037 people in 64 countries, the 
survey revealed that individuals employed 
in the language services industry contin-
ued to see pay raises and increased demand 
for their services throughout the current 
economic downturn.
Common Sense Advisory, Inc.  

www.commonsenseadvisory.com

Products and Services

XTRF 2.1
XTRF Translation Management Systems 

has upgraded its translation company man-
agement system XTRF to version 2.1. The 
new version adds a project quote form and 
the ability to create individual e-mail tem-
plates and contact contractors via social 
networks.
XTRF Translation Management Systems 

www.xtrf.eu

World Translation Center 
language-specific websites

World Translation Center, a provider of 
translation services, has launched two new 
language-specific websites: GermanTrans 
lationServices.org and RussianTranslation 
Services.org. The websites offer translation 
services in a variety of specialty areas.
World Translation Center  

www.worldtranslationcenter.com

Alchemy training courseware  
and certification exams

Alchemy Software Development Ltd., a 
localization solutions provider, has created 

www.mc-lehm.com

Expertise & innovation

Worldwide locations

Unbeatable turnaround

24/7 service

The benchmark in legal &
financial translation

Customised multilingual
projects
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training courseware and certification exams 
for Alchemy CATALYST. The course materials 
were developed at the Localisation Research 
Centre and the Centre for Next Generation 
Localization in the University of Limerick and 
are designed to teach students how to use 
translation memory technology to localize 
software applications, online help systems 
and complex websites.
Alchemy Software Development Ltd. 

www.alchemysoftware.ie

Babylon Mac v3
Babylon Ltd., a provider of single-click 

translation and dictionary software, has in-
troduced a third version of its Babylon for 
Mac. The new version delivers results from 
1,500 online/offline dictionaries, glossaries 
and encyclopedias in over 25 languages 
and provides text translation among 33 
languages.
Babylon Ltd. www.babylon.com

Author-it DevHub
Author-it Software Corporation, a de-

veloper of software for authoring, content 
management, publishing and localization, 
has created the DevHub to support de-
velopers by providing tools, resources and 
interaction with peers to build solutions 
with Author-it technology. 
Author-it Software Corporation  

www.author-it.com

SDL Trisoft 2011
SDL, a provider of global information 

management solutions, has released SDL 
Trisoft 2011 for DITA, the XML standard 
for technical writing. A new search in-
cludes the ability to find content inside 
XML elements — attributes, variables and 
conditions — and to identify the context in 
which the content resides.
SDL www.sdl.com

TransGen Mobile
LinguaSys, Inc., a translation software 

company, has launched TransGen Mobile, 
an application providing multilingual, pri-
vate mobile chat rooms for Android clients.
LinguaSys, Inc. www.linguasys.net

LinguistNow for RightNow
ABLE Innovations, LLC, a provider of local-

ization services, has developed LinguistNow, 
an add-in tool for RightNow content admin-
istrators and editors to request translations 
of question-and-answer content.
ABLE Innovations, LLC  

www.ableinnovations.com

PROMT DeepHybrid
PROMT, a provider of automated trans-

lation solutions, has developed PROMT 
DeepHybrid, a technology that combines 
rule-based machine translation with sta-
tistical-based machine translation fluency.
PROMT www.promt.com

INTERPRETALK Mobile
Language Services Associates, Inc., a 

language service provider, has launched 
INTERPRETALK Mobile for the iPhone and 
Android devices, connecting users to a live 
interpreter in 15 languages.
Language Services Associates, Inc.  

www.lsaweb.com

GTS Translation plugin
Global Translations, a provider of lan-

guage services, has developed the GTS 
Translation plugin, a WordPress plugin 
for multilingual blog publishing allowing 
content to be search engine optimized and 
indexed by search engines.
Global Translations  

www.global-translation-services.com

Vasont WebLNX
Vasont Systems, a provider of component 

content management solutions, has intro-
duced Vasont WebLNX, an editorial inter-
face designed to make editing XML content 
easier for users with no XML experience.
Vasont Systems www.vasont.com

Folio InterTel
Folio Online, a provider of language ser-

vices, has launched a pilot version of Folio 
InterTel, a telephonic medical interpreter 
service, at four South African hospitals and 
one clinic.
Folio Online www.folio-online.co.za

Wordfast Anywhere for iPhone
Wordfast LLC, a provider of translation 

memory software, has created an applica-
tion to support translation on the iPhone 
in the Wordfast Anywhere environment.
Wordfast LLC www.wordfast.com

viaLegal
viaLanguage, a translation and localiza-

tion services provider, has unveiled its new 
viaLegal translation services, a web-based 
portal for translation quoting, ordering, in-
country attorney selection, project work-
flow, revision management and budget to 
expenditure reporting.
viaLanguage www.vialanguage.com

Speech Synthesis  
Markup Language 1.1

The World Wide Web Consortium, an 
international community that develops 
standards to ensure the long-term growth 
of the web, has extended support for Asian 
languages and multilingual voice applica-
tions with Speech Synthesis Markup 
Language (SSML). Version 1.1 of SSML 
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provides control over voice selection as 
well as speech characteristics such as pro-
nunciation, volume and pitch.
World Wide Web Consortium www.w3.org

Clients and Partners

Across Systems and IAI  
establish joint venture

Across Systems GmbH, a developer of 
corporate translation management systems, 
and the Institute of the Society for the 
Promotion of Applied Information Sciences 
at the University of the Saarland (IAI) have 
established Congree Language Technologies 
as a joint venture. Congree is intended to 
be a supplier of technology for author-
ing assistance and will deliver integrated 
solutions for the formulation of consistent 
document texts.
Across Systems GmbH www.across.net

Lionbridge integrates  
TDA technology

Lionbridge Technologies, Inc., a provider 
of translation, development and testing 
solutions, and the TAUS Data Association 
(TDA) have announced a joint initia-
tive to integrate Lionbridge’s Translation 
Workspace with the TDA language data 
exchange portal.
Lionbridge Technologies, Inc.  

www.lionbridge.com

TAUS Data Association www.tausdata.org

Nexidia and CyberTech  
extend global reach

Nexidia Inc, an audio search and speech 
analytics solutions provider, and CyberTech, a 
compliance recording provider, have entered 
into a partnership agreement. Nexidia’s mul-
tilingual capability allows recordings in more 
than 30 languages, with various dialects and 

slang terminology. CyberTech implementa-
tions encompass financial services, public 
safety, call centers and education.
Nexidia Inc. www.nexidia.com

The R&A selects Milengo
Milengo Ltd., a language service pro-

vider, has been chosen by The Royal and 
Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews (The R&A) 
to provide localization services to promote 
golf to new audiences worldwide.
Milengo Ltd. www.milengo.com

Lingotek partners  
with Jive Software

Lingotek, a developer of collaborative 
translation technology, and Jive Software, 
a social business software company, have 
partnered to provide Jive customers with 
a platform for community-wide language 
translation.
Lingotek www.lingotek.com

All-Texts selects WLC
World Language Communications (WLC), a 

language service provider, has been selected 
by All-Texts Translations to provide language 
interpreting services.
World Language Communications  

www.worldlanguagecommunications.com

AAA Translation partners with 
International Institute of St. Louis

AAA Translation, Inc., a provider of lo-
calization services, and the International 
Institute of St. Louis, a provider of immi-
grant adjustment services, have entered 
into a partnership to broaden the language 
services offered by both companies.
AAA Translation, Inc.  

www.aaatranslation.com

Trusted Translations  
awarded GSA contract

Trusted Translations, Inc., a translation 
service company, has been awarded a 
contract from the United States General 
Services Administration (GSA). The contract 
covers a total of 30 languages.
Trusted Translations, Inc.  

www.trustedtranslations.com

Translation Bureau of Canada  
adds GLS to supplier inventory list

Global Language Solutions (GLS), Inc., a 
language services company, has been ap-
proved for the supplier inventory list for 
the Translation Bureau of Canada, an en-
tity within Public Works and Government 
Services Canada that provides translation 

services for the Government of Canada.
Global Language Solutions, Inc.  

www.globallanguages.com

CDOT chooses Well Translated
Well Translated LLC, a provider of transla-

tion, interpretation and multimedia services, 
was chosen by the Colorado Department of 
Transportation (CDOT) to provide transla-
tion services for several Colorado counties.
Well Translated LLC www.welltranslated.com

Announcements

Health care translation  
glossary initiative

Interpreting Services International (ISI), 
Inc. , a provider of translation services, has 
launched an initiative to create a transla-
tion glossary to help non-English-speakers 
make sense of new health care buzz words. 
ISI will begin with Spanish and Chinese 
translations of phrases and concepts. 
Interpreting Services International, Inc. 

www.isitrans.com

TEMIS celebrates 10 years
TEMIS S.A., a provider of enterprise text 

mining and text analytics solutions, is cel-
ebrating its tenth year in business. The com-
pany is headquartered in Paris, has an active 
development center in Switzerland and 
corporate offices in Germany, the United 
Kingdom, Canada and the United States.
TEMIS S.A. www.temis.com

Awards and Certifications

Cogen ISO 13485:2003 certified
Cogen SA, a provider of translation and 

multilingual publishing services headquar-
tered in Belgium, has been certified to the 
ISO 13485:2003 quality standard.  
Cogen SA www.cogen.com
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November

ISDA 2010
November 29-December 1, 2010, Cairo, Egypt. 

Intelligent Systems Design and Applications  

http://cig.iet.unipi.it/isda2010

Summer School for Translation Studies in Africa
November 29-December 4, 2010, in Bloemfontein, South Africa. 

University of the Free State, University of Stellenbosch, www.ufs.ac.za/

faculties/content.php?FCode=01&DCode=151&DivCode=0&uid=2222

Certified Localisation Professional Level One
November 29, 2010 -January 13, 2011, Zaragoza, Spain.

The Institute of Localisation Professionals  

www.tilponline.org/clp_level_1

Gilbane Conference Boston
November 30-December 2, 2010, in Boston, Massachusetts USA. 

Lighthouse Seminars, LLC, http://gilbaneboston.com

2nd Jordan International Conference on Translation
November 30-December 2, 2010, in Amman, Jordan. 

Jordanian Translators’ Association, Petra University,  

The Ministry of Culture, www.jicot.net

December

Online Educa Berlin 2010
December 1-3, 2010, in Berlin, Germany. 

ICWE GmbH, www.online-educa.com

AGIS ‘10
December 1-7, 2010, in Delhi, India. 

CDAC, GIST Research Labs, LRC, CNGL, TILP, TDIL, www.agis10.org

C
a

le
n

d
a

r
Translation and Accessibility in  
Video Games and Virtual Worlds

December 2-3, 2010, in Barcelona, Spain. 

TransMedia Catalonia Research Group, CAIAC  

http://jornades.uab.cat/videogamesaccess

International Workshop on  
Spoken Language Translation 2010

December 2-3, 2010, in Paris, France. 

IWSLT, http://iwslt2010.fbk.eu

Travelling Languages
December 3-5, 2010, in Leeds, UK. 

International Association of Languages  

and Intercultural Communication  

www.leeds.ac.uk/german/ialic_conference_2010.htm

Certified Localisation Professional Level One
December 6, 2010 -January 20, 2011, London, UK.

December 29, 2010 -February 12, 2011, Sydney, Australia

The Institute of Localisation Professionals  

www.tilponline.org/clp_level_1

Industry Trends
December 7, 2010, online. 

The Localization Institute, www.localizationinstitute.com/ 

index.cfm?SEMINAR_CAT_ID=5#session4

LISA Forum India
December 8-9, 2010, in New Delhi, India. 

LISA, www.lisa.org/New-Delhi.1464.0.html

Writing Past Each Other?
December 11-13, 2010, in Wellington, New Zealand. 

Victoria University of Wellington 

www.victoria.ac.nz/victoria-conferences/default.aspx
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Fourth Asian Translation Traditions Conference
December 15-17, 2010, in Hong Kong. 

Chinese University of Hong Kong, Nanyang Technological University 

www.asiantranslation4.cuhk.edu.hk

ITAINDIA 2010
December 16-19, 2010, in New Delhi, India. 

Indian Translators Association, Linguaindia Foundation 

www.itaindia.org/itaindia2010.php

Translation and Interpretation Research:  
Global and Local Contexts

December 18-19, 2010, in Hong Kong. 
Lingnan University, Tsinghua University, www.ln.edu.hk/tran

January

Website Translation and Localization Course
January 5- February 9, 2011, online/Monterey, California USA. 

Monterey Institute of International Studies 

www.miis.edu/academics/programs/translationinterpretationshort

Culture in Translation
January 6-8, 2011, in Hong Kong. 

The Open University of Hong Kong, www.ouhk.edu.hk/cit2011

Translation Tools in the Cloud: TermWiki and ReviewIT
January 13, 2011, in San Jose, California USA. 

The International Multilingual Computing User Group  

http://events.imug.org/calendar/13512611/?from=list&offset=0

Free/Open-Source Rule-Based Machine Translation
January 20-21, 2011, in Barcelona, Spain. 

Universitat Oberta de Catalunya, www.uoc.edu/freerbmt11

Machine Translation and  
Morphologically-rich Languages

January 23-27, 2011, in Haifa, Israel. 
Israel Science Foundation, http://cl.haifa.ac.il/MT

Computer-Assisted Translation Course
January 24-27, 2011, in Monterey, California USA. 

Monterey Institute of International Studies 

www.miis.edu/academics/programs/translationinterpretationshort

February

Apps go Global
February 2-3, 2011, in San Francisco, California USA. 

The Localization Institute, www.appsgoglobal.com

Building Culture(s): A New Era in Translation Studies
February 5, 2011, in Toronto, Canada. 

Glendon Graduate Student Conference in Translation Studies  

www.glendon.yorku.ca/trcolloquium2011

Profession & Business:  
Improving Skills, Enhancing Income

February 7-9, 2011, in Jerusalem, Israel. 
Israel Translators Association, www.ita.org.il/index.php?cnt=_conferences

IUI 2011
February 13-16, 2011, in Palo Alto, California USA. 

Intelligent User Interfaces, www.iuiconf.org

Internet Retailer Web Design & Usability 2011
February 14-16, 2011, in Orlando, Florida USA. 

Vertical Web Media, http://irwd.internetretailer.com/2011

Intelligent Content 2011
February 16-18, 2011, in Palm Springs, California USA. 

The Rockley Group, www.rockley.com/IC2011

Conference Terminology and Procedures
February 25-27, 2011, Monterey, California USA. 

Monterey Institute of International Studies 

www.miis.edu/academics/programs/translationinterpretationshort

GDC Localization Summit
February 28, 2011, in San Francisco, California USA. 

IGDA Game Localization SIG, 

www.gdconf.com/conference/gls.html

March

Translation Careers and Technologies:  
Convergence Points for the Future

March 3-4, 2011, in Paris, France. 
Tralogy, www.tralogy.eu/?lang=en

Information Systems for Indian Languages
March 9-11, 2011, in Patiala, India. 

Department of Computer Science, Punjabi University, Patiala  

www.icisil2011.org

Going Global 2011
March 10-12, 2011, in Hong Kong. 

British Council of Learning  

www.britishcouncil.org/goingglobal-gg5-programme.htm

Conference for Software User Assistance
March 13-16, 2011, in Long Beach, California USA. 

WritersUA, www.writersua.com/conference

Worldware Conference
March 15-17, 2011, in Santa Clara, California USA. 

The Localization Institute and MultiLingual Computing, Inc.  

www.worldwareconference.com

2011 Nonprofit Technology Conference
March 17-19, 2011, in Washington, D.C. USA. 

Nonprofit Technology Network, www.nten.org/ntc

info360: AIIM Expo + Conference
March 21-24, 2011, in Washington, D.C. USA. 

Questex Media Group LLC, www.aiimexpo.com

GALA 2011
March 28-30, 2011, in Lisbon, Portugal. 

Globalization and Localization Association  

www.gala-global.org/conference

Calendar
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data such as e-mail address and password are also transferred. 
If the resource already exists, a message is displayed that the 
resource is only enabled as memoQ user but not created. This 
avoids duplicate resources on the memoQ server. 

Project design
Projects are most often multilingual. Therefore, multiple TLs 

but only one source language is supported. Figure 2 shows the 
options for individual project setups: TLs, price list, corresponding 
TM as well as reference TMs.

It is also essential to have an efficient file upload for the trans-
lation process. Plunet BusinessManager allows for the upload of 
multiple files at once. In addition, it is possible to automatically 
unzip files and folders and to copy them straight into the source 
folder of the created project. Then the files are transferred to the 
memoQ server. Unfortunately, the older Microsoft Office versions 

Plunet memoQManager

Reviewed by Madeleine Lenker

Interface provides efficient workflow  

in time-sensitive environments

Madeleine Lenker works as a project manager 
and tools specialist at Eurotext AG. She is 

currently studying for a Ph.D. at the Localisation 
Research Centre (University of Limerick/Ireland). 

She is also a certified memoQ trainer.

In his review of the Plunet BusinessManager in the 
April/May 2010 issue of MultiLingual, Richard Sikes 
mentioned the possibilities that exist for several CAT 
tool integrations such as SDL Trados TM Server, Across 
Language Server and MultiTrans from MultiCorpora. 
One of the most recent integration additions is with 
memoQ from Kilgray. 

Plunet memoQManager addresses language service providers 
(LSPs), as well as corporate and governmental organizations that 
need an efficient workflow in time-sensitive environments. The 
integration focuses on the synchronization of both systems to 
speed up project management. This allows the system to cope 
with more volume in less time since the user only needs one tool. 
The interface facilitates project creation in Plunet BusinessMan-
ager and simultaneous project creation on the memoQ server via 
the API, including translation memories (TMs), termbases and 
other data. 

General settings
Plunet BusinessManager allows for easy setup, preparing for 

the synchronization process later on by entering the IP address 
of the memoQ server in the Admin section of the Plunet Busi-
nessManager. Some further customization needs to be done by 
the user. Figure 1 shows the language customization of price lists 
for customers in the Partners section of the Plunet BusinessMan-
ager. Here, you can also select the default TMs that are published 
on the memoQ server for a specific language combination. The 
option Refresh TM list allows for the updating of TMs when you 
have new customers and new TMs on the memoQ server. This 
option also refreshes the available termbases from the memoQ 
server, and these are displayed in the Quotes and Order section. 
The only termbases available include all the target languages (TLs) 
and also match the correct sub-languages of the project.

Aside from the synchronization of TMs and termbases, memoQ 
user roles can be assigned from the Plunet BusinessManager. The 
option memoQ user can be enabled for each resource. Hence, the 
memoQ user roles become available in the job section. Moreover, 
the resource is also created on the memoQ server; further project 

Figure 1: Language price list customization.
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are not supported; the files have to be 
converted to DOCX or PPTX beforehand. 
This may cause extra steps for the user. 
However, the user loses the preview when 
importing these file formats through the 

memoQ API, which leaves room for fur-
ther improvements. 

Today's localization processes are more 
complex as volume increases and the time-
to-market becomes shorter. Hence, the 
support of multilingual projects and the 
availability of customizable file filters for for-
mats such as XML are valuable assets. Such 
filters allow the user to decide whether parts 
of the translation are translatable or not. 

memoQ allows for the import and export 
of light resources such as file filters (.mqres). 
Plunet BusinessManager automatically cre-
ates the folder memoQ and the sub-folder 
filters. Here the user may upload a custom-
ized file filter to be used when processing the 
translatable documents. 

Automated processing
For project managers, it is convenient to 

simply click a button and have the analy-
sis of the translatable files done and prices 

automatically calculated. Plunet Business-
Manager integrates a complete range of 
options straight from the memoQ server 
(Figure 3).

As already mentioned, not only pub-
lished TMs but also published termbases 
can be selected straight from Plunet Busi-
nessManager. If a termbase does not con-
tain one of the target languages, the user 
is prompted to add the missing language 
to the termbase in memoQ and may have 
to go back and manually add them. 

After the user chooses the desired set-
tings, the Plunet ProcessManager, a Plunet 
tool to track and monitor processes, is 
launched by clicking on Run memoQMan-

ager. Here, project progress is displayed, 
and the user can track project creation, 
analysis and pretranslation. The process 
finishes, and according to the selected 
options (TMs, price lists and so on) items 
are automatically created with the appro-
priate analysis and prices are set. 

Project data
The Plunet ProcessManager also indi-

cates the synchronization and the data 
that is being processed in the background 
on the memoQ server. Figure 4 shows the 
project data that has been entered by the 
user in the Plunet BusinessManager: date 
of order, project name and description. In 
Figure 5, we now see that this project data 
has appeared in the memoQ project. 

The synchronization also allows the user 
to make changes; it will be automatically 
updated in the memoQ project as well, 
without the user having to open memoQ. 
It is an on-the-fly synchronization process 
designed to make the workflow more 
efficient. Furthermore, the TMs and term-
bases are also automatically assigned to 
the project on the memoQ server. 

So far, we have focused on the project 
itself. However, job assignment is also 
part of the translation workflow. In the 
next section, we will look at the oppor-
tunities the user has to efficiently use the 
integration.

Job assignment
In our case, one of the memoQ resources 

is a professional named Allan Miller. By 
enabling the memoQ user option in the Part-
ner section of the Plunet BusinessManager, 
the memoQ user roles are available now to 
the user when assigning a job. For example, 
the user can choose the translator role.

Figure 6 shows the data synchroniza-
tion with the project on the memoQ 

Figure 2: Defining price list and TM for a language combination.

Figure 3: Plunet memoQManager options.
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server. The translatable files are assigned 
to Allan Miller, and the deadline for the 
job is also transferred to the memoQ pro- 
ject. No project information is lost between 
both systems, thanks to the automatic 
synchronization. 

All data is now on the memoQ server, 
and it is up to the user to choose how 
to proceed. There are several possibilities 
depending on the workflow of the user. If 
the user works with online access to the 
memoQ server, translators such as Allan 
Miller can download the assigned files, 
translate them and use the Deliver button 
to submit the completed files in memoQ 
itself. The resource can now either use 
the Plunet BusinessManager to notify the 
project manager by e-mail or an automatic 
e-mail can be sent from within memoQ.

Plunet BusinessManager also facilitates 
job chains for further workflow automa-
tion, for example, a translation job that is 
followed by a review job. This feature is 
also part of the memoQ integration. When 
the user selects a job chain and when the 
previous job, most likely a translation, 
is finished, the job status changes. The 
moment the job status progresses to the 
defined status, the follow-up job starts 
automatically. If this resource is also a 
memoQ user, the Plunet ProcessManager 
synchronizes this information and updates 
the memoQ project on the memoQ server. 
The reviewer is added to the project as well 
as the delivery date for the follow-up job.

The Plunet BusinessManager/memoQ 
interface shows the potential to integrate 
and help automate workflows in such a 
way that LSPs, corporations and govern-
mental organizations can benefit from it. 
The synchronization removes the need for 
manual duplication of data. 

In the current release of the Plunet Busi-
nessManager, the user has several options 
for the export: MBD (memoQ bilingual 
document) files and also bilingual XLIFF 
support and export to the original file 
format from within the Plunet Business-
Manager. XLIFF is an asset to have since 
it is a tool-neutral format and features an 
extensibility mechanism. It also helps to 
facilitate the content transfer. 

For further automation, the export fold-
ers can also be predefined in the Plunet 
BusinessManager, and the exported files 
will be stored in these folders without any 
manual folder mapping. This also saves 
time and project management costs, and 
it makes localization more flexible and 
efficient.  M

Figure 6: Transferred job information into memoQ.

Figure 4: Project information.

Figure 5: Transferred project information into memoQ.
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with another faith in order to differentiate and make their new 
religion unique. Unfortunately, more often than not the author 
or designer doesn’t make enough effort to fully separate the 
inspiration from the creation, so consumers of the end product’s 
media often will perceive similarities with one faith or another. 
This is always the danger with any real-world inspiration, 
whether it’s designing costumes, environments, types of music 
and so on.

To a degree, the similarity between a real-world faith and a 
fictitious one is difficult to avoid, particularly given the great 
diversity of faith systems in various real cultures, both now and 
throughout history. But it’s important to realize that for many 
creative works, the alteration of an existing religion isn’t meant 
strictly for the purpose of creating a new people group or culture, 
but actually more often is meant to serve as a form of satire or 
even blatant criticism of a real-world religion through the use of 
allegory. Thus, in the process of developing new religious systems, 
the intent of the content creator is vitally important to how the 
end product will be perceived by local market consumers. 

Given the strong growth of creative content, especially the 
plethora of movies, television and video games, the need to 
develop or modify a religious system for fictional use is more 
common than you may realize. Thus, if you ever find yourself 
in that position, keep in mind that the development of a new 
religion for the purpose of a fictitious culture or society must 
be undertaken with extreme caution and thorough research. To 
offend a local market consumer on a religious issue is one of the 
most grievous types of errors to make. So for the sake of helping 
you navigate this specialized aspect of content creation, the 
following guidelines are suggested on how to carefully construct 
a new faith system.

First and foremost (and this should be obvious by this point), 
avoid direct copies of religions, in both their fundamental beliefs 

Next to the aspects of language and ethnicity, 
religious beliefs and objects reflecting a faith are a 
fundamental identifying aspect of cultures through-
out history. Religious systems have been both a 
uniting and dividing force within specific cultures, as 
well as between cultures. For most people working 
in localization and content development, we readily 
accept the important influence of religion on a local 
market culture and often take this into consider-
ation when distributing content.

In the course of content development for certain projects, 
it sometimes is necessary for the designers to create fictitious 
belief systems to support the premise of their work. For example, 
in the context of many works of science fiction and fantasy, 
many authors have developed new systems of religious belief 
in order to more fully describe and bring life to the fictitious 
culture they’ve crafted. There exist countless examples of new 
faiths being developed in various forms of media, from books 
to movies to television shows to video games. One notable 
example is in Frank Herbert’s Dune series, where the author 
created several combined religions such as Buddislam (a mix 
of Buddhism and Islam) and Zenshiism (a mix of Zen Buddhism 
and Shia Islam), as well as amalgamating Earth’s religious tenets 
into a single volume called the Orange Catholic Bible. Another 
well-known literary example would be Bokononism from Kurt 
Vonnegut’s novel Cat’s Cradle, which was used to parody reli-
gious systems by having its followers embrace lies as truths. And 
then, of course, there are many famous movie and video game 
examples, such as the Force from Star Wars, which leverages a 
mystical, universal power. In the game Halo, the Covenant fac-
tion worships ancient technology (“Halos”) from a long-extinct 
alien race. 

Content creators will often begin the creative process with an 
existing religious faith, usually one of those existing in the main-
stream, and then work to alter that faith or make it syncretic 
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as well as appearance. This includes the 
use of religious symbols, architecture, 
clothing, music, lyrics, gestures and all 
other aspects that plainly identify the 
specific religion. The borrowing of small 
aspects of real-world religions is usu-
ally the biggest problem with fictitious 
religions created for various purposes. 
This could mean borrowing one very 
recognizable symbol — a very iconic reli-
gious costume, a song or chant, or type 
of worship architecture. I’ve mentioned 
these examples previously, but I think 
it’s valid to mention them again in this 
context. The title Kakuto Chojin was 
banned in 2003 in several Middle Eastern 
countries where Islam is dominant due to 
its use of an audio track that contained 
the vocal chanting of a verse from the 
Qur’an. The backlash against the use of 
this sacred content was so widespread 
that the product eventually had to be 
globally recalled and discontinued. Then 
in 2007, the game Resistance: Fall of 
Man upset the Church of England after 
the developers had reproduced the Man-
chester Cathedral in great detail in the 
game without permission. The Church of 
England was outraged at the cathedral’s 
presence in the violent first-person shooter 
game and demanded an apology, espe-
cially as the violent action takes place 
within the cathedral itself. 

Another key recommendation is to 
avoid creating hybrid versions of actual 
religions. I realize this directly goes 
against some of the literary examples 
used previously, but usually literature is 
given a greater artistic license to do par-
ody and satire. Content such as that in 
video games still has yet to be accorded 
that level of creative freedom as an 
“art form,” so it’s critical to be cautious. 
When combining religions, usually the 
accoutrements of various faiths are far 
too easy to identify to make any combi-
nation fully believable, unless showing a 
hybrid such as in a future Earth society 
is the clear intention. For example, in the 
satirical television show Futurama, the 
fictitious religion of Robotology offended 
followers of Scientology because it was 
a direct parody that essentially made a 
robot-oriented version of their faith.

Unless the purpose of the fictitious 
religion blatantly includes being an alle-
gorical critique of certain periods of real-
world history, the content creator should 
strive to avoid such subtle comparisons 
as content users in various locales will 

be quick to identify the critical tone. 
For example, the Catholic Church’s 
historical period of the Inquisition 
has been widely copied, modeled and 
modified for a wide range of content 
and usually for the purpose of show-
ing its dark faults. This might sit well 
with the general public but can remain 
a sensitive issue for followers of the 
Catholic faith. Generally speaking, if 
the fictitious religion is intended for 
blatant satire and commentary, then 
be prepared for the greater potential 
for local market backlash. This also 
holds true when the fictitious religion 
is created to show the weaknesses of 
an actual faith.

One last point that’s worth making, 
even if remote in possibility, is that 
content creators should acknowledge and 
understand that the fictitious religion 
they create may actually attract real-
world followers. If the belief system you 
create is so compelling and interesting to 
end users, there’s always a chance that 

they may find it worth following and this 
is something that is simply beyond the 
control of most companies. Probably the 
best example of this phenomenon is the 
Jedi religion based on the followers of 
the Force in Star Wars. As humorous as 
it seems, it was widely reported recently 
that the population census in the United 
Kingdom saw a record number of people 
reporting their religion as Jedi. By law, 
this forced a disgruntled UK govern-
ment to include Jedism as a recognized 
religion, and by doing so it established 
the Jedi the fourth largest religion in the 
country — surpassing even Judaism and 
Sikhism! 

While it’s admittedly not a common 
task one must perform, the creation of 
a fictitious faith is not something to be 
taken lightly, even when the purpose 
is intended as satire or parody. This is 
a case where using one’s imagination 
and reaching for new ideas in content 
creation will ultimately prove a great 
benefit.  M
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The United States of America has been in 

frequent states of war, armed interventions or 
struggles for over 200 years, and this mental-
ity has altered Americans’ views of different 
cultures, languages and even the English spo-
ken in this country. As columnist Charley Reese 
writes, “it’s no wonder that militarism is always 
just beneath the surface of our culture, even in 
times of peace.” And all this now costs US $1 
trillion a year with the biggest language firms in 
the world supplying interpreters (“terps”) to the 
US military. We really need to rethink that little 
ditty we North Americans learned as children: 
“Sticks and stones will break my bones, but 
words will never harm me.”

Reese points out that the common language is full of refer-
ences to war. Politicians fight for this or that program. We say 
winning an election is a victory. We sometimes talk about a 
double-barreled threat or say something is on target. Election 
efforts are called campaigns. We often speak of teams or even 
bands battling. We conduct wars on social problems such as 
poverty and drug abuse. Not helping things is a popular business 
book based on the thoughts of a sixth-century BCE Chinese gen-
eral Sun-Tzu, now repackaged as The Art of War for Managers: 50 
Strategic Rules.

But in other languages you reserve the term for real war with 
armies and battlefields. There are no real wars going on, only 
struggles, and they will go on forever. The use of war is numbing 
Americans to its reality. The latest war is against Muslims, and 
strangely the flash point has not been fighting wars in Afghani-
stan and Iraq but building an Islamic center in a rundown part 
of New York City — peep shows and the like share the area. The 

key to being world savvy is not being caught up in any war 
hysteria, which reaches epic proportions whenever there is an 
election. 

The analyst Steve Gillman writes in his essay “Words are the 
Roots of War” that language is one of the roots of war because 
language can make us see things that are not there. “The word 
‘enemy’ is meant to hypnotize, as are many words used by the 
leaders of the world. If we see the enemy, we see only the need 
to kill. If we see the humans who are largely like us, we look for 
other options.” I just realized the United States has been at war 
or intervened in countries representing nearly all the world’s 
major languages as well as numerous other languages (Tagalog, 
Cambodian, Korean, Vietnamese, Serbian, Dari, Pashtu, Laotian 
and Somali, for example). And wherever and whenever you have 
a war mentality, you tend to dehumanize those you are fighting 
against with pejorative terms such as krauts or commies. Unfor-
tunately, the terms have a habit of hanging around. According to 
folk etymology, during the Spanish American War the term gringo 
appeared and is still with us today. The less romantic theory is 
that the Spaniards called any foreigner a griego (Greek). Whatever 
the case, the pejorative stuck to this day. I remember traveling 
through Ecuador on a recent trip and seeing graffiti that read 
“HAGA PATRIA MATE A UN GRINGO” (Be a patriot and kill an 
American).

More linguistic hysteria happened during and after World 
War I when the United States entered the fray as a beacon for 
democracy. Some German immigrants and sometimes non-Ger-
man immigrants who were perceived as German (Dutch, Scan-
dinavians, Swiss) were looked upon with suspicion and attacked 
regarding their loyalty. The names of city streets in Chicago, 
then a center of German immigration, were changed, with 
several notable exceptions being Goethe and Schiller Streets in 
the Gold Coast neighborhood, which remain the same today. The 
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city of Berlin, Michigan, changed 
its name to Marne. German measles 
became liberty measles, hamburger 
was renamed Salisbury steak, and 
daschunds became liberty pups. 
Anti-German tension culminated in 
the 1917 mob lynching of German 
immigrant Robert Prager, a coal 
miner living in Collinsville, Illinois, 
who was accused of making “dis-
loyal” remarks.

Ex-president Teddy Roosevelt, 
whose face adorns Mt. Rushmore, 
summed up the mood of the day by 
stating in 1918 that “This is a nation 
— not a polyglot boarding house. 
There is not room in the country for 
any 50-50 American.” 

World War II brought out even 
more venting against other lan-
guages and culture and the popular 
thought that no immigrant could 
ever feel American. OK, I am sensitive 
to this point, as I was born in another 
country and am a naturalized citizen. 
And even I got a strange comment not 
long ago, entering the United States from 
Canada at a border crossing in Idaho, when 
a customs agent looked at my passport, 
which says I was born in Latvia. He sternly 
asked me, “Why were you born there?”

I am here due to then-President Tru-
man — under protest but it was the best 
he could do given the forces working 
against him — signing the Displaced 
Persons Act, which allowed certain 

groups in, but kept others out. Perhaps 
the biggest cultural hatred of World War 
II was directed towards persons with 
Japanese ancestry. Short version, some 
110,000 Japanese from the US West 
Coast were resettled into camps so they 
could not spy for Japan. The fellow that 
administered the process, John L. DeWitt, 
said, “I don’t want any of them here. They 

are a dangerous element.” It took 
years, but the United States finally 
apologized for this. At the same 
time, signs appeared in post offices 
and US government buildings with 
cartoon drawings of Hitler, Japa-
nese General Tojo and the Italian 
dictator Mussolini that proclaimed 
“Don’t Speak the Enemy’s Lan-
guage: Speak American!” Some 
30 years later, when I was in an 
airport bus in Washington, D.C., 
speaking Latvian, I was told I could 
not speak a foreign language 
(remember it was Washington, 
D.C.!) and the bus driver actually 
called the police. They came and 
he pointed at me to the police-
men: “That’s him. He was speaking 
a foreign language on my bus 
— and he was speaking it quickly!” 
This actually happened, though 
I got the guy fired and received 
apologies from all involved.
And when Puerto Rican and 

Mexican immigration became a political 
issue, the English-only debate began in 
full, as, ironically, did Spanish-language 
political advertising and signage in the 
United States. Perhaps the key is not to 
label all this evil, but to label it passé. 
The playwright Oscar Wilde summed it up 
the best in 1891, saying “as long as war 
is regarded as wicked, it will always have 
its fascination. When it is looked upon as 
vulgar, it will cease to be popular.”  M

English language propaganda  
poster from World War II.
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from the river (who knew?). He married her anyway.”

Her humor wasn’t limited to self-deprecation, though. 
Recently while struggling with the illness that eventually took 
her from us, she posted to her friends on Facebook: “Day 7 in 
hospital: Stockholm Syndrome begins to set in. I’m no better 
or worse, really, just increasingly dependent upon my captors. 
Bizarre.”

We became collaborators in kind of a goofy way, and the 
better you know Tina, the more fitting that seems. In early 

2008, we had both proposed talks at Translation World in 
Montreal about project management, so the confer-

ence organizers asked us to share a session. That 
seems reasonable enough on the face of it, but as 

I read her proposal, I was shaking my head. I was 
a client-side program manager saying it was 
time to burn PMBOK (the bible from Project 
Management Institute, Project Management 
Book of Knowledge) and start over, and she was 
in vendor-side sales and saying people should 
read PMBOK. I thought, “Yeah, right — sharing a 
session is going to work really well!”

So I wrote to Tina and suggested that since we 
seemed to be in nearly complete disagreement, 

did she want to try a point/counterpoint format? 
I wasn’t sure what to make of her quick agreement, 

but within a few days we were on the phone trying to 
write an outline. 

What a disaster! We needed to give a 20-minute talk 
together, but after two hours on the phone we’d gotten 
spectacularly nowhere. Instead, we had accomplished the 
following:

We compared menageries — mine maxed out at three Sia-
mese cats and two Labrador retrievers, which you’d think would 
be competitive, but she topped that number in species, to say 
nothing of headcount.

We compared crazy career planning. I have degrees in 
music performance and have spent 20-plus years in statistical 
software, but that was nothing on Tina’s degrees in English lead-
ing to a career in the recording industry, typesetting, running a 
higher ed journal, court reporting and selling translation.

■

■

My collaborator in “Point/Counterpoint” columns 
for MultiLingual magazine, Tina Wuelfing Cargile, 
passed away on September 5, 2010, after a long 
illness. Her time on this planet was too short, and 
my time with her was way too short, so even writ-
ing a decent bio is beyond me.

Those of you who knew her, just pour yourselves a glass of her 
favorite, Pinot Grigio, light a cigarette if you’re a smoker, 
and use a little imagination as you follow along.

Anyone who knew her would start a description 
of Tina with her sense of humor. Tina was always 
cracking a joke, often at her own expense. I can 
almost hear her explanation right now as my 
Mini Tina sits on my left shoulder — that’s where 
the evil angel goes, right? — “Well, of course, 
Erin. Joking at my own expense, I’ve got lots of 
material!”

Somehow Tina’s adventures always became 
just a wee bit more absurd than anybody else’s. 
This description of her introduction to country 
life, from McElroy Translation’s website during 
Tina’s years as its business development manager, 
gives a taste of that: “Tina lives with her husband in 
a small town miles from Austin, where they are quickly 
filling their 12 acres with dozens of chickens, dogs, cats, 
geese, turkeys and ducks. Having spent 35 years in the city and 
on concrete, she proved totally oblivious to the ‘real world’ on 
her first date, nearly 20 years ago, with her husband-to-be, a 
country boy from Honey Grove, Texas. While aware that the 
excursion involved scouting for arrowheads over fairly rough 
terrain, Tina: 1. Wore stiletto heels and dressed in black from 
head to toe on a 100-degree day 2. Identified a patch of prickly 
pear behind a ranch fence as a ‘cactus farm’ 3. Drank water 
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We compared notes on why we 
both think PowerPoint needs to be 
blasted off the face of the earth. 

We made other attempts, though we 
didn’t get much further. We finally met 
in Montreal, the night before we were to 
give our talk, after a massive snowstorm. 
Tina had arrived two days late thanks 
to airport closures. Beatriz Bonnet, our 
moderator, had arrived on time, but as 
far as I know she has yet to be reunited 
with her luggage. So a few hours before 
Tina finally landed, Beatriz and I were 
tromping through the snowdrifts in 
downtown Montreal in our completely 
useless dress shoes looking for something 
for her to wear to our talk. When we got 
back to the hotel, we met Tina in the 
bar, where she was seated with a glass of 
— sing it with me, folks! — Pinot Grigio. 
We intended to go over logistics for our 
talk, but instead we spent several hours 
cracking each other up and deciding the 
talk would take care of itself.

It did, despite classic Tina circum-
stances. Although we promised to show 
up early so we could (finally!) practice 
our talk together, she was actually late 
for her own presentation, and we had to 
wing it.

She was late because she’d gotten 
stuck on the phone, rescuing a client from 
himself! I came to learn that she did a 
lot of that: talking clients down from the 
ledge, talking clients out of absurdly bad 
ideas, talking clients through technology 
that was too difficult for them to be buy-
ing, talking clients into sticking to plans 
instead of scrambling things up every few 
weeks because they didn’t understand the 
translation process and so on.

Our talk was well received, and the 
audience’s questions and comments in 
the hallway afterward confirmed that 
they had gotten our point. It turned 
out that although we thought we 
disagreed about the value of classi-
cal project management, we actually 
agreed but were looking at it from 
opposite perspectives. I was viewing it 
from the perspective of someone who 
had overdosed on methodology and 
discovered that facilitating a team’s 
teamwork was far more effective. She 
was viewing it from the perspective of 
someone who’d seen a lot of project 
managers whose training consisted of 
an endless supply of coffee and too 
much work. We were coming from 
opposite extremes — too much vs. not 

■ enough — but we met in the middle, 
recommending some basic tools used 
in moderation but in combination with 
compassion and listening skills.

We reprised the chaos in a series of 
point/counterpoint columns for Multi- 
Lingual. This gave us an excuse to con-
tinue getting together when our travels 

allowed — not that we needed one! I still 
have our list, mostly unfinished. I regret 
that Tina won’t be around to help me 
write the rest of our columns because 
they won’t be nearly as sharp without 
her point of view. If you review the ones 
we did write, you’ll see that she was the 
funny one. She was also the wise one.  M
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the use of machine translation and setting actual output 
capacity. We are exposed to working situations in which not 
being completely honest is tempting. Mistakenly, we may 
perceive that a less strict approach will accelerate the process 
and render fast results. The initial steps relate directly to the 
vendor management policy, its recruitment procedures, ongoing 
assessment practices and tracking of compliance. Undeniably, it 
is a time-consuming task that is almost always behind schedule 
and not compatible with the sense of urgency that seems to 
accompany most requests; therefore, sometimes operations are 
spoiled from the scratch, and so-called unexpected sour results, 
in fact, could have been avoided. Even though we are all aware 
of this, many times we feel we are forced, tempted or obliged to 
do business anyway, and the concept of ethics is reshaped to fit 
the curve.

Loyalty — what everybody wants to keep
Becoming a reliable partner takes time, effort and a 

tangible and traceable background. Loyalty is a gradual 
undertaking, and minor acts usually pave the way to it. In 
turn, such minor acts will balance the scale to your side 
as honesty, collaboration, transparency and flexibility are 
added to the chart. If you are successful enough in this 
endeavor, business will naturally grow, and, consequently, 
more resources will be needed to serve your clients. There-
fore, from the very onset of your business, skills should be 
dedicated to build a company philosophy in which partakers 
can consistently breathe and embrace such principles. These 
assets should be exposed in a way that facilitates transfer-
ring and imitation; they should be so well-rooted that every 
single and minor action is outlined by them, and as the most 
basic parenting relationship illustrative behaviors should 
start at the top of the pyramid.

 But what if there is not enough time or resources for it? 
Will your concept of ethics be reformulated just before a new 
and promising business opportunity flows away through your 
fingers? Be aware you are entering a red zone, and being 
able to keep up to your initially-set ethical standards at this 

E
Ethics as a standard of behavior depends on 

the cultural environment; it dictates what is 
right or wrong based on reason. Ethics came 
into existence only when human beings started 
to reflect on the best way to live. 

And the same kind of morality is precedent to the incep-
tion of our industry. It is gradually shaped around every 
business industry silhouette, and language and technology 
are no exception. Those who are part of it have the respon-
sibility of making it an industry ruled by ethics. Although 
many people behave ethically when doing business, ruling by 
ethics may sound utopian. On the contrary, it is feasible and 
realistic; we strongly believe businesses should be run ethi-
cally with fair labor practices in mind and under reasonable 
competing circumstances. In order to maintain an ethical 
working relationship with clients, colleagues and employees, 
businesses should be based on the pillars of honesty, loyalty 
and commitment, and all parties involved should share and 
uphold these values. We are pretty sure most of you are 
nodding in agreement as you read these lines, but how does 
it show in the language and technology industry we, the 
readers of this magazine, are part of? Personally, when we 
wondered if business needs are overtaking such pillars, we 
came to an actual and painful yes as an answer, applicable to 
a growing number of cases every day.

 
Does honesty always pay?
For language service providers (LSPs), there are several 

scenarios in which honesty should be the quintessential 
milestone when building a business relationship, such as 
checking the qualifications of outsourced resources, clarifying 
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point will undoubtedly be a strenuous 
posture to maintain, but it will eventu-
ally work as a reinforced padlock to 
secure long-lasting and consolidated 
partnerships with your clients. Not 
only will you build a respectable 
reputation, but you also will come out 
appropriately armored and in better 
shape for future challenges.

Working under long-terms con-
tracts is a widely used approach to 
business that in general tends to favor 
loyalty under mutually-agreed terms 
and conditions. If conditions are 
well balanced and terms are reason-
able, both parties will accommodate 
their business strategies, including 
significant investments on resources, 
time and money to perform well in 
the contract, which will logically 
render brand new opportunities. 
Creating win-win alliances is a perfect 
reflection of ethics in any arena, and 
seeing both the big and the small fish 
as part of the same ecosystem on a 
horizontal pane proves how success-
fully profitable results can be attained 
in an ethical atmosphere and context. 
Parties should seek a business supply 
chain, not a food chain, avoiding 
situations in which the bigger stifles 
the smaller. Those at the bottom also 
make it all possible. 

In today’s society and particularly 
in the language and technology indus-
try, the web is a large window to the 
world and into your company, playing 
business operations in real time. Crys-
tal-clear relationships and respectable 
strategies are vital. Competing for the 
same clients is not the same as steal-
ing clients. Numerous strategies are 
available, such as strengthening your 
presence in a particular niche in the 
market or differentiating from others. 
You need to be honestly competent, 
and once again, ethics should rule. 
At this point, transparency — even 
though it may lead others to the 
temptation of stealing your clients 
— assumes a key role.

A word of commitment
Doing business globally as we do, 

where bidding, quoting, placement 
and delivery are almost concur-
rent steps and parties involved are 
miles, cultures and oceans apart, the 
electronic sign is none other than 
the materialization of your word. 

Requests will have to meet certain 
requirements based on locales, time 
frames, file formats, reviewing/testing 
loops and so on, and you are agreeing 
upon all of them, without being able 
to shake hands as you would in the 
real world, maybe not even knowing 
the other party’s face. Therefore, 
standing by your word is the only and 
best thing you can do, and in this vir-
tual world it will become your com-
petitive strength. But what if things 
go wrong or if that set of unexpected 
or unpredicted circumstances actually 
occur? Will you let your business go 
down when there is still something 
you could do, just deviating a little 
bit from your ethics? Irrespective of 
the reasons people may find to justify 
unfair behaviors, adopting a proac-
tive and communicative approach 
is the safest way to overcome most 
difficulties that might arise off and on 
— being honest, open to receive help 
and to change the course of actions to 
cope with these unexpected hurdles. 
Standing by your word in terms of 
deadlines and quality is unquestion-
ably the leading factor of a successful 
business relationship, and every LSP 
claims to offer this. 

Ethics as knowledge
It may be difficult to accept that a 

few simple words are so powerful and 
can do so much, but the power does 
not actually reside in them. It resides 
and has to stem from you, from 
your procedures, practices, auditing 
measures, continuous assessment, 
feedback loops, proven experience, 
proactive actions, resourcefulness, 
resiliency, honesty — ethics. It should be 
all around, as the guiding principle 
of any single action and its cumula-
tive effect is the key to success. 
Ethics not only enriches us in the 
moral spectrum, but makes us more 
knowledgeable. In the technologi-
cally less-developed past, the wise 
man of Athens, Socrates, said that 
knowledge is virtue. His position on 
this topic was clear: “Ethics consists 
of knowing what we ought to do, 
and such knowledge can be taught.” 
Ethics builds on responsibility. If 
the sense of sharing the same boat 
is established among your staff and 
the other parties, and everybody is 
truly assertive about it, beneficial side 

effects will naturally arise: teamwork, 
spontaneous sharing of knowledge 
and best practices. 

Essentially, ethics means not letting 
internal and external people down. 
Mingling guiding principles with busi-
ness goals, setting up priorities and 
outlining the best practices towards 
your aims require a sound sense 
of responsibility and commitment. 
Tracing an action plan right from 
the start when the company’s policy 
is overtly conveyed will enormously 
lessen exposures to risk. Ethics should 
govern decisions ranging from what 
assignments are suitable for yourself 
or your team according to your areas 
of specialization, technology level, 
background experience; which dead-
lines are healthily attainable based on 
your output capacity; which locales 
fall within your scope of confidence; 
which contacts belong to your client’s 
portfolio; ensuring a reasonable but 
competitive rate schedule for everyone 
in the supply chain, to name a few 
scenarios. In the long run, managing 
your company ethically will prevent 
you from finding your name in the list 
of casualties.

To offer an atmosphere of genuine 
ethical collaboration, never forget to 
be a person behind the name, and you 
will stand out in today’s depersonalized 
world that computing networks have 
constructed. Post yourself, behaving as 
the owner of a word, a face, a reputa-
tion, and respect will simply come 
along. Let’s not aim at perfection; it 
is nonexistent on our playing field. 
Instead, let’s aim at being there when 
clients need us, never overlooking our 
own limitations.  M
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of our environment, effectively an eco-system of a wide variety 
of distinctly different creatures, from independent translators to 
global enterprises, that somehow are interdependent.

So from theory to practice, how do ethics — or the lack of 
them — play out most frequently in our business, either as LSPs 
or clients? One common ethical impasse is the infamous “non-
compete” clause LSPs include in contracts with their subcon-
tractors. Few would argue against the purpose of such clauses, 
which is to avoid any contact between subcontractor and end 
client that aims to cut the “middle-man” multilanguage vendor 
(MLV) out of the arrangement. I think we can agree that it 
would be unethical to use the experience and expertise gained 
through a partnership in such a way. However, in my experi-
ence the clause’s intended purpose is often inappropriately 
formulated, and reflects misplaced lock-in tactics rather than 
business ethics.

Regarding the former, MLV contracts often effectively state 
that the subcontractor may not contact any of its end clients. This 
presents two obvious problems. First, it is impossible to comply 
unless a full listing of the MLV’s clients is supplied, and, needless 
to say, MLVs are unlikely to offer such a list to their subcontrac-
tors. Second, it appears to impede a fundamental right to free 
speech. Surely, subcontractors have a right to issue information 
about their company and services to whomever they like, as long 
as they are not explicitly soliciting an end client directly on the 
basis of work performed for them on behalf of a MLV. Further-
more, a clear indication that the no-compete clause has more to 
do with paranoia than with business ethics is that it seems to miss 
the whole point of the value chain. Presumably, the end client is 
aware that the MLV is using a number of subcontractors in the 
overall process, especially when it comes to language processing. 
But the MLV seems unaware that the client puts a value on the 
added services the MLV provides — services such as streamlined 
project management, technology integration, complementary 
services and so forth. If the MLV is worried about being bypassed by 
the end client, then the vendor is clearly not convinced of its own 
value. Maybe it is time to put things in perspective and to think 
more about building open, value-adding and clearly ethical con-
tractor/MLV relationships and less about formulating contracts.

E
Envisage the scene: 

Customer: “Our projects are really complex. We’d 
like to ensure your project managers have the 
right capabilities to handle them.”

Supplier: “Sure, but we did outline our processes 
and the fact that our project management service 
is person-independent. We have a strong team, and 
any individual will be supported by the wider knowl-
edge of the group as a whole . . . but if you insist.”

Customer: “We’d like to see your project manag-
ers’ CVs and conduct personal interviews with all 
approved candidates by phone.”

Supplier: “Well, OK, if you consider it necessary.”

Six months later, the customer contacts the project manager 
directly and offers him or her a position. No apology, no indemnity, 
no recognition that the language service provider (LSP) has served 
as a free recruitment agency. Has this customer behaved ethically?

Business ethics are about adherence to a set of values widely 
accepted by professionals in a given field. There are very few, if 
any, documented guidelines as to what these values may be in 
our industry. More often than not, any written references to how 
business should be conducted come in the form of contracts 
— hardly the best of frameworks for values and common sense. 
We therefore often have to trust that the individuals we deal 
with share our ethical ideals and standards and will apply them 
consistently throughout our business dealings. Such a leap of 
faith is no small feat, particularly when considering the complexity 
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Some of the examples in this article 
will likely prompt a response such as “Hey, 
I do that. There’s nothing wrong with 
it.” My seven-year-old son loves it when 
I tell him the true story of the drunken 
guy who, upon climbing into the panda 
enclosure at a zoo “for a hug” proceeded 
to be bitten by the panda (surprise, 
surprise). He, in turn, decided to bite 
the panda back. Heck, why not — seems 
reasonable under the circumstances! In 
a pre-schooler’s world, being bitten/hit/
kicked is a perfect excuse to do the same 
back, but are we in the localization indus-
try no more developed than pre-schoolers 
or drunkards in zoos? I am referring here 
to a frequently occurring ethical encoun-
ter I call “passing the responsibility buck.”

Imagine the scenario: an end client 
contracts an MLV to translate a project 
into, say, four languages. The MLV subcon-
tracts the language work to single-lan-
guage vendors in the respective markets 
and delivers the completed project to the 
client. For one reason or another, the end 
client is unhappy with the results and 
refuses to process payment until the issues 
are fully resolved, causing delays, payment 
reductions or perhaps even non-pay-
ment. Naturally, if the delivery problems 
were directly associated with the work of 
one or more of the subcontractors, it is 
reasonable to adopt a shared responsibil-
ity approach. However, if MLVs do not 
receive payment in full and in a timely 
manner, they sometimes assume that it’s 
OK not to process payment to subcontrac-
tors, even if those subcontractors have 
satisfactorily completed their part of the 
project. In short, they are saying “We’ll 
pay you when/if our customer pays us.” 
This is totally unethical, of course, as well 
as illegal, since the contract between the 
end client and the MLV is independent of 
the contracts between the MLV and the 
subcontractors. The same scenario can also 
apply further down the production chain 
when a freelance translator does not 
receive payments from a single-language 
vendor due to the latter having problems 
receiving payment from its client. In its 
seven years of existence, our company has 
certainly experienced the “panda bite me, 
I bite panda” scenario as, I imagine, have 
others. Maybe it’s time for some “Bitten by 
the panda and survived!” bumper stickers!

On the subject of contracts and pay-
ments, I continue to be amazed by the 
lack of respect for the terms established 
between client and supplier. I don’t think 

there is a single company that can claim 
100% adherence — let’s face it, stuff 
happens! Still, if for some reason a LSP 
fails to make a delivery as expected, 
there tends to be a valid reason, and 
if the supplier has indeed caused the 
problem, it is reasonable to expect that 
it will feel bad about it, apologize pro-
fusely and also do everything possible to 
resolve things in a way that makes sense 
for all involved. The same applies in the 
case of delayed payment to a supplier. 
In the same way, whenever a sup-
plier is on the receiving end of similar 
oversights, the expectation ought to be 
that others will act with similar ethi-
cal conscience. Unfortunately, much 
too often it doesn’t seem to work that 
way. When it comes to suppliers not 
delivering as expected without appar-
ent regrets, at least the client can exert 
some control over future collaboration. 
Late payment from clients is a different 
matter, and often it seems implemented 
systematically, with neither an apology 

nor a payment plan proposal. For sure, 
further assignments from such a client can 
be rejected, but it seems a tough price to 
pay, especially if the issues arise through no 
fault of the supplier. Some simple business 
ethics and common courtesy would go a 
long way toward making our work not only 
more enjoyable and rewarding, but also 
more efficient.

No doubt you are familiar with the 
common practice of comparing the prices 
different suppliers offer for services. There 
is nothing wrong with price comparisons, 
but in my opinion it is very often taken 
to a point that I don’t hesitate calling 
unethical — namely, the old apples and 
oranges scenario, especially when it is 
simply used to exert price pressure. Let’s 
face it — Mercedes dealers are rarely put 
to task by customers pointing out that a 
Volkswagen is cheaper, yet in our industry 
this seems to be commonplace. If I had a 
dollar for every time I’ve heard something 
along the lines of “your rates are higher 
than other suppliers in your region,” I’d 
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be a rich man — something, I may add, 
that is pretty difficult to achieve by run-
ning a company in this line of business. 
Just as specifications differ between 
one car manufacturer and another, LSPs 
come in different categories, and it is 
plainly wrong to make a direct compari-
son between the per-word rate offered 
by a one-person operation run from 
someone’s kitchen and the rate offered 
by an organization with a hundred full-
time employees with teams of linguists, 
project managers, technical specialists 
and so on. OK, they may both supply 
Spanish translations, but even if the CL65 
AMG and the Golf Twist both take you 
from A to B on similar types of fuel, it is 
still rare that a purchase price difference 
has to be justified. On second thought, 
the car analogy may not be the best 
one, since many features that warrant a 
higher price for a given model are not 
directly applicable to our product (status, 
design, comfort, cup holders and so on), 
although others (reliability and perfor-
mance, for example) certainly are. Need-
less to say, a one-person agency working 
with freelancers may well be a perfectly 
good choice in certain scenarios. How-
ever, if you need to process lots of words, 
deal with complex content in multiple 
types and formats, and rely on on-time 
deliveries at tight turnaround times, 
chances are you need to select a partner 

with a more solid infrastructure. The unit 
prices you have to pay will inevitably be 
higher as they need to reflect the higher 
overheads, but I would argue that the 
overall cost will inevitably be lower. 

Another area that ultimately touches 
on ethics from time to time is employer/
employee relationships. Fundamentally, the 
close interdependence between companies 
and the people who work within them 
creates a vested interest in ensuring a bal-
ance that satisfies both parties. I believe, 
generally speaking, that balance is in place, 
and in situations where it isn’t, nature 
takes its course to resolve issues — aided, if 
necessary, by laws aimed at ensuring that 
all parties are treated fairly and ethically. 
However, as I learned from practical experi-
ence in Argentina, the law is not always a 
very reliable instrument. With a turbulent 
past and a much shorter democratic history 
than western Europe and North America, 
the country is in many ways an emerging 
market. Many employers in the past have 
systematically exploited staff to optimize 
their own gains. It is therefore understand-
able that labor laws have focused on pro-
tecting employee rights. However, getting 
things right requires a balance, and the 
country has reached a point of overcom-
pensation, which puts both competitive-
ness and ethics at risk. 

A couple of examples: Like in many if 
not most parts of the world, employee 

severance payments in this country are 
linked to time served in the company. 
Perfectly reasonable, of course, but Argen-
tinean law leaves employers open to abuse 
by employees wishing to leave a job, as 
getting fired is a more attractive finan-
cial proposition than quitting. Since the 
formal process required to justify firing 
someone is so complex and time-consum-
ing and is a 99.99% guaranteed win for 
the employee, the only practical solution 
in many cases is to negotiate a “deal” that 
involves paying the employee to resign, 
even when the employee wishes to leave 
the company. We have even discovered 
employees running their own businesses 
while at work — and I don’t mean a 
translator taking the odd call or two, but 
literally running an independent business 
from our office during working hours 
whilst failing to fulfill responsibilities and 
claiming to be overworked.

Another practical example saw a new 
staff member fail to turn up after a mere 
two days at work. Whatever the reason, 
whether the person got an alternative 
job offer, or simply felt it wasn’t going to 
work out, in an ethical world surely the 
decent thing to do would be to call and 
apologize for the inconvenience caused. 
Let’s face it, the recruitment process is 
by no means simple or free. Instead, the 
company received a legal claim for a 
month’s pay, and with very little support 
for employers in labor legislation, the only 
viable solution was to pay up. Such clearly 
unethical behavior makes me sometimes 
wonder how we manage to have such 
fabulous staff, since local law seems to be 
teaching employees that a lack of ethics 
pays. Fortunately, these examples are rare 
exceptions.

Mercifully, our industry is by and 
large inhabited by people with sound 
ethics from both a personal and a busi-
ness perspective. With paperwork as well 
as contracts growing in girth, we must 
ensure not to let our ethics decline. Are 
you purchasing services or partnering 
in an ethical manner? If your decisions 
promote me, me, me instead of we, we, 

we, then the answer is more than likely a 
resounding no. Localization today remains 
a team effort. Until machine translation is 
developed to perfection or the next great 
thing conspires to make us all redundant, 
our industry depends on people working 
together in our complex ecosystem, and 
ethics unquestionably has a role in main-
taining its balance and overall health.  M
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Ethics and compliance  

e-learning courses

Andrea Edmundson

W
Web-based learning modules have become a 

common tool used to educate employees worldwide 
on matters of ethics. In what ways do e-learning 
courses need to be adapted to ensure that learn-
ers are not alienated, master accurate content and 
achieve the desired learning outcomes? 

One of the first concerns is legality. It is critical to discern 
which laws employees must obey and whose laws they are as 
opposed to what ethical policies they must comply with. The 
latter, especially, is fraught with cultural nuances. Thus, one of 
the first goals of course development is to ensure that targeted 
learners easily differentiate between laws and polices/proce-
dures. For laws, the course needs to clearly distinguish between 
the unfamiliar home-locale laws that learners are expected to 
obey and international or regional variations. For example, in 
some regions, the concepts of harassment, discrimination and 
protected classes do not exist; in contrast, others countries have 
more stringent laws than in the United States. Other topics, such 
as diversity and sustainable business practices, could prove 
meaningless in the learners’ contexts. However, corporations 
can expect employees to respect their policies and procedures.

Before learners can understand and accept your perspective 
on what is ethical or not, you must first acknowledge their envi-
ronment. Take business hospitality. Socializing for the purpose 
of conducting business is common in many countries; thus, 
discouraging interactions with vendors, for example, requires 
special wording to acknowledge the cultural difference. The 
same may go for nepotism, reporting violations and bribery.

We can all easily make assumptions about content and, sub-
sequently, err. If we assume that all business environments are 
similar to ours, case studies and casts of characters will portray 
unfamiliar business contexts. For example, globally, people 
respect very different work hours; thus, a scenario portraying 
a boss calling an employee at home in the evening would be 
unlikely in some countries. A telecommuter working in pajamas 
could also be inappropriate. Other examples include:

Role of women: In some areas of the world, women hold 
few C-level positions; thus, a scenario with a young female CEO 
would be rare in many countries. This is not so much a values 
statement, but a reflection of demographics.

Employee empowerment: Calls to “take a risk,” “report a 
peer” or “seize an opportunity” may be impossible to execute in 
some less individualistic environments.

Business communications: Employees in many countries 
are unlikely to address a supervisor directly. For example, while 
a Chinese employee might see the need to correct an infraction, 
he/she cannot simply approach management to suggest this 
change. Instead, there are much subtler, cultural ways to do so.

Decision-making: In many countries, decisions are made by 
consensus or by first requesting extensive feedback from experts. 
Your course can lose credibility by not respecting or acknowledging 
the targeted learners’ approaches to decision-making.

Instructional design
We can address many of the cultural nuances mentioned 

with cultural adaptation to instructional design and language. 
Do your homework! Who are the learners? What is their indus-
try, demographics, exposure to western law and habits? What 
is their culture, native language, ability with English, education 
level? The more you know, the more you can provide accurate, 
contextualized content. At a minimum, a regional description 
of targeted learners helps incorporate a most-preferred learning 
style into a course. 

Scrap the idea of making courses generic enough to include 
all cultures. Instead, at the least, start with one regionally 
delineated culture and design directly to its characteristics and 

■

■

■

■
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preferences. Later, you can modify the 
course for cultural groups. Start with a 
template in which you can easily update 
instructions (language), content, images, 
documents and so on.

Let learners know immediately how 
the information is going to be presented 
and how they are going to be assessed. 
In many countries, testing is the ultimate 

measure of learning, and if your course 
contains questions and activities that do 
not count towards a final score, tell the 
learners. This will decrease their anxiety. 
If success is measured as passing a final 
test, however, do not be surprised if they 
skip the course and only take the test, or 
that learners consult with their in-group 
on the correct answers. Sequencing is 
also important. Learners tend to expect 
information before they are tested or 
challenged on it. Thus, case-based and 
problem-based learning can be a chal-
lenge if learners tend to expect all of the 
information be presented to them before 
they solve a problem.

For nonnative speakers, highlight and 
organize important content in a logical 
manner. Use good syntax — remember, 
you need to facilitate comprehension. Do 
not use double negatives.

Many ethics and compliance courses 
tend to use multiple-choice questions and 
case studies to test the learners’ knowl-
edge. However, feedback is the best way 
to reinforce learning; therefore, explain 
all correct and incorrect responses thor-
oughly. New concepts or concepts that 
contradict the learners’ experience will 
make sense sooner if you relate them to 
the learners’ context. This approach works 
in the content areas as well as in feedback 
to questions. For example, the feedback to 
a question about reporting a potentially 
unethical situation stated, “This is the cor-
rect course of action. Jane has a responsi-
bility to the company and its shareholders. 
She should have reported the incident as 
soon possible.” We added, “If you are 
uncomfortable speaking directly to your 
superiors, use a method that is comfort-
able for you to bring this situation to the 
supervisor’s attention as soon as possible.” 
In this case, the employer created an 
anonymous method. 

Another statement was “Our Code of 
Conduct is designed to help you act in 
an informed and ethical manner. The 
Code is guided by the laws and regula-
tions that govern our business behavior, 
as well as by our values and sense of 
ethical conduct that often go beyond 
legal requirements.” We added, “In some 
cases, these guidelines may be new or 
strange to you. In other cases, you may 
not understand why our company con-
siders an action ‘unethical’ when you do 
not view it that way. However, success-
ful companies have become successful 
because they have learned to ‘act’ in 

certain ways that make them — and their 
employees — more trustworthy and reli-
able. Thus, please pay careful attention 
to our explanations of ethical behaviour 
and try to see how such behaviors do 
make us more trustworthy and reliable. 
In addition, we present information and 
guidelines to help YOU make decisions 
based on our company’s values, which 
we expect you to uphold while working 
for us.”

Also, confirm that locations and 
activities in course examples and case 
studies are familiar to the targeted learn-
ers. For example, in some countries, 
business would never be conducted in a 
bar or at dinner. Images, icons, symbols, 
characters, office scenes and so on all 
require the same treatment as course 
content: What is contextually correct for 
the learners? 

Language and translation
Whether you teach the course in 

English or translate it, you can prepare 
content in a way that makes it readily 
comprehensible to nonnative English 
speakers while significantly decreasing 
the costs of translation. Edit instructions 
and dialogue for clarity, punctuation and 
grammar. Absolutely use active versus 
passive sentences whenever possible. 
Clarify adjectives. What is an expensive 

or extravagant gift? Eliminate words that 
elicit doubt, such as possibly, probably 
and in most cases.

Synonyms slow comprehension for 
nonnative speakers and greatly increase 
the cost of translation. Decide in advance 
how certain words will be used through-
out the course. For example, is it: 

Legal department, compliance depart-
ment or appropriate authority?

Law, regulation or statute?
Stocks, shares or securities? 
Obey, comply, respect or be respon-

sible for?
Unacceptable, inappropriate or un- 

professional?
Create a glossary for your transla-

tors and learners, and define new words  
immediately. Also, use words recognized 
by your targeted learners, such as made 

redundant rather than layoff in the 
United Kingdom.

Corporations cannot afford to offer 
training that alienates learners or impedes 
the desired learning outcomes. Address-
ing the aforementioned aspects of course 
design helps avoid these risks.  M

■

■

■

■

■
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Annual commentaries from language industry    
   executives regarding prospects for the future 

At Across Systems, we believe that the future will benefit from 
the collaboration of content authoring with translation management 
systems. Therefore, we have entered into a joint venture with the 
Institute of the Society for the Promotion of Applied Information 
Sciences at the University of the Saarland to establish Congree Language 
Technologies. Congree will become a leading supplier of technology for 
authoring assistance, delivering integrated solutions for the formation 
of consistent documents that take into account defined style rules and 
corporate wording.

Thanks to Congree, professional authors will be in a position 
to create high-quality, rule-compliant texts in their preferred 
applications, texts that are easy to translate quickly and cost-
effectively. We have combined our expertise to develop an integrated 
solution usable with all common source text editors including MS 
Word, MS PowerPoint, MS Excel, Adobe FrameMaker, Just XMetaL, 
PTC Arbortext, Adobe InDesign and Madcap Flare. Congree provides 
the prerequisites for a controlled language that increases the 
comprehensibility of the content, maximizes the reuse of translations 
and ensures high-quality content. 

Congree’s essential features include:
Authoring Support provides the author with all relevant 

information for the current text so he or she can decide which 
information will be used and how. 

Authoring Memory shows the author all existing text segments that 
correspond to the text passage in question so that the author can decide 
whether he or she should stick with the original formulation or a new 

one from the authoring memory — taking into 
account information about translations into 
other languages or the fact that one variant 
violates defined style rules.

Terminology System provides the author 
with definitions and usage suggestions for specialized terms, as well as 
the preferred terms, synonyms and forbidden terms. 

Rule and Style Control component checks style rules such as 
adherence to maximum sentence lengths or the use of active instead 
of passive voice. Pre-defined rule sets cover most use cases; company-
specific rules can be added individually. 

Foreign Language Mode supports the author writing in a 
language other than his or her mother tongue. Both the authoring 
memory and the terminology system can be used bilingually. 

Real-time or Batch Usage makes all relevant information usable in 
real time while the author is writing or for a subsequent quality check 
of content already written.

Scalability to Meet Any Company’s Needs — regardless of whether 
an author needs just individual components or the whole package, works 
in a single text editor or mixed work environments, as a freelance author 
or as part of a company’s editorial team, Congree’s authoring support can 
be scaled from the individual workstation up to the client/server-based 
company license.

Across Systems will be the exclusive authorized dealer for Congree 
products and will also provide first-level support. As manufacturer, 
Congree will provide second-level support.  

Pro•spec•tive
Pronunciation: pro--spek-tiv 

Function: adjective 

1: relating to or effective in the future 

2 a: likely to come about, expected 

 b: likely to be or become 

Daniel Nackovski, President               

Across Systems, Inc.                               dnackovski@across.net
US division of Across GmbH                                            |  www.congree.com, www.across.net
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Eloise Ho, CEO               

                                               el@asialion.com
ASIAL10N                                |  www.asialion.com

Prospectives

Call me naïve, but I predict that the key to the future of our 
success in the language industry lies in relationships. Believe me, 
I realize that many of you will roll your eyes as you read this. But 
here are some examples of what I mean.

Clearly, client-vendor relationships are essential — no one will 
argue with that. But the centrality and potential of relationships 
go far beyond that traditional twosome, and many in our 
industry have begun to understand this. 

LinkedIn, Facebook, and especially Twitter have become prime 
ground for virtual communication among all levels of members 
of the language industry, whether they are representatives of 
LSPs, language technology vendors, or individual translators. 
The traditionally well-defined borders among these groups are 
becoming much less visible, and these new technologies are 
resulting in spirited and often fruitful discussions.

But it’s not just on the virtual level. Many of this year’s 
language conferences experienced record attendance despite a 
less-than-rosy 2009 for some of us. And while most conferences 
still maintain the borders between the different groups, there 
are plenty of examples where the boundaries appear to be 
eroding. Take, for example, the recent co-located ATA and AMTA 
conferences. In previous years, translators and the MT community 
had little, if anything, to say to one another (if anything was 

said, it generally wasn’t flattering). 
This time around, however, the 
ATA hosted MT-related sessions 
attended by hundreds of translators 
who were eager to learn about 
the formerly derided technology. 
At the subsequent AMTA, translators were not only extended 
the courtesy of sharing their viewpoints, but — based on the 
understanding that true progress can only be made in some 
kind of union — the MT community listened and showed sincere 
eagerness in learning how to finally build bridges between the 
two camps.

Or look at the rise of some of the newer technology vendors. 
While their technology may represent some real progress on 
its own merits, these advancements could not have been made 
without the close relationships they were able to build and 
maintain with all levels of the market.

Of course, there are always the counterexamples of failing 
relationships, including some large players in the market whose 
emphasis is not on cooperation and relationships but on strength 
built on sales volume. In a relatively small industry such as ours, 
there is very little room to move elsewhere once bridges and 
relationships are burnt.

Jost Zetzsche, Cofounder               

                                                              jzetzsche@internationalwriters.com
International Writers’ Group             |  www.internationalwriters.com

|  MultiLingual  December 2010 advertising@multilingual.com

As more companies merge and 
expand to serve a larger client base, 
processes become increasingly more 
bureaucratic. At ASIAL10N, we believe 
that the upcoming trend will be 
the more flexible, less bureaucratic 
and more focused boutique type of 
localization firms — smaller, more 
agile teams that do away with heavy 
structures, administrative overheads and 
teams of sales representatives. 

The Trend
The trend for the Asian perspective 

is also the ability to handle the 
growing markets of Asian languages 
aside from the more popular Chinese, 
Japanese and Korean. The emerging 
economies of Thailand, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, Vietnam and Cambodia are 
increasingly crying out for the abilities 

to not just translate, but also to fully 
localize into these languages. 

The Challenges
The ability to understand the 

intricacies of these languages, to 
always be kept abreast of the still 
developing dictionaries that are being 
updated on a yearly basis, and to 
incorporate all of this into different 
CAT tools and desktop publishing 
software continually poses a significant 
challenge for the more minor Asian 
languages. Ensuring that your DTP 
work is handled by teams who actually 
know the language, who are able to 
check every line break manually, and 
who can ensure that the display of 
three different layers of diacritics is 
correct. Next to this is the ability to 
find a concerted team who is handling 

your work 
directly, 
being able to 
correspond 
with these 
team members, 
and telling 
them what and how you want it. 

What We Do
ASIAL10N concentrates on doing 

the actual work in the most cost-
effective manner and passes on 
these cost savings to the customer 
— spending most of our investment 
on tools and hiring the best people to 
carry out the production work, and 
very little on administrative and sales. 
Most of our clients find us through 
word of mouth, and have stayed with 
us for more than a decade now.
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Not so long ago, I attended an inspiring TAUS event where 
Jaap van der Meer requested, at the introductory session, not 
to tweet its content so as to allow speakers to be as open and 
sincere in their contributions as would be expected in a closed-
door discussion. The audience, I think, agreed that this was not 
only a good idea but rather a necessity, everyone for his/her own 
reasons. This came to my mind when at the last Localization 
World conference in Seattle, there I was, attention split among 
the speaker’s presentation, the stream of tweets on my screen, 
responses to those tweets, both online and from those close to me 
in the room, all while the presentation continued.  

The power of today’s media is indisputable. It is social, 
mobile, local and in real time and has successfully evolved 
from broadcasting to personalized. However, I would like to call 
your attention to two trends and invite you to consider their 
implications for our industry: one is “power browsing” and the 
other is “authorgeddon.”

In an article by Nicholas Carr, “Is Google Making Us Stupid?” 
the author points out that our way of reading and thinking is 
changing. Researchers from the University College London have 
done a five-year study on internet habits and have found that 
people exhibited “a form of skimming activity,” hopping from 
one source to another and rarely returning to any source they’d 
already visited. The report says, “It is clear that users are not 

reading online in the traditional sense; indeed 
there are signs that new forms of ‘reading’ are 
emerging as users ‘power browse’ horizontally 
through titles, contents pages and abstracts 
going for quick wins. It almost seems that they 
go online to avoid reading in the traditional 
sense.” While I only agree partly with Carr’s 
conclusions, his article was on my mind 
during the keynote at the Localization World 
conference as I was eager to capture, share 
and “consume” in 140 characters the wisdom 
of the moment in addition to my focus on the 
presentation itself. 

The human race as a whole now 
publishes a book every thirty seconds, according to one recent 
estimate. A simple extrapolation of current trends shows that 
by the year 2052, 148.4 million books will be published in the 
United States, while just 129.4 million Americans will actually 
read a book. Nineteen million new books will not find a single 
reader, presumably including their authors. This has been called 
authorgeddon. What this really means is that the publishing 
industry and education will also go through a transformation 
process we are not yet able to predict. 

Our industry has been recycling content for decades, and 
one of its efforts has been to find the optimal size of segment 
for both TM and MT. We have seen attempts on sentence-based 
and paragraph-based recycling, and it seems that today 55 words 
is the “right” size for MT.  What will be the learnings, risks and 
implications of 140-character real-time translations?

Arturo Quintero, Cofounder               

                                         info@moraviaworldwide.com
Moravia Worldwide           |  www.moraviaworldwide.com

  
Jaap van der Meer, Director

                                           jaap@translationautomation.com
TAUS                                              |  www.translationautomation.com

At TAUS (Translation Automation 
User Society) our focus and view on 
developments in the industry reflect 
the agenda of TAUS members and 
other forward-looking stakeholders. 

We expect thousands more 
machine translation (MT) engines 
to be trained and for more transla-
tion companies to enter the MT 
provider market. We expect a grow-
ing focus on the execution of open 
standards, on simplifying integration 
points and on best practices for 
ensuring a robust content value 
chain. We expect more industries 
to learn from the lead taken by IT 
sectors in benefiting from sharing 
language resources and for these 

to get involved in the TAUS Data 
Association.

We will actively promote this 
agenda. The TAUS annual plan for 
2011 highlights our continuing 
activity to advocate and foster an 
ecosystem built on open translation 
platforms; to extend the industry’s 
investments through the sharing 
of language resources; to build 
collaboration networks; and, of 
course, to ensure the informed use 
and improvement of translation 
automation.

Next year we will conduct a  
world tour comprised of cost- 
conscious round table meetings to 
help principals and entrepreneurs 

 in the industry to define enterprise 
language strategies, services or 
technology provider strategies and to 
collaborate in order to innovate and 
grow capabilities.

Visit www.translationautomation 
.com for more insights on what TAUS 
is doing to enable better translation 
and to help the world communicate 
better.

Prospectives
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Social networks, tweeting, linking in 
and friending are all concepts that would 
have been totally foreign to someone a 
decade ago and are now commonly prac-
ticed. And they are practiced not only by 
individuals but also by savvy companies 
realizing there is much to be gained by 
creating a community around their offer-
ings. It’s ironic that sitting down to work 
at a computer, once a solitary activity, is 
the most common way for us to stay in 
touch today. The localization and trans-
lation industry, rarely at the forefront of 
trends, is definitely in the mainstream 
on this and, in some cases, closer to 
setting the trend. I admit I have trouble 
keeping up with the discussions in all 
the LinkedIn groups I belong to, and I 
was surprised to see the Twitter activity 
around Localization World  
this fall.

One of the main concepts in all this 
networking is sharing. People share and 

sometimes over share information: tips, 
hints, fixes for problems, recommenda-
tions for products. (What someone ate 
for breakfast falls in the over-share cat-
egory.) Company executives have come 
to the realization that user-generated 
discussions can be a good thing. Sharing 
information — data — can be a boon to 
all without hurting anyone. Wikipedia 
and the whole open-source movement 
are prime examples of this. We see this  
in our discussion groups and in the  
Proz.com activities. We see this when 
translation data is shared — such as in 
TAUS Data Association (TDA). When TDA 
was first organized, the concept of shar-
ing translation memories sparked raised 
eyebrows and concern. The organization 
has waited around a bit, and finally the 
market forces are coming to it.

Another thing our industry is shar-
ing now, in a more formal manner, is 
ourselves. I am sure that many of us have 

routinely 
helped with 
translation or 
professional 
services pro 
bono when 
something 
was needed. 
But now we have two organizations, 
Translators without Borders and The 
Rosetta Foundation, that provide ways 
for us to help others all over the world. 
Certainly, these groups could not accom-
plish their tasks without the currently 
evolved technology and networking that 
is available to people around the world. 
I cannot help but think that the rise of 
these efforts is also the result of a matu-
ration of the industry, technologically 
and organizationally. Now when we see 
someone in need anywhere around the 
world, we can reach out, share ourselves, 
and help. 

Donna Parrish, President                         
donna@multilingual.com

MultiLingual Computing, Inc.    |  www.multilingual.com

Traducteurs sans frontières, the French predecessor to Transla-
tors without Borders, was founded in 1993 as a way to provide 
free translations to humanitarian organizations. In the past year, 
since the crisis in Haiti hit in early 2010, thousands of translators 
have volunteered their services to help not only the people of Haiti 
but those in other troubled regions of the world. This has given 
us the impetus to expand our role in supporting humanitarian 
actions worldwide. Technology is absolutely vital to allowing us to 
automatically match this pool of willing translators with the NGOs 
(non-governmental organizations) that need their skills.

The technology platform we are designing is fully automated 
and provides infinite scalability for Translators without Borders.  
With some of the best minds in our industry on board, we are creat-
ing a frictionless platform for managing the whole process, from 
sourcing translators — in our case, volunteer translators — to testing 
and approval. It also seamlessly and automatically posts projects 
that translators accept and deliver, all without the heavy lifting of 
human project management. We’re doing this today, with a plat-
form created for us by ProZ.com.

What happens next is even more exciting. We’re adding 
translation memory (TM), machine translation (MT) and ter-
minology management to our automated process, and setting 
up separate workflows for NGO projects, whether a document, 
voice file or video to subtitle. In our vision of the future for the 

translation industry, the technolo-
gies are merged, within the same 
workflow. So, for example, TM 
combined with MT and terminol-
ogy management instead of using 
separate processes for each step 
along the way. 

The end goal is a web-based, 
self-managing community. Here we 
see the glimmer of the future where those who require translations, 
whether NGOs or multinationals, interact directly with their own 
communities of translators rather than relying on a middleman to 
manage the process and take a share for doing so. LSPs can become 
facilitators of this process – which will happen online and instanta-
neously rather than pass from hand to hand to hand.

Crowdsourcing is another critical element in scaling capacity, 
and with the power of the crowd we intend our platform to also 
serve people and organizations in the developing world who wish 
to make knowledge available in local languages. We see translation 
helping bridge the knowledge divide to empower people, communi-
ties and even countries. With life-saving and life-enhancing infor-
mation available in the languages of the people who need it most, 
then knowledge will be truly democratized. Translation combined 
with technology will get us to that destination.

Lori Thicke, Cofounder                   
twb@translatorswithoutborders.org

Translators without Borders             |  www.translatorswithoutborders.org

Prospectives
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The localization of ethics 

Randall Stieghorst & Monica Marcel

W
When, if ever, is it acceptable to take a human 

life? Some may respond never. Others may 

respond with statements such as “only in self 

defense,” “only if you are engaged in a mili-

tary battle,” “only as punishment for a horrible 

crime,” “only if asked to do so by someone with 

a terminal illness” or “only if he or she is suffer-

ing and has no chance of leading a normal life.” 

Once we acknowledge that things such as poli-

tics, religion, history and local law all act as cul-

tural influences in the way we see the issue, it is 

clear that different people and different cultures 

will naturally and somewhat inevitably have dif-

ferent understandings of when, if ever, it is moral 

and ethical to take another person’s life. 

If we have been told a thousand times that a certain behav-

ior is good, especially by leaders, teachers and parents, we will 

typically have full faith in the validity of that behavior and 

will see it as the right thing to do. Ethical relativism is the 

concept that any culture’s belief in what is right and wrong 

is inherently correct for their context and reality and that we 

do not have the right to judge that culture for those beliefs, at 

least without acknowledging that we are, in some way, act-

ing as moral supremacists. How can anyone be criticized for 

the learned opinions and values that have been unknowingly 

engrained in their minds from their families, government and 

general social context? How people treat each other, how they 

interact professionally, and what they consider appropriate and 

inappropriate behavior are defined by these ideas of right and 

wrong. How then does an organization communicate effectively 

with its employees worldwide about ethics, especially given 

that many will have learned differing ways to define ethical 

behavior? Attempting to train local employees to change their 

mindset and often to change their behaviors is one of the most 

significant challenges faced by today’s global ethics and com-

pliance professionals, whose job it is to communicate an ethics 

message globally.

Unlike most localization professionals, who are bound by 

either an unwritten personal code of ethics or perhaps the exter-

nal guidance provided by the professional associations to which 

we belong, most large companies have an ethics and compliance 

department whose sole responsibility it is to develop an explicit 

code of ethics and to get the message to employees worldwide. 

Organizations attempt to communicate and achieve a unifying 

message by using multiple channels — printed codes of conduct, 

online learning, posters, classroom workshops and so on. While 

the channels may differ, the message is the same: We have a 

preferred definition of what it means to act ethically, and we 

want to make sure you have the same one so that we don’t get 

into trouble with our clients, customers or government.

Companies that find themselves in trouble due to unethical 

behavior can face stiff penalties from government agencies, not to 

mention the potential negative impact on a company’s reputation 

with clients, customers and partners. To mitigate this risk, ethics 

and compliance departments do everything possible to promote 

ethical behavior around the world. Unfortunately, they often rely 

on such general concepts as “acting with integrity,” “doing what’s 

right” and “using common sense” to communicate what the 

expected standard for corporate behavior is. The assumption that 

every employee worldwide will see every situation in the same 

way reflects an ethnocentric approach. 

This ethnocentrism is not to be unexpected. Regard-

less of how you define appropriate and ethical business 

conduct, it is usually so internalized that it is difficult, 

if not impossible, to fully comprehend how someone 

else could think otherwise. In the corporate world, the 

business practices and laws that have surrounded us 

throughout our professional career dictate how we see 

professional ethics. These frameworks tell us when we 

Randall Stieghorst is a senior partner at LCW, 

where he is an intercultural consultant and 

translation project manager. Monica Marcel 

is a senior partner at LCW, where she provides 

complex training and consulting solutions for 

global ethics and compliance programs.
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are being the consummate professional 

and when someone else is being a slimy 

businessperson. And although we may 

not realize it, these frameworks are con-

textual and depend on where and how we 

learned to define professional. To try and 

provide, therefore, a single unifying code 

of ethics that defines professional and 

ethical is a formidable challenge. How do 

you convince a US manager that nepotism 

is not necessarily a bad thing? Or, on the 

flip side, how do you convince a Chinese 

manager that employing family members 

and close personal relations do not meet 

company standards for an objective and 

transparent hiring process?

Although it can be a hefty challenge for 

linguists to translate a code of conduct’s 

terms and words, especially when complex 

concepts don’t have an immediate and 

simple translation, it’s an entirely different 

challenge for those of us who are asked 

to localize the ethics message. It’s neces-

sary to evaluate whether the concepts to 

be translated in these codes of ethics will 

have any impact on how an employee 

will behave once the ethical dilemma and 

behaviors are set in an employee’s unique 

local cultural environment, which is usu-

ally quite removed from whatever was 

conceived back in headquarters. 

In some cultures, especially those 

accustomed to abiding by the letter of 

the law, simply stating the company’s 

policy is sufficient to enact behavioral 

change. In other cultures, employees 

need to understand with a deeper sense, 

from their heart, not just their head, why 

such behaviors are being requested and 

what specific behaviors are permissible 

and which are not. Given that training 

and learning events are often designed 

based on the home culture’s education 

system and specific beliefs as to what 

type of learning will be most effective, 

there can easily be a disconnect when 

an overseas location doesn’t expect 

the same type of learning event and is 

unsuccessful at digesting and under-

standing the concepts in the same way 

as their counterparts in the headquarters’ 

culture. 

The greatest challenges, therefore, in-

clude determining when an explanation 

of the reasoning and justification behind 

such policies may be necessary, defining 

local examples that will reflect the real-

ity of the local employees’ day-to-day 

environment. Often even a modification 

of the methodologies used to educate the 

employee will be required. 

A case in point exists in bribery and 

corruption — two practices that are con-

demned in any global code of conduct. If 

a small gift is customary for a severely 

underpaid public servant, it may be dif-

ficult to convince an employee that the 

organization, accustomed to a very dif-

ferent context, would consider such a gift 

bribery and that the organization in fact 

does not want to procure the service from 

the public servant when such a minimal 

extra tax is associated with it. It might 

even seem hypocritical, for example, 

when the headquarters later expends 

large amounts of money on a lobbying 

organization whose sole purpose is to 

influence lawmakers and policy to make 

decisions that benefit the organization 

at the expense of some other organiza-

tion, community or competitor. This is 

especially true when in headquarters’ 

eyes, such lobbying payments are not 

seen as bribery or corruption, but in fact 

the practice is viewed as both ethical and 

acceptable.

Some tougher questions to explore

What does it mean to respect your colleagues when global diversity and differing 

world views regarding beliefs such as religion introduce opposing paradigms of respect-

ful behavior? 

Which country’s trade laws should be prioritized — for example, when one national 

government says it is forbidden to trade with a given country and another national 

government says it is forbidden not to? 

When is a gift so large that it constitutes unfair influence and corruption? 

How do I turn down such a gift from a long-time friend and supplier? 

Is an emotionally filled discussion professional?

What behavior constitutes sexual harassment? 

When does an organization forego a profit for the benefit of a community, external 

group or even a competitor?

When is it all right for a human resources department to deem a benefit to the 

employee as exceedingly detrimental to the organization? 

When should a contract be changed or renegotiated, especially if there has been a 

material change to the market that makes the contract entirely one-sided?

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■
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Even in a US context, there are differing 
beliefs as to the most appropriate way to 
manage a team, on when and how to give 
feedback, and on when and how to report 
behavior that seems inappropriate, illegal 
or simply mildly unethical. A US company 
may spend significant time working to 
codify a standard that can address these 
differences across US locations. Alter the 
national context to Germany, Chile or Rus-
sia, for example, and the concepts of when 
to report a coworker for unethical behavior 
becomes increasingly complicated. Specifi-
cally, in cultures with a history of citizens 
reporting other citizens to the government, 
there may be strong social norms against 
reporting other employees. In some cases, 
there may even be legislation that dictates 
when and how this can happen. So while 
you can translate the section of a code of 
conduct about when and how to report 
unethical behavior, it’s not as simple to 
create a belief in the value of such report-
ing, enabling the behavioral change that 
the headquarters may be looking for. 

As another example of the challenges 
involved in localizing ethics, consider the 
value of transparency, a key concept in 
modern organizational ethics and codes 
of conduct. The world wants governments 
to be transparent, companies to be trans-
parent, and individuals to be transpar-
ent. If you are not acting transparently, 
then you must be, by default, “hiding” 
something. Organizational transparency, 
however, relies on the belief that anyone 
and everyone will be able to process and 
handle all of the information with a simi-
lar level of understanding. To frame the 
complexity here — imagine the things you 
are not transparent about with your chil-
dren, friends or family. Many of us, espe-
cially in North America, may be averse to 
sharing our annual salaries or the prices 
we paid for our home. With our children, 
we make decisions in their best interest  
— or so we hope — without feeling the 
need to make every piece of information 
readily available to them. Your choice to 
postpone a family vacation does not need 
to be documented to your children and 
their friends, with evidence taken from 
your bank statements and a current list 
of debts. Along the same lines, different 
cultural contexts might dictate what type 
of information makes the most sense to 
share with the world at large, which may 
be very different from what is expected 
and normal in the headquarters’ culture. 
Should the employees immediately under-

stand that and take it to heart? Would you 
be able to immediately take it to heart if 
asked to talk openly about your salary? 

The best practice regarding the localiza-
tion of ethics is still evolving. A biannual 
survey of global ethics professionals in 
multinational organizations asked respon-
dents to identify their primary concerns 
regarding the implementation of a global 
ethics program. Respondents in 2005, 2007, 
and 2009 mentioned cultural differences 
between home country and other locations 
more often than any other area of concern. 
Aside from the use of localization profes-
sionals to modify existing messages, other 
emerging strategies include engaging local 

representatives and in some cases even 
creating and approving local standards 
and policies (Figure 1).

The concept of ethical relativism says 
that what you consider ethical and what I 
consider ethical may very well be differ-
ent, based on our culture and upbringing. 
Localizing an ethics message is therefore 
a complex undertaking, as it requires the 
localization professional to connect with 
a different sense of right and wrong and 
to find a way to not only explain how 
the organization needs people to act, but 
why they need to act that way — all in 
ways that will be effective in the local 
culture.  M

0 20 40 60 80 100

35% adapt international training content to incorporate local laws/policies.

50% translate, adapt or modify their single code of conduct  
for different international locations.

80% report some involvement of international  
locations in developing their code of conduct.

Responding Organizations

95% have a code of conduct and/or have a 
helpline available to international employees.

Figure 1: Organizations with global programs are making solid gains in certain of these practice areas.
Source: 2009 Global Ethics and Compliance Programs Best Practices & Benchmarking Survey
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Ethics training for 

translators and interpreters

Jo Drugan

T
Translators sometimes see ethics as a luxury 

they can’t afford. As one anonymous contribu-
tor to a recent LinkedIn discussion on the topic 
put it, “I would currently translate anything as 
long as I know I’m getting my price and will 
not end up on a watch list or get arrested.” For 
others, ethics are simply irrelevant. They are 
genuinely surprised when ethics is mentioned in 
relation to translation and fail to see any con-
nection between the two. Both views are com-
mon among translation students. 

This was once brought home to me in a practical transla-
tion class. One of our alumni had called that morning, seeking 
advice on a real-life dilemma she was facing. She had been 
asked to translate weapons operation manuals for a controver-
sial arms fair, at which the main buyers would be states with 
notorious reputations on human rights. The request came from 
her major client, an agency that usually dealt in automotive 
translation, and she was worried she would lose future work 
if she turned them down. After we talked it through, I offered 
to run her quandary past that day’s class of about 15 graduate 
students. 

The unanimous view of the class was that she should take 
the job for two reasons. First, she needed the money, not the 

least to pay off her student debts, and if she didn’t do the work, 
someone else would anyhow. Second, the material already 
existed in the source language, so the translator’s role was sim-
ply as a neutral transmitter. Viewing the act of translation as 
unethical was simply nonsensical, akin to seeing the provider 
of a browser as unethical because of the content its users can 
find on the internet. One student went further and argued that 
it would be unethical not to translate the material, given that 
it was legal — why should one language community be denied 
access to knowledge or information that was available to oth-
ers? Refusing to translate might be considered discriminatory.

Ethics in practice
Even if many students and practitioners are skeptical, there are 

growing signs that ethics do matter for translators and interpreters, 
perhaps more than ever in today’s economic and political context. 

First, translators themselves are regularly raising such ques-
tions. Various online translators’ communities currently host 
lively threads on what constitutes ethical professional behavior. 
In one recent poll of more than 1,500 translators, two-thirds 
of respondents said they would sometimes or always refuse 
certain translation jobs on “ethical, moral, political or religious 
grounds,” and a further 10% said that although they wouldn’t 
refuse the work, they wished they could afford to do so (poll 
created by ForeignExchange Translations, July 22, 2010). 

Second, professional associations representing translators 
are increasingly developing codes and training on this subject. 
For example, the American Translators Association (ATA) now 
has a Code of Ethics and an accompanying certification pro-
gram that all members must complete. 

Third, a series of recent high-profile debates in the industry 
have clearly had an ethical dimension. When Facebook, LinkedIn 
and Twitter moved to crowdsource some of their translations, 
translators did not only emphasize the threat to their incomes, 
but also teased out ethical issues such as fair compensation 
and professionalism to explain their generally hostile reaction, 
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according to Nataly Kelly in “Myths about 
crowdsourced translation” (MultiLingual, 
December 2009). 

A final reason ethics is increasingly 
visible in the industry today is the 
political context in which translation and 
interpreting happen. Of course, transla-
tion has taken place in highly politicized 
contexts throughout human history, but 
given the influence of the United States 
internationally today and improved global 
communications, the military campaigns 
in Afghanistan and Iraq have brought 
unparalleled attention to issues relating 
to translation in such challenging cir-
cumstances. Not only this, but the ethical 
dimension of interpreters’ work has been 
specifically highlighted in such coverage. 
According to Nataly Kelly and Donald 
A. DePalma in “Blowing the Whistle 
on Unqualified Military Interpreters” 
(Global Watchtower, 9 September 2010), 
a crucial problem in Afghanistan has 
been interpreters without codified ethical 
principles: “Many military contractors do 
not hold their interpreters accountable to 
any set of ethics or standards for inter-
preting in military settings. Often, these 
interpreters become strongly aligned with 
the soldiers with whom they are working, 
thereby making it even more difficult 
for them to maintain the neutrality and 
objectivity that are absolutely necessary 
for interpreting accurately.”

Does any of this really mean we need 
to train translators and interpreters in 

ethics, though? A common reaction to 
these scenarios is to point to professional 
codes of conduct and the law. If trans-
lators and interpreters abide by these 
collective agreements, then why do they 
need to be trained to think about ethics 
individually? Aren’t contracts enough? 

As I argue in more detail in a forth-
coming article, written with an ethicist 
colleague, Chris Megone, codes and 
laws need to be interpreted intelligently, 
which is something training can help. 
Moreover, translators and interpreters 
are living through dramatic changes in 
the context in which they work. Codes 
and legal frameworks are unable to keep 
pace or cover all scenarios. Individuals 
will thus need to be able to reach appro-
priate decisions independently. Finally, 
behaving ethically will mean reaching 
different conclusions for different indi-
viduals, so codes cannot prescribe the 
very specific responses that are needed.

By way of an illustration, consider 
Google’s current Health Speaks initiative, 
which calls on volunteers to translate 
online health care resources from English 
into Arabic, Hindi and Swahili; other lan-
guages are likely to be rolled out later. This 
can be presented as a profoundly ethical 
initiative. Bringing important materials to 
millions of people, it will almost certainly 
save lives and improve health outcomes, 
and Google.org is also donating up to 
$50,000 per language to nonprofit health 
care organizations in acknowledgement of 

the volunteer translators’ work. Yet pro-
fessional translators’ initial reactions were 
to highlight the ethical flaws in Google’s 
approach and the potential for harm it 
may cause. They stressed the dangers of 
using unqualified volunteers, particularly 
in the health care setting, and lack of 
information on in-country review, as well 
as the potentially damaging impact on the 
livelihoods of professional translators in 
those language pairs/sectors. Faced with 
such conflicting interpretations, how is 
the individual to judge whether or not to 
take part in the initiative?

Training in ethics can help here and in 
many professional situations translators 
confront. Helpful parallels can be drawn 
between ethical issues in translation and 
those in other fields such as medicine or 
engineering. Centuries of resources from 
philosophy, as well as detailed practical 
materials from applied ethics, can be 
brought to bear on the range of issues. 
Importantly, thinking through scenarios 
in advance and learning what others did 
in similar situations can help when you 
are actually faced with new and difficult 
circumstances. For president of medical 
translation and localization specialist 
ForeignExchange Translations Andres 
Heuberger, “it would be good to get stu-
dents to think about this ahead of time 
so that when they are in this situation, 
they have already wrestled with the ethi-
cal questions and been able to arrive at a 
decision that they can live with.” In his 
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own field, Heuberger offers the examples 
of the first time a translator is asked to 
translate material relating to animal 
testing or the marketing brochure for a 
contraceptive.

This is precisely what some universities 
are now trying to do with ethics training 
for translation and interpreting students. 
Although in the past such training has 
more commonly been found in specialist 
courses in medical or scientific transla-
tion, some institutions are rolling this 
out across the discipline. For example, 
at Leeds University in the United King-
dom, we are currently running a trial to 
embed ethics training in all our transla-
tion, interpreting, localization, subtitling 
and sign-language interpreting courses. 
Working alongside applied ethicists 
and professional translators, we have 
developed case studies based on real-life 
scenarios that will be used to stimulate 
student reflection and debate, using 
blended learning resources (blogs, wikis, 
online tutorials) as well as individual 
feedback from experienced ethicists. 

Ethical translation
Researching the sorts of ethical chal-

lenges that crop up in professional life for 
this project has validated our hypothesis 
that translation involves ethics at all levels. 
When we approached professional transla-
tors and our own alumni to identify real 

case studies, we found we were able to tap 
into a remarkable range of relevant issues.

Translation content was perhaps the 
most common thread running through 
the issues posing ethical challenges for 
professional translators and interpreters. 
Should they translate material that con-
tradicted their personal or religious beliefs 
— porn, marketing for pork products or 
alcohol, results of animal experiments, 
racist or sexist content? Are interpreting 
and translation different here, as you can 
review the source text before accepting the 
translation commission, whereas inter-
preters may already be under contract and 
playing a critical role in a meeting before 
the precise nature of the content becomes 
apparent? Is there an ethical imperative 
to refuse work on topics where you have 
strong personal views, in case this taints 
your ability to convey the source message 
in a sufficiently neutral manner? 

Other fertile areas for real-world ethi-
cal dilemmas include:

Translator qualifications/aptitude: 
Should you accept work in areas where 
you don’t have wide prior experience, 
and if so, how does anyone ever acquire 
the experience? 

Clients: If you disagree with gam-
bling, for instance, should you also avoid 
menu translations for Las Vegas hotels, 
even if there is no direct connection in 
terms of content?

■

■

Intended end use: The same tobacco 
marketing material might be sent for 
translation by the cigarette industry 
to use in campaigns in the developing 
world or by lawyers prosecuting the 
companies on behalf of cancer patients. 
Would this be relevant when you were 
deciding whether to take on the work? 

Potential impact: For instance, might 
pro bono work for NGOs, done with good 
intentions, actually have unethical conse-
quences (depressing the labor market or 
interpreting rates in developing countries, 
preventing local staff being recruited, 
resulting in lower quality translation)? 

Professionalism: How far do trans-
lators and interpreters have responsibili-
ties to their peers and the profession? Is it 
acceptable to undercut other translators 
by bidding at low rates for contracts, to 
outsource work or to criticize other trans-
lators’ work?

Even with a wealth of source material 
and a willingness to engage with it in 
training, there are challenges to be over-
come. Curricula are already packed, and 
academic staff are typically not special-
ists in ethics; indeed, a fair proportion 
have also never translated profession-
ally. Not all universities have ethicists 
on hand to collaborate in designing and 
delivering the training. Furthermore, as 
one of my former students commented, 
“Spare a thought for your poor crooked 
alumni.” Even if ethics training catches 
on quickly in universities, it will not 
reach the vast majority of professionals, 
though continuing professional devel-
opment training and online courses such 
as the ATA’s might, to some extent. 

One way to fill in the remaining gaps 
in ethics training might be through peer 
support, accessed through the thriving 
online translator communities. Online 
communities often have a poor reputa-
tion in ethical terms. The anonymity they 
afford leads to oft-cited abuses such as 
cyber bullying, but this is arguably one 
area in which their contribution can be 
highly ethical. The chance to discuss ethi-
cal challenges as they arise with informed 
peers and to learn from their experiences 
is an obvious advantage. Emerging evi-
dence of cooperation on endeavors such 
as the recent effort to build a Haitian 
Creole MT engine, mobilizing the highly 
dispersed individuals who comprise the 
industry, points to the potential of online 
collaboration to demonstrate just how 
ethical translation can be.  M

■

■

■
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Personal ethics 

and language services 

Terena Bell

I
If Blackwater asked you to translate assem-

bly instructions for an automatic rifle, would 

you do it? What if they told you the document’s 

target audience was teenagers in the Sudan? 

This is not a hypothetical, but a real dilemma 

my staff had to grapple with a few years ago. 

At the height of Blackwater’s unpopularity, not 

that long after the shooting crisis in Iraq, my 

staff sat in an office in Louisville, Kentucky, 

and asked ourselves, “Should we or shouldn’t 

we?” We were still a young company, starting to 

grow an early, national-level client list, and to 

be quite frank, we probably could have used the 

money. But we decided not to touch the project 

with the proverbial ten-foot pole. 

Personally, I don’t know as much about the Sudan as I should, 

but I do know I don’t want to be responsible for anybody killing 

people there — or anywhere else, for that matter. For all I know, 

though, these guns could have been used for defensive pur-

poses. For all I know, without this translation, someone might 

not have known how to properly assemble a gun and gotten his 

or her defenseless head blown off as a result. The point is that 

once we’ve translated a document, the power leaves our hands 

and it returns to the hands of the client. We rarely know exactly 

what happens to it. I didn’t know then, and I don’t know today. 

So given the chance, would I turn down translating that project 

again? That’s something else I don’t know. 

Military contracts and contractors aside, the language services 

profession is replete with controversial issues. If you’re pro-life, 

do you interpret for an abortion clinic? If you’re pro-choice, do 

you interpret for a crisis pregnancy center? And it doesn’t stop 

there. Legal interpreters who are against the death penalty may 

have to interpret judgments they don’t agree with, and feminist 

translators are asked to localize for adult entertainment. Read 

enough bumper stickers and you’ll quickly learn that everyone 

has a myriad of issues he or she fights or supports. 

In truth, though, these issues are important to us on many 

levels. Regardless of your set of ethics, no one likes to think 

of himself or herself as an unethical person. We each have our 

constructs, whether we have religion or not, the sheer having or 

not-having of religion being yet another. Be we ruled religiously, 

morally or ethically, we all have certain things we will or will not 

do: murder, theft, translation for two competing clients? Located 

in Arlington, Virginia, Alboum and Associates bills itself as 

“translators for the good guys.” There, the meaning of good guys 

includes clients in the stop-smoking market or, as CEO Sandra 

Alboum calls it, “tobacco control.” Because of the large number 

of clients Alboum has in this industry, her contract translators 

pledge not to translate for big tobacco while they’re translating 

for her. Alboum claims, “We are translating for you, but we are 

also supporting your cause. As part of your cause, we commit 

to not work for big tobacco or any pro-tobacco organization 

or pro-tobacco lobbying. We’re not going to work for competi-

tion.” In fact, Alboum goes one step further by promoting her 
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company and her contractors to clients 

as being tobacco-free. 

Now, I’m from Kentucky, where 

tobacco isn’t just the number one cash 

crop, but where farming it is a way of 

life. But in today’s climate, you don’t 

have to tell me or our dwindling state 

economy that smoking is no longer cool. 

Anti-tobacco sentiment is, in fact, the 

well-shared, majority opinion, but many 

issues don’t boil down into majority 

and minority categories with such ease. 

Take abortion, for example. According to 

Derek Selznick with the American Civil 

Liberties Union of Kentucky, 20% of 

Americans are adamantly pro-life, 20% 

are adamantly pro-choice, and the rest 

are either in between or without opinion. 

No majority or minority here, unless 

you claim the majority as undecided. 

Tobacco use may be a clearer cut issue, 

but when your opinion is without a clear 

majority, whose ethics does a company 

follow then? 

In Alboum’s case, her company would 

drop a translator who translated for both 

sides. If her company had pro-choice 

clients and “then a translator started 

translating for the conservative, right-

to-lifers, we would have to reevaluate. 

You’re supposed to be on the same page 

as your client, and you’re providing a 

service for people who understand and 

are sensitive toward their cause.” 

Victor Hertz, CEO of Accredited 

Language Services in New York City, 

disagrees. He claims he would never 

drop a freelance translator based on 

whom else he or she has translated for 

or on any set of ethics that translator 

might hold. “Unless you can prove 

that there’s a social good that’s being 

infringed upon, it’s none of your busi-

ness,” he says, asking “At what point 

do you impose your personal values 

upon others?” And that is the question. 

Whose responsibility is it to judge? As 

company owners, I suppose you could 

say it’s ours. In the end, I, Terena Bell, 

am responsible for In Every Language 

as a business. Sandra Alboum is respon-

sible for Alboum and Associates; Vic-

tor Hertz is responsible for Accredited 

Language Services. As CEOs, the buck 

stops with us, and whether and how our 

companies are judged will be based on 

the executive judgments we make. In 

fact, this responsibility is exactly why 

LinguaLinx in Cohoes, New York, owned 

by CEO David Smith, doesn’t make these 

kinds of calls. “We don’t judge,” Smith 

says matter-of-factly. “I would limit 

the company if I injected my personal 

viewpoints or morals or values into it.” 

Not limiting his company is a personal 

driver for Smith, and LinguaLinx regu-

larly takes on projects and clients he 

doesn’t agree with. “My company does 

a lot of things I don’t agree with, but in 

the interest of growing the company as 

its own independent entity, I just need 

to do them.” 

One of these things may or may not 

be pornography translation. At this 

year’s annual conference of the Ameri-

can Translators Association, Translation 

Company Division, Smith sat on a panel 

where he admitted to accepting adult 

entertainment projects after another 

panelist expressed opinions against it. 

To Smith, though, the ethic at hand is 

not whether pornography itself is good 

or bad. The more important ethic — the 

larger priority — is that responsibility I 

mentioned earlier. “Because of my deci-

sions and what I’ve done,” Smith states, 

“forty-three people go home to their 

families and can pay their bills. That’s 

a good feeling. I’m creating jobs. That’s 

the way I look at it. I’m creating jobs, 

I’m creating profitability, I’m creat-

ing opportunity. People have 401Ks, 

their retirements, and they rely on me, 

they rely on my decisions. So whether 

I personally agree with porn or not, the 

decision is made that it’s profitable and 

it needs to be done.” To Smith, each 

assignment LinguaLinx accepts gets him 

one step closer to a goal and creates 

greater provision for his employees.  

For some of us, though, the two 

concepts of growing our businesses 

and pushing our own beliefs aside are 

not mutually exclusive. At the end of 

the day, both translators and business 

owners are still people. In fact, 46% 

of translators and interpreters recently 

polled by ForeignExchange Transla-

tions occasionally turn assignments 

down for ethical reasons, and even 

Smith admits, “I don’t think accepting 

assignments you’re against is necessary 

to growth, but I think you’re limiting 

your growth.” 

Did In Every Language limit its 

growth when we turned down Black-

water? When I ask myself that question, 

I think of the owl on those old Tootsie 

Pop commercials: The world may never 

know. We cannot redesign the past, but 

we do base present business decisions 

upon it. Decisions I and my staff have 

made have led to growth. I don’t dare ask 

if they’ve also stifled it. 

When we were a new company, we 

took every project that came our way. In 

this way, businesses can be like children. 

When you’re little, you want to be every-

thing when you grow up: a writer, a fighter 

pilot, President of the United States. In the 

end, you choose one. You find a college, 

you pick a major, you stick with it — or 

you don’t. As In Every Language grew, 

our “undeclared” major watered down 

sales efforts, kept us from growing strong 

in any one specific area, and cost us more 

money than it made. Growing profitably 

means growing in a designed direction. 

Even the largest multilanguage vendor 

has assignments it will and will not take. 

Some clients and specializations had to 

go. This, in itself, spurned ethical debate 

in our office. If we denied these clients 

service, was there anywhere else for them 

to go? What were the ethics involved, not 

just with choosing new clients, but with 

dropping old ones? It was one thing to 

decide not to provide services to someone 

new, but it was entirely another to stop 

serving someone who’d been a client 

since we opened. 

Assignment acceptation and rejec-

tion are more clearly addressed in the 

interpreting world, where one might 

argue that individual interpreters have 

an obligation to reject assignments that 

run contrary to their personal beliefs. 

In fact, the National Council on Inter-

preting in Health Care Code of Ethics 

includes provisions on both impartiality 

and neutrality: 

Impartiality: The interpreter strives 

to maintain impartiality and refrains 
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from counseling, advising or projecting 
personal biases or beliefs.    

Neutrality: The interpreter main-
tains the boundaries of the professional 
role, refraining from personal involve-
ment. Both of these core ethics speak 
of separation between yourself and 
your assignment, but the way in which 
interpreters, well, interpret these rules 
can be very different. Marjory Bancroft, 
director of Cross-Cultural Communica-
tions in Columbia, Maryland, claims that 
“interpreters divide roughly into three 
categories on this issue: 1) interpreters 
who are certain they could remain neutral 
no matter what the assignment (or just 
about certain), 2) interpreters who know 
there are certain assignments they could 
not be impartial about and who would 
therefore decline or withdraw from such 
assignments, and 3) interpreters who are 
not sure what they would do and may 
have to face such a situation in real life 
to know.”

I think we would all admit that cat-
egories one or two would be preferred: 
interpreters who are certain in their 
abilities and limitations. Actually, for 
Hertz, ethical boundaries are just one 
more area that make a linguist qualified 
or unqualified for a particular assign-
ment. “If freelancers are good, they’ll 
say I can’t do this. If the reason they 
can’t do this is ethical — whatever the 
issue is — that seems to me to be no 
different than a translator saying I do 
technical but not legal.” Personally, I 
wish all freelancers would bow out when 
they knew they wouldn’t do a good 
job. It would keep a lot of the world’s 
bad translations from being out there. 
Whether you think a certain client is evil 
or whether you simply don’t know the 
words involved with a particular topic, 
the fact of the matter remains that you 
should be professional enough to know 
what assignments you can do well and 
which ones you can’t. 

Translation is not the place for mar-
tyrs, and regardless of which jobs we 
accept, it’s our job to do those jobs well. 
Only we, as individuals, can tell what 
will and what won’t get in the way. 
When Blackwater came to my company, 
there were a lot of things I didn’t know 
about the project. But there was one 
thing I did know: my individual ethics 
would have gotten in the way. So what 
gets in your way? When should you and 
when shouldn’t you translate?  M
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We offer fast, reliable translations for global 
players. With two decades of experience we 
are a leading international company for high-
quality localization into German and traditional 
translation services into most Western 
European languages. Our team’s expertise lies 
in the fields of software, hardware, medical 
engineering, finance, technology, legal and 
marketing. Tight deadlines, large volumes  
or projects requiring technical specialists are 
our core competence. Rheinschrift is  
EN 15038:2006 certified. 
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Survey results:  

Ethics in Localization

Idalina Gomes-Taylor

H
How do localization professionals perceive 

ethics in our industry? Can ethics be defined, 
described or regulated? Is there anything that 
makes it different than in other industries? 

The primary objective of a recent survey that I conducted 
was to answer these questions and to determine ethical industry 
practices. The secondary objective was to identify the ethical 
areas of concern and whether it is possible or feasible to regu-
late them. Ultimately, regardless of the outcome of the results, 
the conclusions would be offered back to the industry in gen-
eral, aiming to represent a step towards further development of 
localization practices. 

As geopolitical consultant Kate Edwards says, “I think every 
bit of research and knowledge we can uncover about the local-
ization industry, the better. I sometimes feel this industry is 
too complacent in making assumptions about what’s going on, 
that they become self-perpetuating with little evidence.” Often, 
research in the localization industry is not easily available to the 
localization professional. There is plenty of academic research, 
as well as consultancy-based work, but this is either not widely 
released or is cost associated. One of the objectives of this research 
is to offer free access to its conclusions, not only to motivate 
and educate the interested localization professional, but also to 
encourage further investigation, development and specialization 

to the needs of specific groups. Why ethics? From a professional 
perspective, on one hand, this choice was based on the reasoning 
that this industry is clearly a technical and practical one, often 
neglecting to explore less tangible matters. On the other hand, 
there is plenty of work done regarding ethics for the translation 
and interpreting industries. Organizations and companies have 
their own codes of ethics (see “Code of ethics in translation and 
interpreting,” p. 47), but to this day no clear research on ethics 
in the localization industry has been produced, apart, perhaps, 
from LISA’s standards for ethical business practices. 

The design of the Ethics in Localization survey, released in 
July 2010, was based on several considerations. Every localiza-
tion professional has a distinct understanding and use of ethics 
in daily professional life. Therefore, the answers provided for 
selection remained as broad as possible, while at the same time 
giving the opportunity for the respondents to express them-
selves by including in nearly all the questions a box where a 
personalized opinion could be inserted. Given the scope and 
complexity of this topic, questions were not mandatory, and 
respondents were therefore allowed to jump questions they 
were unable to answer. Furthermore, although keywords were 
provided as guidance, such as Right/Wrong; Theory/Practice; 
Social/Professional; Culture/Business, no exact definition of 
ethics was provided in order to avoid influencing or biasing 
the responses. Direct and personal mailing was used in order 
to ensure a reasonable number of respondents, as well as to 
ensure respondents were from diverse backgrounds and with 
recognized experience in the field of localization. 

The survey’s reception and results justify the concerns and 
considerations taken in its design. As of 30 September 2010, 
there were 938 visits to the survey, 129 completed surveys 
and 111 incomplete surveys (the latter are not included in the 
analysis or data presented in this article), the high number of 
visits indicating the level of interest in this topic, with the lower 

Idalina Gomes-Taylor is a researcher and 
lecturer at Imperial College London and a 
consultant at ExornoGILT. Previously, Idalina 
worked for TransPerfect Translations as a team 
manager of the life sciences department.
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number of complete and incomplete 
surveys reflecting its divisiveness and 
complexity. 

Survey results 
Respondents were mainly from the 

United States (21%), followed by the 
United Kingdom (10%), with 34% being 
localization providers and 16% freelanc-
ers. When asked to describe the localiza-
tion industry (Figure 1), 23% said it was 
“challenging and ever-evolving.”

As to their knowledge on ISO stan-
dards, 48% were able to specify a stan-
dard. However, 28% could not provide 
the name of a standard, and 24% did not 
know a standard. Related to this, 42% 
chose Not Applicable to the question “If 
you work for / are a localization provider, 
is your company ISO certified,” with 
40% stating that their company was not 
ISO certified and 18% specifying their 
company’s certification. Regarding the 
value of an ISO certification to a com-
pany, 23% stated that it adds “business 
credibility,” with 22% choosing that it 
represents “recognition of effort towards 
implementing best practices.” 14% think 
that it “attracts customers,” and 13% 
believe it is a “sign of quality of work 
delivered.” 

At the same time, when asked if the 
localization industry would benefit from 
localization-specific standards, 57% of 
the respondents state that the “existing 
ISO standards are too general/few,” 28% 
consider that the “existing ISO standards 
are enough to meet localization needs,” 
with 16% providing personal feedback 
and mentioning areas requiring atten-
tion, such as process optimization and 
quality, emphasizing at the same time 
that “most of the existing standards are 

inadequate for the task and need further 
development.” 

When asked the same question but 
this time referring to best practices, 53% 
of the respondents state that the “exist-
ing best practices are too general/few,” 
25% consider that the existing best 
practices are enough to meet localiza-
tion needs, with 23% specifying areas 
requiring consideration, such as data 
interchange, quality, metrics, account-
ing and authoring. The respondents also 
voiced their concerns with the current 
best practices available, defining them 
as being too theoretical and outdated. 
As for what complicates defining ethics 
in localization (Figure 2), the top choice 
was that “All localization parties have 
different interests” (20%). Some of the 
personal feedback (8%) to the above 
question reflects that localization is still 
a developing industry, “still very fly-by-
night,” and that there is plenty of work 
needed to create an effective structure 
for it. 

Respondents believe that the industry 
is concentrating on the essentials, with 
freelancers doing “what they ‘feel’ is 
right” and with clients lacking awareness 
of what this industry consists of. In this 
respect, the basis for ethical relationships 
should be the visibility of the localiza-
tion process and its quality. However, 
the industry lacks “competent bodies to 
define ethics.” 

A good code of ethics would need 
all the localization parties, who should 
come from a “representative selection of 
industry players from different countries 
and continents,” to collaborate in order 
to create a definition that would be 
meaningful to the industry in general. 
However, it would be complicated to 
apply “ethical standards across diverse 
cultural world views.” At the same time, 
concepts of ethics differ greatly between 
cultures, countries and individuals, and, 
although companies are aware that cul-
tures are different, their awareness still 
remains limited, and hence they lack 
a “fully comprehensive ethics policy.” 
Specifically from a business perspective, 
respondents believe that translators are 
being underpaid while having to deliver 
quality work. However, “there is no clear 
correlation between ethical practices 
and profitability or commonly perceived 
penalties for unethical behavior.” 

Regarding the importance of ethics 
to a given set of areas, the vast majority 
scored highly in terms of importance, such 
as customer, crowdsourcing, quality assur-
ance, cultural adaptation, machine trans-
lation (MT), project management, sharing 
translation memories and linguist vs. 
localization provider relationship. The only 
exceptions were engineering, globalization 
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Figure 1: Survey respondents describing the localization industry.
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and glocalization, which were thought to 
have medium importance. When asked to 
describe ethics in localization (Figure 3), 
the top choice was the business relation-
ship between all localization parties (21%). 
On the personal feedback section, respon-
dents think ethics is “to offer quality work 
at a fair price to all involved parties, con-
sequently promoting a work policy which 

is efficient, honest and inclusive,” while 
treating all localization parties, from client 
to freelancer, in an equal manner. 

Respondents also feel that the local-
ization industry should have the same 
dedication towards the target culture as 
it has towards delivering quality to the 
source culture, hence “making prod-
ucts really usable for a specific locale.” 
Respondents further state that on one 
hand, ethics is not a consideration, 
since “each company will dictate how it 
should be for them.” On the other hand, 
respondents feel that ethics is lacking in 
the industry, instead being seen as an 
afterthought. 

Respondents specifically mentioned 
transparency, openness, accountability, 
honesty, fairness, integrity, responsibility 
and professionalism — words that should 
apply to any localization party involved, 
regardless of the contract in place or the 
working relationship. However, respon-
dents also feel that “it is a challenge to 
combine personal ethics, cultural ethics 
and company ethics.” From all the key 
words mentioned above, fairness, trans-
parency and accountability were the 
most frequently recurring concepts and 
concerns. 

Respondents also state that ethics 
require “being honest and fair by not 
using cultural or linguistic weaknesses 
as a way to obscure the nature of busi-
ness deals, quality, and so forth” and 
that linguists, after a job has been agreed 
upon, cannot change their minds on the 
rate and deadline set, and must always 
provide a deliverable with the highest 
quality possible. However, at the same 
time companies need to “treat linguists 
with respect and fairly, regarding rates 
and payment terms.” 

When asked what ethical issues the 
respondents personally face, some of the 
points mentioned were fair rates, data 
sharing, rates vs. deadlines, interna-
tional business practices from a cultural 

perspective, bad payment practices, 
requests for extra work for free, quality 
evaluation, relationships between parties 
involved (peer-peer, client-provider, LSP-
translation agencies), selling services with 
unrealistic expectations, fair treatment 
towards suppliers, vendor reliability, han-
dling political or religious propaganda, 
providing the client with independent 
advice, “exploitation of highly skilled 
people in countries where cost of labor 
is low,” accepting clients working in a 
controversial market such as weapons 
manufacture, quality versus profit, lack of 
price and procedural transparency, equal 
quality service in all languages, editing of 
MT documents so as to lower costs, treat-
ment of the freelancer as a commodity, 
keeping promises, changing orders, lack 
of clarity in guidelines, intellectual prop-
erty management and so on. 

Respondents believe that the localiza-
tion industry is developing too rapidly to 
ethically analyze events and processes, 
leading to a lack of ethical standards. 
However, the localization industry is also 
“too short-sighted and ‘afraid’ of burden-
ing its customers with additional issues 
(and in some cases maybe too obstinate 
to examine its own processes).” 

With regard to the relevance of ethics 
to the improvement of localization prac-
tices, 97% agree that ethics is relevant 
to the localization industry — that it 
can assist in developing a new way of 
thinking, as well as in “building better 
eco-systems,” and that “it is important 
to have standards to structure this virtual 
office and outsourced industry.” How-
ever, setting ethical guidelines is “bound 
to result in higher costs and therefore 
does not seem profitable.” 

As to the implementation of ethics, 
60% believe that ethics should be imple-
mented via the use of standards and 
best practices, 17% via the use of best 
practices, 3% via the use of standards, 
with 2% choosing that it shouldn’t. On 

Your Vision. Worldwide.

All localization parties have different interests.

Ethics is a highly complex topic.

The localization industry is broad and nontransparent.

Lack of interest from global localization players.

Ethics needs to be country/culture specific.

Abiding by ethical rules narrows profit margins.

To the above  choice(s) I would add that.  .  .  . 
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Figure 2: Survey respondents note what complicates defining ethics in localization.
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Codes of ethics in translation and interpreting
The translation industry has long been characterized by 

fragmentation. For example, in Canada, this is reflected among 
other indicators by the fact that there is no unified code of ethics 
for either translators or language service providers (LSPs). Most 
existing codes are designed for freelance translators through the 
work of professional orders associations. Europe has been ahead 
of North America in creating an LSP code of ethics or professional 
conduct, and it is with the help of the Association of Translation 
Companies (ATC) that in the last few years the Association of 
Canadian Corporations in Translation and Interpretation (ACCTI) 
and, more recently, the Language Industry Association (AILIA) 
created an LSP code of ethics. 

After carefully examining several codes and studying their 
differences and commonalities, we can appreciate that many 
requirements in the professional codes for translators are common 
to codes of ethics for LSPs, such as accuracy, impartiality, 
confidentiality, limitation of practice, competence, professional 
conduct, professional development and accurate representation of 
credentials. These form part of most codes of ethics for translators, 
as well as codes of ethics for LSPs.

Requirements set forth in the translation standards have also been 
part of codes of ethics for both translators and LSPs. To cite a couple 
of examples, the ACCTI code establishes that “members assume 
responsibility for the work produced in so far as correcting, at their 
own expense, any errors in the actual translation or interpretation,” 
and OTTIAQ (Ordre des traducteurs, terminologues et interprètes 
agréés du Québec) asks its members to “promptly inform the client of 
any errors that are committed in the execution of his mandate.”

Some organizations provide detailed responsibilities with respect 
to promotion of the profession. Below are a few examples: 

■ OTTIAQ promotes the following: “Foster public understanding 
of the nature and objectives of the services he offers / Shall 
provide his client with the explanations necessary to the 
understanding and appreciation of the services rendered.” 

■ The Association of Translators and Interpreters of Ontario 
(ATIO) includes among its mandates to members “promoting a 
positive image” and “sharing their knowledge with colleagues and 
new translators.” Even though these may be slightly beyond the 
role of the translator, it is an excellent point to expand upon.

 ■ The American Translators Association (ATA) also has some 
unique points in its code of ethics, such as respect for the 
client’s client (“I will respect and refrain from interfering with or 
supplanting any business relationship between my client and my 
client’s client”) and recognition of authorship (“For translations for 
publication or performance over which I have direct control, I will 
give translators recognition traditionally given authors.”). 

 ■ The Australian Institute of Interpreters and Translators 
(AUSIT) is one of the few organizations that addresses professional 
solidarity and personal values, such as honesty, integrity, dignity, 
trust and respect.

■ The European Union of Associations of Translation Companies 
(EUATC), as an association of LSPs, has a client provider charter that 
is voluntary and “designed to help develop positive and productive 
relationships between translation companies affiliated to national 
associations making up the EUATC and their translation purchasers.” 

The same issues that have been discussed for translation also 
apply to the interpreting field. In 2007 in Canada, in collaboration 
with the AILIA, Critical Link Canada and ACCTI, the Healthcare 
Interpretation Network (HIN) published the National Standard 
Guide for Community Interpreting Services (NSGCIS), which is 

a milestone for the development of community interpreting in 
Canada. The NSGCIS includes a section titled “Responsibilities 
of Interpreting Service Providers,” and, in many other sections, it 
also implicitly or explicitly mentions ethics for interpreting service 
providers (ISPs). However, it does not include a specific code of 
ethics for ISPs. 

The need clearly exists for a unified code of ethics for both 
LSPs and ISPs. This unified code should take into consideration 
the latest developments in the sector and more specifically, the 
creation of national and international standards that establish new 
requirements and higher expectations. A fragmented sector relying 
on several codes of ethics for professionals no longer represents 
the true reality of the industry. 

A collaborative approach to the creation of standardized codes 
of ethics for LSPs and ISPs will solidify and strengthen our industry. 
In Canada, AILIA has created a code of conduct that already 
takes into consideration the above-mentioned points. The AILIA 
code could serve as a basis for a code that would be voluntarily 
accepted and applied, even by non-members, thereby creating a 
unique code of ethics for all Canadian LSPs and ISPs.

This code reflects AILIA’s interest in developing and promoting 
an industry that shows the highest standards of professional and 
corporate conduct. Enterprises shall adhere to those principles to be 
eligible members of AILIA. The basis for this code is that all members:

■ must make all reasonable efforts to ensure the highest 
possible quality of final product/service they deliver to clients, 
partners and general public. 

■ shall only undertake mandates that they are competent to 
perform. All members shall deal with employees or subcontractors 
who are qualified to carry out the assignment. 

■ have a duty of fair and honest dealing with their clients, 
partners, subcontractors, employees, fellow members, other 
professionals and the public in general so as to encourage good 
working and commercial relations. 

■ shall conduct business with integrity, honesty and 
transparency. They shall not place themselves in situations leading 
to conflicts of interest. All members shall not conduct their 
business in a manner that restrains competition or makes decisions 
that represent unfair competition. 

■ shall agree with their clients, partners or subcontractors on 
the terms of an assignment (costs, deadlines, manner of delivery, 
deliverables and other terms). They shall consult with their clients, 
partners or subcontractors about any changes (costs, timetables, 
sourcing or other terms) to an offering, to an assignment or to the 
performance of a duty. All members shall also inform their clients 
of alternative courses of action. 

■ shall not make misleading or unsubstantiated claims in their 
publications or communication materials. All members have a 
responsibility toward protecting and enhancing the image of the 
language industry. 

■ shall make the best efforts to put in place or to support 
all means that could improve the quality and the availability of 
services and of products in the language industry. 

■ including employees, partners or subcontractors, shall treat as 
confidential any information received from a client in the course of 
an assignment. 

  — Lola Bendana, Multi-Languages Corporation; 

Paul Penzo, All Languages Ltd; and Janet Luxton, AILIA
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the personal feedback section (17%), 
there were suggestions for the creation 
of “affordable certification exams” or 
“certification of LSPs and practitioners 
along the lines of the PMI ethics and 
PMP certification.” 

Respondents were also asked if they had 
heard of ethics in localization prior to this 
survey. 50% said they had heard of busi-
ness ethics, but irrespective of industry, 
27% said they had never heard of ethics in 
localization, and 23% provided their own 
feedback by saying, for instance, “cost 
and ownership of TM and work product,” 
“capabilities, vendor claims, accuracy, 
(dis)agreements, legal translation, medical 
translation, neutrality, confidentiality,” as 
well as “business and trade context,” with 
one respondent saying “LISA.”

The final question was an invitation 
for respondents to provide any further 
comments. From this personal feedback, 
92% of respondents felt that further work 
should be done in this area. However, a 

minority of the respondents (4%) seemed 
suspicious: “There seems to be an under-
lying agenda. What is it?” The remaining 
respondents (4%) were unappreciative of 
work that does not have an obvious and 
direct application: “Can’t see how this 
survey will be useful.”

 
Some ideas to take away 
The initial results of the survey have 

already provided plenty of insights. They 
confirm that several aspects of the local-
ization industry that many of us deal 
with regularly require improvement or at 
least attention and debate. 

Localization is an exciting and 
compelling industry, developing at an 
intense pace that often prohibits the time 
required for processes and structures to 
be systematically considered, analyzed 
and implemented in a timely fashion. On 
one hand, it is an industry with dominant 
players who set the pace and direction of 
the industry. On the other hand, it needs 

well-known and accepted organizations 
to provide guidance and resources equally 
to all players in the industry. We must 
be realistic and understand that it would 
be impossible to have a fair and equal 
industry. We can nonetheless try to put a 
framework in place that promotes greater 
openness and consistency of procedures, 
business relationships, intellectual prop-
erty management, training and so on. 
Certification improves the image of the 
holder by offering credibility and qual-
ity to the entity associated with it and is 
therefore beneficial to obtain. We would 
gain more, though, by having certifica-
tions that are clearly specialized for the 
localization industry. 

Less binding but equally crucial is 
the positive association that follows the 
implementation of best practices, which 
brings transparency and professionalism 
to an LSP. Holding a certification specific 
to localization provides an official stamp 
of approval provided by an independent 
party. Following localization best prac-
tices demonstrates a company’s higher 
commitment to an open, accountable 
and integral working procedure, as well 
as revealing knowledge of the different 
aspects of the industry, a knowledge that 
goes beyond the opaque nature of sales 
talk. Therefore, an equal effort should be 
spent in the development of standards and 
best practices specific to our industry. 

A well-known issue that concerns all 
localization professionals is the relation-
ship between rate paid, quality delivered 
and consequently credibility of the ven-
dor/supplier. Quality is a crucial consider-
ation for everyone: The client requires it, 
the providers sell it and the vendors deliver 
it. However, there is a high incidence of 
the exploitation of labor. Freelancers are 
to blame when providing low-quality 
work, as well as sometimes not keeping to 
what they originally agreed. On the other 
hand, LSPs are renowned for constantly 
seeking low rates from qualified labor, 
as well as resorting to cheap unqualified 
labor. When seen from this perspective, 
which is true for so many different LSPs 
and freelancers, it can feel as if we are 
working in an underdeveloped industry. 
We need institutions to centralize and 
coordinate efforts and provide a strong 
input into how the industry develops and 
is structured, making a concerted effort 
to transform our industry into a more 
uniform, transparent and equalitarian 
market.  M

6%

Figure 3: Survey respondents describe ethics in localization.
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Profit strategies for LSPs

Richard S. Paegelow 

O
One Valentine’s Day several years ago, we 

received a call from a prospective client who 
wanted our company to translate a poem he had 
written for his girl friend. When informed of the 
cost, the potential client was surprised that we 
would actually charge for such a service. Over the 
years, we have received similar responses from 
people who thought we were some public service 
or nonprofit company working out of love for 
language rather than actual remuneration. Given 
this viewpoint, how can one make a living?

Building a business case for starting a translation company, 
commonly referred to as a language service provider (LSP), 
is quite a challenge. First of all, it is hard to imagine a more 
competitive industry. Common Sense Advisory has built an 
international database of over 23,000 LSPs. They estimate that 
for every 100 LSPs in their database, there are eight more that 
have not been identified. Hence, we are talking about entering 
an industry with almost 25,000 competitors.

In addition to the plethora of competing LSPs, matters are 
complicated by the fact that, to an undiscerning eye, there is no 
clear difference between a translation produced by an indepen-
dent, uncertified freelance translator and one that is produced 
by an experienced and certified translator, edited by an equally 
qualified second professional, and insured for accuracy by 
Lloyds of London. To make matters worse, both translations 

could very well be purchased from equally well-designed web-
sites, making it difficult to distinguish among sellers until well 
after the purchase has been made and the product delivered. 
The bottom line is that between LSPs and freelancers, the new 
translation company is literally facing millions of competitors, 
a chilling prospect at best. 

Another challenge to building a business case concerns the 
questionable economics of our industry. Given the fact that 
many first-time buyers, purchasing agents and government 
entities gravitate to the lowest rates they find in the market-
place, an LSP using well-trained and certified translators fol-
lowed by independent editing will face prospective clients who 
complain that they can get the job done at a fraction of the 
LSP’s proposed price. In addition to an elusive positive gross 
margin — price per word paid by the external customer less the 
direct cost per word paid to the translator and the editor — the 
LSP will inevitably incur sales and marketing costs, which make 
the business case look even more grim.

After I purchased a failing language school in the early 1990s, 
with a sideline translation business consisting of a fax machine 
and a typewriter in the supply room, two of the school’s instruc-
tors proposed to market and build the translation side of the 
business. Their proposed commission was 50% of the translation 
revenue! My initial impression of the translation business was 
most unfavorable: no margin, no bottom line and now someone 
wants to take half of the revenue away.

Accounting tools to the rescue
As the language school continued to fail, I was forced to turn 

my attention to the sideline translation business. In spite of the 
questionable business case for translation, I had no choice but 
to try to turn it around. Fortunately, from a previous job in cost 
accounting, I could draw on the basic concepts of fixed costs, 
variable costs and break-even analysis, which are often used 
by turnaround specialists brought in by banks and creditors to 
rescue failing companies. 

Knowledge of an operation’s fixed and variable costs is critical 
for short-term survival. Let’s begin with a few definitions. Fixed 

Richard S. Paegelow, the owner and manager  

of Inline Translation Services, Inc., would  
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costs are unaffected by volume changes 
in the short term. Examples include rent, 
permanent staff, equipment leases, com-
mercial insurance and so forth. The higher 
the fixed costs, the greater the risk since 

these costs will exist even when the vol-
ume drops to zero. 

In contrast, variable costs fluctuate 
with volume. Examples include outside 
contractors, postage, omissions insur-

ance and so forth. In the extreme case of 
zero volume, the variable costs will drop 
to zero as well. Hence, variable costs are 
almost always preferred over fixed costs. 

Figure 1 shows hypothetical but realis-
tic annual fixed costs of $400,000 for an 
LSP that leases 2,000 square feet of prime 
office space with an owner and four 
professional project managers on staff, 
and that pays $.10 per word for transla-
tions purchased from outside translators. 
Fixed and variable cost lines are typically 
added together to create a total cost line 
that begins on the y axis at the fixed cost 
level and then slopes upward as volumes 
increase, reflecting the variable costs 
incurred by the company.

In our simplified example (Figure 2), 
the average price that our LSP gets from 
sales to its clients is $.20 per word. When 
volume is 0, then the revenue is 0. If the 
volume is 500,000 words, then revenue is 
$100,000. At a two million word volume, 
the revenue is $400,000, and so on. No 
provision is made for sales commissions, 
which could significantly depress the net 
price per word received. In this example, 
the owner is responsible for forward 
marketing and major proposals to pro-
spective clients. The project managers 
handle business from existing business 
and referrals from that client base.

How much volume does our hypo-
thetical LSP need to cover both fixed and 
variable costs? In Figure 2 we can see that 
at a volume level of four million words 

Figure 2: Break-even point for hypothetical language service provider. 

Figure 1: Hypothetical but realistic annual fixed costs.
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the total revenue of $800,000 equals the 
sum of the fixed costs of $400,000 and 
variable costs of $400,000. This point is 
called the break-even point. 

Achieving the break-even point is a 
major accomplishment, especially since 
it means that the owner can begin to take 
home his or her full base salary, which 
should be included in the fixed cost cal-
culations. Of course, the goal should be 
to push the business above break-even to 
at least make up for the time the business 
was operating below break-even when the 
owner received negative compensation. 

Note: A usable break-even analysis for 
your company will require identification 
of your primary fixed and variable costs 
and the construction of composite per 
word prices and costs based on a weighted 
average of your company’s principal per 
word prices and costs. For LSPs relying on 
freelance translators, the primary variable 
cost to consider is the cost per translated 
word. In comparison, many other variable 
costs are relatively insignificant on a per-
word basis — for example, postage, errors 
and omissions insurance — and can be 
excluded from the analysis. 

Once you have developed basic cost, 
revenue and volume data, you have 
a valuable decision-making tool. For 
example, assume that the owner of the 
LSP in our earlier example is contem-
plating the addition of another project 
manager to handle projected growth. By 
adding $60,000 to fixed costs to cover 
base salary and benefits, the break-even 
point shown earlier will rise from four 
million words to close to five million 
words, which represents a 15% increase 
in sales. In addition, the bonus pool for 
the existing employees is reduced sig-
nificantly, at least in the near term (Fig-
ure 3). Given the importance of pushing 

your operations to the break-even point 
and beyond, you need to be sure that the 
15% volume increase is sustainable and 
that you can push volume up even more 
to make sure that owner and employee 
bonuses can be maintained.

Many desirable things happen when 
your LSP operates above the break-even 
point, and they become even better with 

additional volume as fixed costs are 
more than covered. First of all, you have a 
growing source of working capital, which 
can be used to finance receivables and pay 
vendors on a timely basis. In time, you will 
be able to finance the business yourself 
and say good-bye to exploitive credit card 
financing, pay off that second mortgage 
used to finance the business and repay 
any other debt incurred to pull the busi-
ness through the early years. In fact, you 
might even be able to set some funds aside 
for rainy days. You will then be amazed at 
how many banks will now want to lend 
money when you no longer need it. This 
makes you wonder where they were when 
you needed them. You can’t imagine the 
satisfaction you will get when turning 
down these fair-weather friends.

Operating above the break-even point 
gives you the opportunity to fund a highly 
motivating bonus plan. Of course, it should 
be designed entirely as a variable cost, 
with zero contribution and payout when 
the company is not comfortably above a 

Figure 3: New hire impacts break-even point in hypothetical company. 
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break-even volume. For example, estab-
lish a revenue target above the break-even 
point at which point bonuses will begin, 
and share revenue information throughout 
the year. Also, keep the bonus payments 
open-ended, even allowing employees to 
double their compensation. As volume 
increases, the funds will be available to 
fund increasingly generous payouts, pro-
vided you keep fixed costs, variable costs 
and selling prices about the same.

In addition to the variable cost bonus 
plan described earlier, an LSP can also 
adopt a variable cost SEP IRA retirement 
plan for the owner and employees. The 
SEP IRA dovetails nicely with the cost 
accounting concepts introduced in this 
article. There are no fixed costs, such as 
administrative fees, and contributions are 
entirely a variable cost. You can contrib-
ute from 0% to 25% of each participant’s 
compensation yearly, with maximum 
dollar limits for highly compensated 
employees. 

You can set up the plan at any point 
in time, making variable contributions 
when your LSP is above break-even. 
Higher percentage contributions would 
logically be made at higher volumes. If 
you have done your cost analysis cor-
rectly, the funds will be there to cover the 
contributions. The same percentage con-
tribution must be made for all employees 
and the owner. See IRS Publication 560 
“Retirement Plans for Small Business 
(SEP, SIMPLE, and Qualified Plans).” 

Strategies for survival
Armed with basic cost accounting 

concepts and some knowledge of your 
company’s cost structure, it is critical 
that fixed costs be avoided or minimized 
whenever possible. In our industry, fixed 
costs can often be avoided by substitut-
ing them with variable costs. Practical 
decisions that will keep your LSP operat-
ing safely above break-even include:

Do not hire a receptionist or a sec-
retary. You and your core project man-
agement staff should take over and share 
these functions.

Do not hire a bookkeeper. Quick-
Books Pro with a multiuser license makes 
it easy for project managers to handle the 
billing of their projects and for the owner 
to take over core bookkeeping functions. 
In most cases a professional CPA should 
prepare tax returns and official account-
ing statements.

Do not hire a separate sales or mar-
keting manager. As owner, you should 
take the lead in forward marketing and 
major sales. Project managers can be 
trained to handle routine sales and orders 
from existing customers.

Do not bring translators or desktop 
publishing (DTP) specialists in house. 
From a cost accounting perspective, in-
house translators and DTP specialists are 
almost impossible to justify. Note that 
using variable cost contract translators 
does not mean that you should choose 
the lowest cost translators. As with many 

■

■

■

■

things in life, you get what you pay for. 
The lowest cost translators often do not 
produce quality work and require signifi-
cant editing, which more than offsets the 
initial bargain basement price. 

Move your LSP to a tax-friendly 
jurisdiction. Business taxes imposed 
by local governments vary enormously 
around the country, even within the same 
metropolitan areas. For example, the city 
of Los Angeles imposed a gross receipts 
tax that approaches 1% of revenue. In 
contrast, the city of Glendale, nine miles 
away, had no business tax. We moved 
from Los Angles to Glendale in 1993 
as part of our turnaround program, and 
have saved over $150,000 since then 
by eliminating the Los Angeles gross 
receipts tax. 

Create a compensation plan with a 
significant variable cost component that 
pays out handsomely when the LSP is 
operating comfortably above the break-
even point.

Establish a SEP IRA as your LSP’s 
retirement plan. Consider making maxi-
mum SEP IRA contributions before pay-
ing out cash bonuses to make maximum 
use of tax benefits.

In summary, avoid fixed costs when-
ever possible and keep them as low as 
possible when they cannot be avoided. 
Protect your revenue streams ruthlessly 
by avoiding sales commissions, gross 
receipts taxes or anyone who wants a 
percentage of your revenues.  M

■

■

■
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This section offers terminology, abbreviations, acronyms and other 
resources, especially as related to the content of this issue. For more  
definitions, see the Glossary section of MultiLingual’s annual Resource 
Directory and Index (www.multilingual.com/resourceDirectory).

Basic	terminology

B
a
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ic

s

break-even point. The amount of sales or revenues that 
a company must generate in order to equal its expenses. 
In other words, it is the point at which the company nei-
ther makes a profit nor suffers a loss; there is no net loss 
or gain. Break-even analysis provides insight into whether 
or not revenue from a product or service has the ability to 
cover the costs of production of that product or service. 
Company executives can use this information in making a 
wide range of business decisions, including setting prices, 
preparing competitive bids and applying for loans.

business ethics. Examines ethical principles and moral 
or ethical problems that arise in a business environment. 
It applies to all aspects of business conduct and is relevant 
to the conduct of individuals and business organizations 
as a whole.

computer-aided translation (CAT). Computer techno-
logy applications that assist in the act of translating text 
from one language to another.

content management system (CMS). A system used 
to store and subsequently find and retrieve large amounts 
of data. CMSs were not originally designed to synchronize 
translation and localization of content, so most of them have 
been partnered with globalization management systems.

crowdsourcing. The act of taking a task traditionally 
performed by an employee or contractor and outsourcing it 
to an undefined, generally large group of people, in the form 
of an open call. For example, the public may be invited to 
develop a new technology, carry out a design task, refine 
an algorithm, or help capture, systematize or analyze large 
amounts of data.

Extensible Markup Language (XML). A programming 
language/specification pared down from SGML, an interna-
tional standard for the publication and delivery of electronic 
information, designed especially for web documents.

globalization (g11n). In this context, the term refers to 
the process that addresses business issues associated with 
launching a product globally, such as integrating localization 
throughout a company after proper internationalization 
and product design. 

glocalization. A blending of the words globalization and 
localization, the term refers to the individual, group, divi-
sion, unit, organization or community that is willing and 
able to think globally and act locally. Glocalization empha-
sizes that the globalization of a product is more likely to 
succeed when the product or service is adapted specifically 
to each locality or culture in which it is marketed.

gross domestic product (GDP). One of the measures of 
national income and output for a given country’s economy. 
The most common approach to measuring and quantifying 
GDP is the expenditure method: GDP = consumption + gross 
investment + government spending + (exports - imports).

internationalization (i18n). Especially in a computing 
context, the process of generalizing a product so that it 
can handle multiple languages and cultural conventions 
(currency, number separators, dates) without the need for 
redesign.

localization (l10n). In this context, the process of adapting 
a product or software to a specific international language or 
culture so that it seems natural to that particular region. True 
localization considers language, culture, customs and the char-
acteristics of the target locale. It frequently involves changes 
to the software’s writing system and may change keyboard use 
and fonts as well as date, time and monetary formats. 

machine translation (MT). A technology that trans-
lates text from one human language to another, using  
terminology glossaries and advanced grammatical, syntactic 
and semantic analysis techniques.
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netizen. A blend of internet and citizen, a person actively 
involved in online communities. Netizens use the internet 
to engage in activities of the extended social groups of the 
web — for example, giving and receiving viewpoints, furnish-
ing information, fostering the internet as an intellectual and 
social resource, and making choices for the self-assembled 
communities. Generally, a netizen can be any user of the 
worldwide, unstructured forums of the internet.

pseudo-translation. Similar to a test run that seeks to 
copy the translation process rather than actually produce a 
translation. A text string is taken and put through a transla-
tion-like process that alters it and produces a new string. The 
text string is frequently changed as a result of this process, 
so pseudo-translation is done to illustrate the potential prob-
lems that may occur when the translation is actually done.

quality assurance (QA). The activity of providing evidence 
needed to establish confidence among all concerned that 
quality-related activities are being performed effectively. All 
those planned or systematic actions necessary to provide 
adequate confidence that a product or service will satisfy 
given requirements for quality. QA covers all activities from 
design, development, production and installation to servic-
ing and documentation.

return on investment (ROI). In finance, the ratio of money 
gained or lost on an investment relative to the amount of money 
invested. The amount of money gained or lost may be referred 
to as interest, profit/loss, gain/loss or net income/loss.

rule-based machine translation (RBMT). The application 
of sets of linguistic rules that are defined as correspondences 
between the structure of the source language and that of the 
target language. The first stage involves analyzing the input 
text for morphology and syntax — and sometimes semantics 
— to create an internal representation. The translation is then 
generated from this representation using extensive lexicons 
with morphological, syntactic and semantic information, and 
large sets of rules.

simship. A term used to refer to the simultaneous ship-
ment of products, usually software, in different languages or 
with other distinguishing differences in design.

source language (SL). A language that is to be trans-
lated into another language.

statistical machine translation (SMT). A machine trans-
lation paradigm where translations are generated on the 
basis of statistical models whose parameters are derived 
from the analysis of bilingual text corpora. SMT is the 
translation of text from one human language to another 
by a computer that learned how to translate from vast 
amounts of translated text.

target language (TL). The language that a source text is 
being translated into. 

translation. The process of converting all of the text 
or words from a source language to a target language. An 

understanding of the context or meaning of the source lan-
guage must be established in order to convey the same mes-
sage in the target language. 

translation memory (TM). A special database that stores 
previously translated sentences which can then be reused on 
a sentence-by-sentence basis. The database matches source 
to target language pairs.

Translation Memory eXchange (TMX). An open stan-
dard, based on XML, that has been designed to simplify and 
automate the process of converting translation memories 
from one format to another.

translation unit (TU). A segment of text that the trans-
lator treats as a single cognitive unit for the purposes of 
establishing an equivalence. The translation unit may be 
a single word, a phrase, one or more sentences, or even a 
larger unit.

Unicode. The Unicode Worldwide Character Standard 
(Unicode) is a character encoding standard used to repre-
sent text for computer processing. Originally designed to 
support 65,000, it now has encoding forms to support more 
than one million characters. 
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OrganizatiOns

American Translators Association (ATA): www.atanet.org; and 
its Language Technology Division: www.ata-divisions.org/LTD

Project Management Institute: www.pmi.org

Translation Automation User Society (TAUS):  
www.translationautomation.com

Publications

Ethnologue: Languages of the World (15th edition), Raymond G. 
Gordon, Jr.: www.ethnologue.com/print.asp

The Guide to Translation and Localization,  
published by Lingo Systems: www.lingosys.com

Index of Chinese Characters With Attributes, George E. Bell, 
2006: www.multilingual.com/eBooks

Globalization Handbook for the Microsoft .NET Platform, Parts I - IV, 
Bill Hall, 2002-2006: www.multilingual.com/eBooks

Translation: Getting It Right, published by the ATA: 
www.atanet.org/docs/getting_it_right.pdf 

Translation: Standards for Buying a Non-Commodity, published by 
the ATA: www.atanet.org/docs/translation_buying_guide.pdf

references

CIA World Factbook: https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/ 
the-world-factbook

Omniglot — Writing Systems & Languages of the World:  
www.omniglot.com

Unicode, Inc.: http://unicode.org

Resources
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AssociAtions

Globalization and Localization Association 
Description The Globalization and Localization Association 
is a fully representative, nonprofit, international industry 
association for the translation, internationalization, local-
ization and globalization industry. The association gives 
members a common forum to discuss issues, create innova-
tive solutions, promote the industry and offer clients unique, 
collaborative value.
Globalization and Localization Association 23 Main Street,  
Andover, MA 01810, 206-329-2596, Fax: 815-346-2361, E-mail:  
info@gala-global.org, Web: www.gala-global.org  

TAUS 
Description TAUS is a think tank for the translation industry, 
undertaking research for buyers and providers of translation 
services and technologies. Our mission is to increase the size 
and significance of the translation industry to help the world 
communicate better. To meet this ongoing goal, TAUS sup-
ports entrepreneurs and principals in the translation industry 
to share and define new strategies through a comprehensive 
program of events, publications and communications.
TAUS Oosteinde 9-11, 1483 AB De Rijp, The Netherlands, 31-299-672- 
028,  E-mail: info@translationautomation.com, Web: www.translation 
automation.com See ad on page 33

AutomAted trAnslAtion

Human Language Technologies
Multiple Platforms

Languages Arabic, Bahasa, Dari, Dutch, Egyptian dialect, 
English, Farsi/Persian, French, German, Hebrew, Iraqi dia-
lect, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Pashto, Polish, Portuguese, 
Russian, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Tagalog, Traditional 
Chinese, Turkish, Ukrainian, Urdu Description AppTek is 
a developer of human language technology products with 
a complete suite for text and speech (voice) processing and 
recognition. AppTek’s product offerings include hybrid (rule-
based + statistical) machine translation (MT) and automatic 
speech recognition (ASR) for a growing list of more than 
23 languages; multilingual information retrieval with query 
and topic search capabilities; name-finding applications; and  
integrated suites providing ASR and MT in media monitor-
ing of broadcast and telephony speech, as well as handheld 
and wearable speech-to-speech translation devices. 
AppTek 6867 Elm Street, Suite 300, McLean, VA 22101, 703-394-2317, 
Fax: 703-821-5001, E-mail: info@apptek.com, Web: www.apptek.com 

KCSL Inc.
Languages All Description KCSL has developed many suc-
cessful commercial products, including international spell 
and grammar checkers, electronic references, and multi-
lingual search engines. Licensing to hundreds of entities, 
including Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard and the Canadian 
government, has created a worldwide user base of over 200 
million people. Integrating natural language processing, mul-
tilingual search and statistical methods, NoBabel™ Translator 
is a major breakthrough in computer-aided translation. 
Without human interaction, NoBabel creates new translation 
memories (TMs) as well as cleans, grades and increases lever-
aging of existing TMs. Automatic and accurate, the easy-to-
use NoBabel Suite maintains a familiar work environment. 
With NoBabel you lower costs and increase productivity.
KCSL Inc. 150 Ferrand Drive, Suite 904, Toronto, Ontario, M3C 3E5 
Canada, 416 -222-6112, Fax: 416-222-6819, E-mail: customer_info 
@kcsl.ca, Web: www.kcsl.ca See ad on page 21

conferences  

 
Localization World 
Description Localization World conferences are dedicated 
to the language and localization industries. Our constituents 
are the people responsible for communicating across the 
boundaries of language and culture in the global marketplace. 
International product and marketing managers participate in 
Localization World from all sectors and all geographies to 
meet language service and technology providers and to net-
work with their peers. Hands-on practitioners come to share 
their knowledge and experience and to learn from others. See 
our website for details on upcoming and past conferences. 
Localization World Ltd. 319 North 1st Avenue, Sandpoint, ID 83864,  
208-263-8178, Fax: 208-263-6310, E-mail: info@localizationworld 
.com, Web: www.localizationworld.com  See ad on page 64

desktop publishing

 
Your closest DTP team wherever you are  
Languages 70+ including Middle Eastern and Asian languages 
Description Global DTP, s.r.o., based in the Czech Republic, 
offers professional multilingual desktop publishing and me-
dia engineering solutions to the localization industry. Since 
2003, we have been delivering high-quality, cost-effective ser-
vices worldwide. With extensive localization experience and 
knowledge of the pre-press, media and publishing industries, 
our team of 20 in-house professionals handles more than 400 
projects every year. Our core services are multilingual desk-
top publishing and Flash, video and HTML engineering. 
Global DTP, s.r.o. Videnska 125a, 619 00 Brno, Czech Republic, 420- 
533-440-021, E-mail: info@global-dtp.com, Web: www.global-dtp.com 

enterprise solutions

 
Across Systems
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Description Across Language Server is the 
world’s leading independent linguistic supply chain tech-
nology. It provides a central software platform for corporate 
language resources and translation processes. The all-in-one 
enterprise solution includes a translation memory, a termi-
nology system, and powerful PM and workflow control tools. 
It allows end-to-end processing so that clients, LSPs and 
translators collaborate seamlessly. Open interfaces enable 
the direct integration of CMS or ERP solutions, among oth-
ers. Across clients access the Language Server via LAN, WAN 
or web, or as a hosted service. Across customers include 
Volkswagen, HypoVereinsbank, SMA Solar Technology and 
hundreds of other leading companies.
Across Systems GmbH D-76307 Karlsbad, Germany, 49-7248-925-

425, E-mail: international@across.net  

Across Systems Inc. Glendale, CA 91203, 877-922-7677, E-mail:

americas@across.net, Web: www.across.net See ad on page 31

Lingotek Collaborative Translation Platform
Multiple Platforms

Languages Supports all language pairs Description Lingotek 
is a software company in Salt Lake City, Utah. We have  
developed the world’s first Collaborative Translation Platform. 

The software platform incorporates translation memory 
storage and retrieval, terminology management, machine 
translation, project management and workflow engine, all 
sitting on top of a massive data warehouse of centralized lan-
guage data. We deliver our software to our customers in a tra-
ditional enterprise software install and software-as-a-service 
(SaaS) model via the web. In many ways, we’re enterprise 
software with a social twist. We’re focused on delivering com-
mercial grade productivity software to companies to engage 
their social and customer networks.
Lingotek 15 Scenic Pointe Drive, Suite 325, Draper, UT 84020,  
877-852-4231, 801-727-1580, Fax: 801-727-1581, E-mail: sales 
@lingotek.com, Web: www.lingotek.com See ad on page 50

Advanced Leveraging Translation Memory
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Unicode languages Description As language 
Technology Experts since 1999, MultiCorpora is dedicated to 
providing language technology software solutions to enter-
prises, language service providers and governments. Its flag-
ship product, MultiTrans, offers an innovative and complete 
turn-key translation management solution (TMS). MultiTrans 
is an enterprise client-server application that consists of four 
core components which together, or individually, enable com-
munications in more than one language; they are business 
management, project management (workflow), advanced 
translation memory and terminology management. RR 
Donnelley, Nomura, the Translation Bureau of Canada, 
UNESCO, and many others rely on MultiTrans to manage 
their mission-critical translation operations. 
MultiCorpora 102-490 St. Joseph Boulevard, Gatineau, Quebec,   
J8Y 3Y7 Canada, 819-778-7070, 877-725-7070, Fax: 819-778- 
0801, E-mail: info@multicorpora.com, Web: www.multicorpora.com 
See ad on page 6

  
STAR Group
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Description STAR Group was founded in 
Switzerland 26 years ago with the exclusive focus of facili-
tating cross-cultural technical communications in all lan- 
guages. The company has grown to be the largest privately 
held multilingual information technology and services 
company in the world with 42 offices in 32 countries. Its 
advanced technology developments have propelled STAR to 
its current market position. Core services: information man-
agement, translation, localization, publishing, on-demand 
printing, consulting. Core technologies: Transit (translation 
memory), TermStar/WebTerm (terminology management), 
GRIPS (product information management), MindReader  
(context-sensitive authoring assistance), STAR CLM (corpo-
rate language management), STAR CPM (corporate process 
management), i-KNOW (competence management), and 
SPIDER (Interactive Electronic Technical Manual). 
STAR Group Wiesholz 35, 8262 Ramsen, Switzerland, 41-52- 
742-9200, 216-691-7827, E-mail: info@star-group.net, Web:  
www.star-group.net See ads on pages 12, 16, 25, 42
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intertranslations.gr, Web: www.intertranslations.gr
30-210-92-25-000, Fax: 30-210-92-25-500, E-mail: a.arvanitis@
Intertranslations Ltd. 4 El. Venizelou Street, 176 76  Athens, Greece, 

LISA. We provide free samples upon request.
EN 15038:2006-08 and are members of ATC, GALA and 
acquired the following certifications: ISO 9001:2000, DIN 
Illustrator, CorelDRAW and FrameMaker. We proudly have 
for DTP, InDesign, PageMaker, Photoshop, QuarkXPress,  
jects are TRADOS, Transit, SDLX and other CAT tools and 
on. Among the tools used to ensure the quality of our pro-
ing, tourism, health and nutrition, the food industry and so 
neering, electrical, technical, software, media and market-
equipment, legal, financial, mechanical, automotive, engi-
experience in medical and pharmaceutical products and 
tion service provider, established in 1995, with extensive 
lations Ltd. is a leading Greek translation and localiza-
Italian, German, Spanish, English Description Intertrans-
Languages Greek, Bulgarian, Romanian, Turkish, French, 
The Greek, Bulgarian, Romanian, Turkish partner

245-7155, E-mail: info@interproinc.com, Web: www.interproinc.com 
Lisle, IL 60532, 630-245-7150, Toll-free: 877-232-3277, Fax: 630-
Interpro Translation Solutions 4200 Commerce Court, Suite 204, 

available in the market.
highest quality and most comprehensive language services 
revenue, market share and user satisfaction by providing the 
second chance. Our mission is to assist our clients in gaining 
it done right the first time because you don’t always get a 
quires an experienced team of professionals in order to get 
messaging to each potential target market’s language re-
global audiences. Adapting products, services and corporate 
enabling our clients to deliver multilingual products to their 
tion, desktop publishing and project management solutions, 
class language translation, software and web content localiza-
Interpro Translation Solutions has been providing world-
Languages All modern languages Description Since 1995, 
Interpro Translation Solutions

93-778-35-80, E-mail: info@idisc.es, Web: www.idisc.es
Olesa de Montserrat, Barcelona, Spain, 34-93-778-73-00, Fax: 34-
iDISC Information Technologies Passeig del progrés 96, 08640  

project results and establish long-term honest partnerships. 
to the client PMs and process optimization to achieve the best 
consistency and on-time deliveries; and continuous support 
based tools to reduce management costs and increase quality, 
customer platforms and solutions; internal workflow portal-
able tools and experience using many different proprietary 
related marketing material. We have all commercially avail-
technical and telecom documentation, ERP, automotive and 
consulting. Specialization fields are software localization, 
translation and localization to engineering, testing, DTP and 
in Spain (Catalan, Basque and Galician). Services range from 
American, USA and Neutral) and the other languages spoken 
localization into all variants of Spanish (European, Latin 
translation company based in Barcelona that focuses on 
Description iDISC, established in 1987, is a privately-held 
Languages Spanish (all variants), Catalan, Basque, Galician 
iDISC Information Technologies

@eurogreek.gr, Web: www.eurogreek.com See ad on page 43
Greece, 30-210-9605-244, Fax: 30-210-9647-077, E-mail: production 
Athens EuroGreek House, 93 Karagiorga Street, Athens 166 75, 
London 27 Lascotts Road, London, N22 8JG UK  
EuroGreek Translations Limited 
and is fully guaranteed for quality and on-time delivery.
produced in-house by a team of 25 highly qualified specialists 

into Greek localization services. All of EuroGreek’s work is  
to cover most subject areas, including German and French 
Over the years, EuroGreek’s services have been extended 
top/web publishing to localization development and testing. 
whole range of client needs, from plain translation to desk-
is to provide high-quality, turnkey solutions, encompassing a 
English into Greek and Greek into English. EuroGreek’s aim 
izer, specializing in technical and medical translations from 
Translations Limited is Europe’s number one Greek local-
Language Greek Description Established in 1986, EuroGreek 
EuroGreek Translations Limited

page 40
translate@binarisonori.com, Web: www.binarisonori.com See ad on 
Milano, Italy, 39-02-61866-310, Fax: 39-02-61866-313, E-mail: 
Binari Sonori S.r.l. Viale Fulvio Testi, 11, 20092 Cinisello Balsamo, 

stop shop supporting today’s media localization projects. 
international content creation. Highly professionalized one-
localization activity, from effective audio localization to 
entertainment products. Specialized support for any media 
need to reach a broad range of markets with their media and 
We are accustomed to working for global companies that 
quality of text, audio and video, timeliness and flexibility.  
and transparent relationships with clients guarantee high 
guists spread over 30 countries worldwide. Solid procedures 
team of project managers, studios, engineers and selected lin-
tional media localization services since 1994, with a unique 
Description Binari Sonori is a leading provider of interna-
Binari Sonori

.com, Web: www.e-cchina.com 
10-67868761, Fax: 86-10-67868765, E-mail: service@e-cchina 
Technological Development Zone, Beijing 100176, P.R. China, 86-
Building, No. 23, Xi Huan Bei Road, BDA, Beijing Economic- 
Beijing E-C Translation Ltd. 2nd Floor, Hua Teng Development  

receive high-quality services, on-time delivery and low cost. 
but also by topic specialists. Clients can expect and will 
clients’ projects will be handled not only by native speakers, 
itional Chinese/Japanese/Korean/Thai. We guarantee that  
dle English/German into and from Simplified Chinese/Trad-

-Shanghai, Hong Kong, Shenyang and Chengdu, we can han
time employees located in Beijing, Taipei, Singapore, Seoul, 
and other graphic and DTP tools. Having more than 150 full-
FrameMaker, PageMaker, InDesign, QuarkXPress, MS Office 
SDLX, CATALYST, TTT/PC, STAR Transit, Robohelp,  
tions; and desktop publishing services. We use TRADOS, 
technical, financial, medical, patent and marketing transla-
China, focuses mainly on software and website localization; 
one of the largest localization and translation companies in 
Languages Asian Description Beijing E-C Translation Ltd.,  
Beijing E-C Translation Ltd.

allocalization.com, Web: www.allocalization.com 
10-8368-2169, Fax: 86-10-8368-2884, E-mail: customer_care@
Xing Huo Road, Fengtai Science Park, Beijing 100070, P.R. China, 86-
Alliance Localization China, Inc. Suite 318, Building B, Number 10 

dependability and flexibility.
expectations at a low cost and with high quality, speed, 
ologies. We always provide service beyond our customers’ 
of specialists, a large knowledge base and advanced method-
approach is supported by strong project management, a team 
Maker, Photoshop and QuarkXPress. Our customer-oriented 
DRAW, FrameMaker, FreeHand, Illustrator, InDesign, Page-
and other CAT tools, as well as DTP tools including Corel-
languages. We use TRADOS, CATALYST, SDLX, Transit  
to and from Chinese, Japanese, Korean and other Asian  

We focus on English, German and other European languages 
localization, desktop publishing, and interpreter services.  
ALC offers document, website and software translation and 
Languages Major Asian and European languages Description 
Alliance Localization China, Inc. (ALC)

See ad on page 19
adapt@adapt-localization.com, Web: www.adapt-localization.com 
Bonn, Germany, 49-228-98-22-60, Fax: 49-228-98-22-615, E-mail: 
ADAPT Localization Services Clemens-August-Strasse 16-18, 53115 

ents achieve their goals in any market.
certified partner companies, ADAPT is well suited to help cli-
Stockholm, Sweden, and Barcelona, Spain, and a number of 
IT/telecom and web content. With offices in Bonn, Germany,  
of specialization include diagnostic and medical devices, 
competence and a commitment to customer service. Fields 
has gained a reputation for quality, reliability, technological  
Serving both Fortune 500 and small companies, ADAPT 
localization services, pre-press and publication management. 
tation design through translation, linguistic and technical 
to be successful in international markets, from documen-
Services offers the full range of services that enables clients 
Languages More than 50 Description ADAPT Localization 
ADAPT Localization Services 

ervicessocAlizAtion l
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 New markets for your
products and solutions

 
Janus Worldwide Inc.
Languages Russian, ex-USSR and Eastern European lan-
guages Description Janus provides translation, localization, 
DTP and linguistic consulting for Russian, Ukrainian and 
other European languages. Our deep expertise, flexibility, 
diversity and exceptional value of services are recognized by 
many industry-leading customers and partners worldwide. 
Our uniqueness is a solid team of the best professionals in all 
relevant areas — localization engineers, language specialists, 
QA officers, DTP and software engineers, and more. We do it 
end-to-end — from servers to handhelds, from ERP to auto-
motive solutions and from interface specifications to legal 
notices. Janus is ISO 9001:2000 certified. Company activities 
including translating, localizing, DTP and linguistic consult-
ing were subjected to audit.
Janus Worldwide Inc. Derbenevskaya nab., 11B, Office B208, Moscow 
115114, Russia, 7-495-913-66-53, Fax: 7-495-913-66-53, E-mail: 
management@janus.ru, Web: www.janus.ru See ad on page 11

Lingo Systems, Translation & Localization
Languages 170+ Description Lingo Systems, powered by 
Language Line Services, provides customer-focused sole-
source solutions for global companies in 170+ languages. 
We specialize in the translation and localization of technical 
documentation, software, multimedia applications, train-
ing materials, e-learning solutions and online applications. 
Other globalization services include quality assurance testing 
(hardware and software), integration of content manage-
ment solutions, interpretation (170+ languages), cultural 
training and assessment, and internationalization consulting. 
Lingo Systems has never caused a late release. No other firm 
makes this claim. For a free copy of our award-winning book, 
The Guide to Translation and Localization — Communicating 
with the Global Marketplace, visit www.lingosys.com or call 
800-878-8523.
Lingo Systems 15115 SW Sequoia Parkway, Suite 200, Portland, OR 
97224, 503-419-4856, 800-878-8523, Fax: 503-419-4873, E-mail: 
info@lingosys.com, Web: www.lingosys.com See ad on page 52

LinguaGraphics — Multilingual DTP; Web, 
Flash and Software Localization; Engineering
Languages All, including Arabic, Bengali, Chinese, Farsi, 
Greek, Hindi, Hebrew, Japanese, Khmer, Korean, Lao, 
Punjabi, Russian, Thai, Turkish, Urdu and Vietnamese 
Description LinguaGraphics is a leading provider in the 
area of multilingual desktop publishing and web/soft-
ware/Flash localization engineering. Our seasoned DTP  
professionals and localization engineers are working with the 
latest tools on top-of-the-line equipment to produce a wide 
range of projects in InDesign, FrameMaker, QuarkXPress, 
Photoshop and Flash. We specialize in typesetting high-end 
marketing and communications-type material in difficult 
and rare languages at very competitive rates. For a quote on 
your next project, please visit us at www.linguagraphics.com. 
You have our word that we will never compromise on quality 
and do the utmost to make your project a success.
LinguaGraphics, Inc. 194 Park Place, Brooklyn, NY 11238, 718-
623-3066, 718-789-2782, E-mail: info@linguagraphics.com, Web:  
www.linguagraphics.com  

  
Logrus International Corporation
Languages EE, EA, ME, WE, rare languages Description  
Logrus offers a full set of localization and translation services 

for various industries, including top-notch software engi-
neering and testing and DTP for all languages, including 
bidirectional and double-byte ones. The company is proud 
of its unique problem-solving skills and minimal support 
requirements. The company offers all European and Asian 
languages as well as many rare languages through its offices 
and established long-term partners. With its production site 
in Moscow, Russia, Logrus provides a winning combination 
of quality, experience and affordability. With over 14 years 
in business, the company has received multiple awards for 
excellence from its long-time customers, including IBM, 
Microsoft, Novell, Oracle and others.
Logrus International Corporation Suite 305, 2600 Philmont Ave- 
nue, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006, 215-947-4773, Fax: 866-241-
3633,  E-mail: ceo@logrus.ru, Web: www.logrus.ru 

Loquant Localization Services
Languages English, Brazilian Portuguese Description Loquant 
bases its operations on the experience of its founders and 
collaborators, professionals who closely follow the ongoing 
evolution of technology and the latest processes in interna-
tionalization and localization of information. Adhering to 
rigorous processes that were developed by the software local-
ization industry during the last few decades, Loquant is able 
to prepare the most diverse products for the primary world 
markets. To do this, Loquant counts on the best project man-
agers, native translators, engineers and desktop publishers to 
guarantee a quality control recognized internationally by the 
main international standards organizations.
Loquant Localization Services Rua Luís Carlos Prestes, 410/114, 
22775-055, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 55-21-2104-9597, Fax: 55-21-
2104-9597, E-mail: contact@loquant.com, Web: www.loquant.com

 
Moravia Worldwide
Languages All Description Moravia Worldwide is a lead-
ing globalization solution provider, enabling companies 
in the information technology, e-learning, life sciences 
and financial industries to enter global markets with high- 
quality multilingual products. Moravia’s solutions include 
localization and product testing services, internationaliza-
tion, multilingual publishing and technical translation. 
Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, Sun Microsystems  
and Symantec are some of the companies that depend 
on Moravia Worldwide for accurate, on-time localiza-
tion. Moravia Worldwide maintains global headquarters 
in the Czech Republic and North American headquarters 
in California, with local offices and production centers in 
Ireland, China, Japan and throughout Europe. To learn more, 
please visit www.moraviaworldwide.com
Moravia Worldwide 
USA 199 East Thousand Oaks Boulevard, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360, 
805-557-1700, 800-276-1664, Fax: 805-557-1702, E-mail: info@
moraviaworldwide.com, Web: www.moraviaworldwide.com   
Asia 86-25-8473-2772, E-mail: asia@moraviaworldwide.com 
Europe 420-545-552-222, E-mail: europe@moraviaworldwide.com 
Ireland 353-1-216-4102, E-mail: ireland@moraviaworldwide.com 
Japan 81-3-3354-3320, E-mail: japan@moraviaworldwide.com 
See ads on pages 27, 33

Your Vision. Worldwide.

Worldwide Localization and Translation 
Languages 60+ Description Net-Translators specializes in 
software localization and translation into more than 60 lan-
guages. Our localization, internationalization and multilin-
gual testing services instill the confidence that the product is 
accurately and consistently localized, translated and tested. 
Our translators are industry specific and have amassed a 
wealth of experience in their particular areas of expertise. 

We have a proficient in-house multilingual staff of project 
managers, QA professionals and DTP specialists who provide 
world-class service to our customers. Our staff remains on the 
cutting edge of CAT, QA and DTP technology. Net-Translators 
is ISO 9001:2000 certified, and we maintain branch offices in 
the United States, United Kingdom and Israel.
Net-Translators Worldwide 
USA 1250 Oakmead Parkway, Suite 210, Sunnyvale, CA 94085- 
4037, 408-501-8839, Fax: 408-212-8956, E-mail: salesusca@ 
net-translators.com 
Europe 44-20-3393-8385, E-mail: saleseu@net-translators.com 
Israel 972-3-5338633, Fax: 972-3-5336956, E-mail: salesil@net- 
translators.com, Web: www.net-translators.com See ad on page 46 

 
Greek Localization Experts Since 1983
Languages Greek Description Founded in 1983, ORCO S.A. 
is a leading translation and localization service provider, spe-
cializing in software localization and technical translations 
(IT, telecommunication, medical, automotive, engineering, 
marketing, financial). ORCO deals primarily with English-
into-Greek projects, although translation from several other 
European languages can be taken aboard. With its experi-
enced in-house personnel, ORCO offers all language services 
at the highest quality level, including localization, product 
testing, engineering, DTP and so on. Our client list includes 
many IT companies such as Google, HP, IBM, Microsoft and 
Oracle, as well as international corporations such as Abbott, 
Ford, Nokia, Sony, Kaeser and Hitachi.
ORCO S.A. 6, Vas. Sofias Avenue, 106 74 Athens, Greece, 30-210-723-
6001, Fax: 30-210-7249124, E-mail: info@orco.gr, Web: www.orco.gr

Pangeanic & PangeaMT  
Languages Spanish (all variants) and all Spanish state official 
languages, EN/FIG/other EU languages, all other languages 
including Asian ones on demand Description Pangeanic is 
an independent Spanish LSP with sister offices in Tokyo and 
Shanghai working for the global enterprise market (major 
accounts in the electronics and computing fields) as well as 
for smaller organizations, MLVs and cross-national institu-
tions. We offer a wide range of GILT services always adher-
ing to stringent quality standard procedures — EN 15038 
and ISO 9001. Pangeanic has an experienced team devoted 
to MTPE (post-editing of machine translation output). 
PangeaMT, our customized open-source SMT technology, 
enables us to offer domain-specific MT engines that are fully 
tailored to the clients’ needs, helping them become more 
productive cost-effectively and rapidly.
Pangeanic Trade Center, Profesor Beltrán Báguena 4, Suite 106, 
46009 Valencia, Spain, 34-96-338-5771, Fax: 34-96-338-5772, 
E-mail: central@pangeanic.com, central@pangea.com.mt, Web: 
www.pangeanic.com, www.pangea.com.mt See ad on page 45

Promova 
Languages Major European languages into Russian and 
Ukrainian Description Promova is a translation and local-
ization company based in Ukraine providing a full scope of 
language-related services including translation, localization, 
QA check, DTP, linguistic testing, copywriting and consult-
ing. We focus on large-scale, long-term projects for clients 
with unique requirements. We offer professionalism and ISO 
9001-certified quality, integrate best-technology solutions on 
the market, and ensure effective management and best time 
frames while adhering to even the tightest budgets.
Promova Ul. Poltavskiy Shclyach 152, Kharkiv 61089, Ukraine, 38- 
057-760-14-13, Fax: 38-057-372-89-27, E-mail: info@promova 
.com.ua, Web: www.promova.com.ua
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PTIGlobal
Languages All commercial languages for Europe, Asia 
and the Americas Description PTIGlobal is committed to 
developing ongoing, long-term partnerships with its clients. 
This means a dedication to personal service, responsive-
ness, high-quality output, and sensitivity to clients’ cost 
goals and timelines. Backed by over 30 years of experience in  
technical translation, PTIGlobal provides turnkey localiza-
tion services in 30 languages simultaneously for software, web 
applications, embedded devices, wireless applications and 
gaming technology. Projects employ our expertise in end-to-
end project management; internationalization consultation;  
glossary development; native language translation; multilin-
gual web content management; translation memory mainte-
nance; localization engineering; linguistic and functionality 
testing; desktop publishing; complete multilingual video and 
audio services; as well as onsite managed services.
PTIGlobal 4915 SW Griffith Drive, Suite 200, Beaverton, OR 97005,  
503-297-2165, 888-357-3125, Fax: 503-352-0729, E-mail: info@
ptiglobal.com, Web: www.ptiglobal.com  

Localization and Globalization Partner
Languages 50 languages including English, Chinese, Japa-
nese, Korean Description Saltlux was founded in 1979 as the 
first localization and globalization service provider in South 
Korea. With over 30 years of accumulated experience and 
know-how, Saltlux is an ideal and esteemed global techni-
cal communications partner. We specialize in multilingual 
translation and DTP, technical writing services, software 
localization, web globalization and so on. We provide our 
clients with a one-stop production line, starting with the  
authoring of documents and going on to localizing, de-
signing and editing, digital publishing, two-way electronic 
manual production and database establishment. With this 
business direction, we are striving to grow into and excel as a 
leader in global technical communications.
Saltlux, Inc. 5~7F, Deok-il Building, 967 Daechi-dong, Gangnam-gu, 
Seoul 135-848, South Korea, 822-379-8444, Fax: 822-379-5996,  
E-mail: tcsales@saltlux.com, Web: www.saltlux.com

  
TOIN Corporation 
Languages Japanese, Traditional and Simplified Chinese, 
Korean, Malay, Thai, Vietnamese and European languages 
Description TOIN is a solidly established Asian MLV with 
more than 45 years’ experience. Our services encompass 
translation, localization engineering, DTP, MT post-editing, 
workflow/process consulting and project management. TOIN 
offers global reach and exceptional strength in Asia, with head-
quarters in Tokyo and additional operations in the United 
States, Europe, China and Korea. The company has been help-
ing Global 1000 companies in industries such as automotive, 
IT, telecommuni cations, life sciences, e-learning, computer 
software/gaming, semiconductors and consumer products.  
TOIN Corporation 
Japan Shiba 1-chome Building, 1-12-7 Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo  
105-0014 Japan, 81-3-3455-8764, Fax: 81-3-3455-6514, E-mail: 
toshihito-hattori@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.co.jp 
North America Minneapolis, MN, 612-926-0201, E-mail: aki-ito@ 
to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com  
Europe London, UK, 44-20-8644-8685, E-mail: michael-stephenson 
@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com 
China Shanghai, 86-21-3222-0012, E-mail: doreen-qiu@to-in.com.cn,  
Web: www.to-in.com  

Urban Translation Services
Languages Turkish, Arabic, Greek, Persian, Hebrew and 
other Turkic, Middle Eastern and Asian languages Descrip-
tion Located at the intersection of Asia and Europe, Urban 
Translation Services (UTS) is best positioned to bridge Eu-
ropean, Turkic, Middle Eastern, and Asian languages. High 
quality and fast turnaround are the foremost features of our 
organization. UTS serves clients in software, medical, legal, 
consumer electronics, telecommunication, energy and white 
goods sectors. UTS handles translation and localization tasks 
with expert translators and project managers in concert with 
modern translation technologies. Qualified DTP operators 
and cutting-edge infrastructure warrant the highest quality 
output available in the industry. UTS will be happy to see 
your company among the distinguished entities to whom we 
offer our services.
Urban Translation Services Esentepe Mahallesi Yazarlar Sok. No: 4 

34394 Istanbul, Turkey, 90-212-211-23-13, Fax: 90-212-211-01-76, 

E-mail: info@urbantranslation.com.tr, Web: www.urbantranslation 

.com.tr See ad on page 30

 
Ushuaia Solutions 
Languages Spanish (all varieties), Portuguese (Brazil) Des-
cription Ushuaia Solutions is a fast-growing Latin American 
company providing solutions for translation, localization 
and globalization needs. Ushuaia Solutions is focused on 
being creative and proactive to meet tight time frames with a 
high-quality level and a cost-effective budget. Customizing its 
processes, Ushuaia assures project consistency and technical 
and linguistic accuracy, thus reducing clients’ time-to-market.
Ushuaia combines state-of-the-art technology with top-notch 
experienced native translators, editors and software engineers. 
Our mission is to work together with our clients, thereby cre-
ating a flexible, reliable and open relationship for success.
Ushuaia Solutions Rioja 919, S2000AYK Rosario, Argentina, 54-
341-4493064, Fax: 54-341-4492542, E-mail: info@ushuaia 
solutions.com, Web: www.ushuaiasolutions.com See ad on page 23

VistaTEC
Languages All Description VistaTEC is a leading provider  
of globalization services and specializes in the localization 
and testing of enterprise, mobile and desktop applications. 
VistaTEC provides translation, technical consulting, engi-
neering and testing during the design, development and  
marketing cycles of software products. VistaTEC has head-
quarters in Dublin, Ireland, and satellite offices in the United 
States. Additional information on VistaTEC is available at  
www.vistatec.ie
VistaTEC 
Europe VistaTEC House, 700 South Circular Road, Kilmainham,  
Dublin 8, Ireland, 353-1-416-8000, Fax: 353-1-416-8099, E-mail: 
info@vistatec.ie, Web: www.vistatec.ie
USA East 2706 Loma Street, Silver Spring, MD 20902, 301-649-3012, 
Fax: 301-649-3032, E-mail: info@vistatec-us.com
USA West 131 Shady Lane, Monterey, CA 93940, 831-655-1717, 
Fax: 831-372-5838, E-mail: info@vistatec-us.com  
See ad on page 48

WhP International
Languages All European and major Middle Eastern and Asian 
languages, including local variants Description Established 
in 1994, WhP offers a wide range of linguistic and tech-
nological solutions, designed to match each client’s needs. 

WhP has over several years become a renowned player in 
the localization world, with a yearly average growth rate of 
20% since 2005. By committing huge efforts and best prac-
tices, WhP has gained the loyalty of international accounts 
in the fields of IT and telecom, industry, business and web 
applications, training and e-learning, video games and 
more. WhP has its headquarters in France with local offices 
and production centers in China and Slovakia. 
WhP Espace Beethoven BP102, F06902 Sophia Antipolis Cedex, 
France, 33-493-00-40-30, Fax: 33-493-00-40-34, E-mail: enquiry 
@whp.net, Web: www.whp.net 

multilinguAl softwAre

 
Unitype Multilingual Software — 
Type a World of Languages
Languages Over 100 languages Description Unitype multi-
lingual products — Global Writer, Global Office and Global 
Suite — run on Microsoft Windows and include over 100 
modern and ancient languages — Middle East, Far East, 
India, other Asia, Africa, Europe and more. Unitype Global 
Writer is a standalone multilingual word processor; is fully 
bidirectional; creates Unicode-compliant documents; and 
imports/exports international encoding standards. Unitype 
Global Office is a plug-in product allowing the user to type 
Unitype languages directly into Microsoft Office Word, Ex-
cel, PowerPoint and Outlook. Unitype Global Suite includes  
both Global Writer and Global Office. See www.unitype.com 
for more information and a complete language list.
Unitype, LLC 116-A Mockingbird Lane, Lockhart, TX 78644, 512-620-
0384, Fax: 512-233-0094, E-mail: sales@unitype.com, Web: www 
.unitype.com

nonprofit orgAnizAtions

 
The Rosetta Foundation
Languages All Description Access to information is a fun-
damental right. We want to relieve poverty, support health 
care, develop education and promote justice through access 
to information and knowledge across the languages of the 
world. The Rosetta Foundation supports the not-for-profit 
activities of the localization and translation communities. It 
works internationally with those who want to provide equal 
access to information across languages, independent of eco-
nomic or market considerations, including localization and 
translation companies, technology developers, not-for-profit 
and non-governmental organizations. 
The Rosetta Foundation Unit 13 Classon House, Dundrum Business 
Park, Dublin 14, Ireland, 353-87-6736414, E-mail: info@therosetta 
foundation.org, Web: www.therosettafoundation.org

 
Translators without Borders
Languages English, French, Spanish, German, Italian, 
Portuguese, Dutch, Russian, Arabic, Chinese, Swedish De-
scription Translators without Borders is an independent 
registered nonprofit association based in France that assists 
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) by providing free,  
professional translations. Founded by Lexcelera in 1993, 
Translators without Borders has provided over two million 
dollars worth of free translations. Thanks to the funds saved, 
NGOs are able to extend their humanitarian work.
Translators without Borders Passage du Cheval Blanc, 2 rue de la 
Roquette, 75011 Paris, France, 33-1-55-28-88-09, Fax: 33-1-55-
28-88-09, E-mail: twb@translatorswithoutborders.org, Web: www 
.translatorswithoutborders.com See ad on page 34
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speech technologies   

AppTek
Languages Arabic, Bahasa, Dari, Dutch, Egyptian dialect, 
English, Farsi/Persian, French, German, Hebrew, Iraqi dialect, 
Italian, Japanese, Korean, Pashto, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, 
Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Tagalog, Traditional Chinese, 
Turkish, Ukrainian, Urdu Description AppTek is a developer 
of human language technology products with a complete 
suite for text and speech (voice) processing and recognition. 
AppTek’s product offerings include hybrid (rule-based + sta- 
tistical) machine translation (MT) and automatic speech rec- 
ognition (ASR) for a growing list of more than 23 languages; 
multilingual information retrieval with query and topic search 
capabilities; name-finding applications; and integrated suites 
providing ASR and MT in media monitoring of broadcast and 
telephony speech, as well as handheld and wearable speech-
to-speech translation devices.
AppTek 6867 Elm Street, Suite 300, McLean, VA 22101, 703-394-2317, 
Fax: 703-821-5001, E-mail: info@apptek.com, Web: www.apptek.com

trAnslAtion  

mAnAgement systems

Plunet BusinessManager
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Description Plunet BusinessManager is the 
complete management solution for the translation and 
documentation industry. On a web-based platform, the sys-
tem includes business management as well as process and 
document management and integrates translation software, 
financial accounting systems and existing software environ-
ments for LSPs, translation and documentation departments, 
organizations, institutions and government agencies. Plunet 
BusinessManager impresses with its significant time and 
money savings, unrivalled high adaptability to individual 
workflows, optimal quality control and effective project, 
time and contact management. Functions include quotation 
costing, order/job/workflow management, schedule manage-
ment, document management, invoicing, financial reports, 
contact management and customer acquisition.
Plunet GmbH Prenzlauer Allee 214, 10405 Berlin, Germany, 49-30-
322971340, Fax: 49-30-322971359, E-mail: info@plunet.de, Web:  
www.plunet.de  See ad on page 9

XTRF Translation Management Systems 
Multiple Platforms

Description XTRF is a global management system for trans-
lation agencies. With built-in cutting-edge Java technology, 
XTRF is a flexible, customizable and web-based software, 
enabling web access for a company’s suppliers and custom-
ers. It’s designed to help translation companies to stream-
line all of their daily activities, and it guarantees smooth 
management of the company while reducing administra-
tive costs.  Project management, invoicing, quotations, ISO 
9001 reports and CRM are the main fields covered by the 
system. Designed by translation and localization profes-
sionals and created by the best IT team, this powerful tool 
will reduce the time spent on repetitive tasks and increase a 
company’s effectiveness.
XTRF ul. Walerego Sławka 3, 30-653 Kraków, Poland, 48-12-2546-
126, Fax: 48-12-2546-122, E-mail: sales@xtrf.eu, Web: www.xtrf.eu 

trAnslAtion services

 
Arcadia Translations
Languages English, Spanish (all variants), Brazilian Portu-
guese Description Arcadia Translations, a translation agency 
based in Argentina, provides translation and localization 
services from English into Spanish and Brazilian Portu-
guese. We value quality, words and communication, and we 
offer integral linguistic solutions that include a wide range 
of services such as translation, editing and proofreading of  
documentation, software localization, web solutions, voice-
over and DTP services. We have an experienced in-house 
staff who guarantees our high standard of quality. Our val-
ues as a company are cost-effectiveness, responsiveness, cus-
tomer-oriented service, reliability and fast turnaround.
Arcadia Translations Marcelo T. de Alvear 1671 piso 8 dpto 50, 

Buenos Aires 1060, Argentina, 5411-5353-3390, Fax: 5411-5353-

3395, E-mail: info@arcadia-t.com, Web: www.arcadia-t.com

 
Aspena
Languages CEE Description Since its establishment in 1995, 
Aspena has built up a stable position as a reliable language 
service provider with focus on CEE languages. Besides pro-
viding first-class translations and interpreting in more than 
50 languages, we specialize in large-scale localization projects 
and DTP. The guiding factors of our business strategy are 
quality, speed and flexibility. As an ISO 9001:2008 certified 
company, we are continuously striving to provide services 
that meet ever higher standards.
Aspena, s.r.o. Gorkého 15, 602 00  Brno, Czech Republic, 420-541-

242-186, Fax: 420-541-424-217, E-mail: info@aspena.com, Web: 

www.aspena.com See ad on page 51

 
BENEXtra Korea
Languages Chinese, Japanese, Korean Description BENEXtra 
Korea, one of the top quality localization/translation vendors 
in Asia, enjoys an excellent reputation and wide recognition 
among world-class players such as Dell, IBM, Microsoft, CA, 
Google, Autodesk, Cisco and the California state government. 
With our hands-on, practical experience in IT marketing 
collateral translation, software localization, Asian language 
localization, and our accumulated expertise in audio trans-
lation, we are ready to work together with you, helping you 
sustain growth and create and capture new value.
BENEXtra Korea Second Floor, Gukdong Building 1163-7, Gaepo-
Dong, Gangnam-Gu, Seoul 135-960, Korea, 82-2-572-4987, 
Fax: 82-2-3462-4987, E-mail: info@benextra.com, Web: www 
.benextra.com See ad on page 36

 
Biro 2000 — Your partner for 
Eastern European Languages
Languages Eastern European languages Description Biro 
2000 is located in the heart of Europe (Slovenia). We’ve been 
in business since 1992. Our clients come from all areas of 
industry, but for the past few years our work priorities have 
concentrated on the following areas of expertise: life sciences, 
legal, IT, cell phone, automotive and technical industries. Our 
work has focused on Eastern European languages. We work 

according to the EN 15038 standard. We utilize the following 
programs in our work: MemoQ server, Trados SDL Synergy, 
Across Language Server and Transit XV.  
Biro 2000 d.o.o. Jerebova ulica 14, 1270 Litija, Slovenia, 386-1-513-
18-20, Fax: 386-1513-18-21, E-mail: biro2000@biro2000.si, Web: 
www.biro2000.si See ad on page 13

  
CETRA Language Solutions
Languages All Description CETRA gives you peace of mind 
because it delivers high-quality, on-time, cross-cultural com-
munications and professional, friendly, responsive service. 
CETRA follows the ASTM Quality Assurance in Translation 
and Language Interpretation Services standard guides. As 
a member of the US delegation to ISO, CETRA is actively 
involved in developing an international translation qual-
ity standard. CETRA is involved in the language industry 
at the highest level, with the company president serving in 
leadership positions at the American Translators Association, 
American Foundation for Translation and Interpretation, 
and Fédération Internationale des Traducteurs.
CETRA, Inc. 7804 Montgomery Ave., Suites 7-10, Elkins Park, PA 
19027, 215-635-7090, 888-281-9673, Fax: 215-635-6610, E-mail: 
info@cetra.com, Web: www.cetra.com

  
ChinaLinguists
Languages English, Chinese Description Look no further 
than ChinaLinguists when you have an English/Chinese 
project. ChinaLinguists is the largest translation company 
in China. ChinaLinguists handles only one language pair: 
English to Chinese (simplified and traditional). China-
Linguists serves only one type of client: language agencies 
from around the world. ChinaLinguists is real, not a virtual 
platform. ChinaLinguists owns three translation centers. 
ChinaLinguists only uses on-site full-time translators to en-
sure consistency and quality. Working with ChinaLinguists 
is easy: 24/7 central desk; turnkey deliverables; full compli-
ance with international standards. ChinaLinguists provides 
translation, editing, proofreading and third-party verifica-
tion services. ChinaLinguists supports you as you support 
your clients.
ChinaLinguists 8E, Tower A, The Sky Castle, Jing Tian Road, Fu Tian 

District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 518034, China, 86-755-8289-8115, 

Fax: 86-755-8305-4827, E-mail: cs@cnlinguists.com, Web: www 

.cnlinguists.com See ad on page 37

   
Diskusija – Baltic and CEE languages provider
Languages Lithuanian, Latvian, Estonian, Bosnian, Bulgar-
ian, Czech, Hungarian, Polish, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slo-
venian, Ukrainian Description Founded in 1993, Diskusija 
specializes in technical translation and localization services 
from Western European languages into all Central and East-
ern European languages with a strong focus on Baltic lan-
guages (Lithuanian, Latvian, Estonian). Our experienced 
team is able to handle projects of any complexity. We guar-
antee a professional and personal approach to our clients’ 
needs, the use of state-of-the-art industrial technology, qual-
ity management at all stages of a project, on-time delivery, 
competitive rates and flexibility. We have extensive expertise 
in the following industries: IT, software, hardware, telecom-
munications, medical equipment, medicine, pharmacology, 
accounting, finance, automotive industry, electronics, legisla-
tion and EU documents.
Diskusija Seimyniskiu g. 1A, Vilnius LT-09312, Lithuania, 370-5-
2790574, Fax: 370-5-2790576, E-mail: diskusija@diskusija.lt, Web: 
www.diskusija.lt
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Eriksen Translations Inc.
Languages All Description Eriksen Translations Inc. is a 
leading provider of multilingual services, including trans-
lation, interpreting, typesetting, project management, web 
localization and cultural consulting. For over 20 years, 
Eriksen has helped a broad range of organizations in both 
the public and private sectors excel across print, desktop 
and web environments in the domestic global marketplace. 
With a worldwide network of over 5,000 linguists, a com-
mitment to leading technologies, and an in-house staff 
dedicated to tailoring our proven project management pro-
cess to the individual needs of each client, Eriksen is your 
globalization partner.
Eriksen Translations Inc. 32 Court Street, 20th Floor, Brooklyn, NY 
11201, 718-802-9010, Fax: 718-802-0041, E-mail: info@eriksen.com, 
Web: www.eriksen.com

Follow-Up Translation Services
Languages English, Brazilian Portuguese Description Our 
company was founded in 1989 with the purpose of offer-
ing pure translation work in technical and scientific areas. 
Along the way, we have developed several other skills in the 
translation world, which involve specialized knowledge of 
IT resources and localization tools. We also master patent  
translations in fields such as biochemistry, mechanics, medi-
cine, pharmaceutics, oil and gas, and telecommunications. 
Today, we are capable of taking on virtually any translation/
localization project from English into Brazilian Portuguese, 
and we treat each and every customer with the maximum 
care and attention. Our clients’ trust is our greatest asset and 
our greatest pride!
Follow-Up Rua Visconde de Pirajá, 351, Sala 815, Rio de Janeiro,  
RJ 22410-003 Brazil, 55-21-3553-7223, Fax: 55-21-3553-7223,  
E-mail: info@follow-up.com.br, Web: www.follow-up.com.br  

ForeignExchange Translations
Languages 42 languages and growing Description Foreign- 
Exchange is the global leader in providing translation ser-
vices to life sciences companies. We work with many of the 
biggest pharmaceutical companies, medical device manu-
facturers, biotech companies and CROs. Our proprietary 
Multilingual Compliance Process combines expert linguists, 
best-of-breed technology and measurable translation qual-
ity in a process that is both robust and completely scalable, 
ensuring your projects are finished on time and within bud-
get. For more information on how we can help meet your 
translation requirements or for a quote on your next transla-
tion project, please contact us directly or visit our website at 
www.fxtrans.com
ForeignExchange Translations 41001 Watertown Street, 3rd Floor, 
Newton, MA 02465, 617-559-9760, Fax: 617-559-9764, E-mail: 
getinfo@fxtrans.com, Web: www.fxtrans.com

KERN Global Language Services  
Your language partner
Languages All Description KERN Global Language Services  
is a leading provider in the area of global communication 
with over 40 offices worldwide. With more than 40 years 
of experience, our services include translation and inter-
preting in all languages; software, multimedia and website  

localization; terminology management; multilingual desktop 
publishing; and individual and corporate language train-
ing in all major languages. KERN has established itself as a 
preferred insourcing and outsourcing solution provider for 
language services. We serve clients in all industry sectors, 
including the automotive, medical, pharmaceutical, chemi-
cal, IT and financial services industries. To learn more about 
us, please visit www.e-kern.com
KERN Global Language Services 
USA The Helmsley Building, 230 Park Avenue, Suite 1517, New 
York, NY 10169, 212-953-2070, Fax: 212-953-2073, E-mail: info@ 
e-kern.com
Europe Kurfuerstenstrasse 1, 60486 Frankfurt/Main, Germany, 49-
69-7560730, Fax: 49-69-751353, E-mail: info@e-kern.com 
China Gold & Silver Commercial Building, Unit 904, 12-18 Mercer 
Street, Sheung Wan, Hong Kong, 852-2850-4455, Fax: 852-2850-
4466, E-mail: info@e-kern.com, Web: www.e-kern.com  

 
LIDO-LANG Technical Translations
Languages All Description LIDO-LANG Technical Trans-
lations, based in Poland, is one of the leading translation 
companies in Central Europe. Having the capacity to offer 
services in virtually all world languages, we specialize in 
Central and Eastern European languages. LIDO-LANG spe-
cializes, above all, in technical translation, but thanks to our 
network of over 2,000 translators specializing in different 
branches, we also work in IT and telecommunication; adver-
tising and marketing; economics and finance; law; technol-
ogy and industry; medicine and science. The quality of our 
services is enhanced by over 50 years’ experience in the trans-
lation sector and by the quality certificates of ISO 9001 and 
EN 15038 standards.
LIDO-LANG Technical Translations ul. Walerego Slawka 3, 30-653 
Kraków, Poland, 48-12-2546-123, Fax: 48-12-2546-122, E-mail:  
office@lidolang.com, Web: www.lidolang.com 

LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc.
Languages All Description LinguaLinx is a full-service trans-
lation and localization agency specializing in the adaptation 
of marketing and communications materials into most of the 
world’s languages. Our enterprise language solutions range 
from glossary development and maintenance to translation 
memory deployment and global content management. In 
today’s highly competitive global environment, it is becoming 
increasingly difficult to differentiate one translation agency 
from another. We stand apart by taking the most proactive 
approach to quality in the industry, utilizing stringent project 
management procedures, offering one of the most aggressive 
rate structures available and applying a sincere dedication to 
providing the best possible service.
LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc. The LinguaLinx Building, 122 
Remsen Street, Cohoes, NY 12047, 518-388-9000, Fax: 518-388-
0066, E-mail: info@lingualinx.com, Web: www.lingualinx.com 

Mc LEHM Language Services
Languages All European languages Description With over 
12 years’ experience, Mc LEHM Language Services is the 
legal and financial reference point in the Spanish market. We 
render services all over the world, and over 1,500 companies 
place their trust in us. Our core values are client satisfaction, 
quality and fast turnarounds. These form the driving force 
behind our 24/7 service, after-sales attention and personal-
ized approach to our clients. 
Mc LEHM Language Services García de Paredes, 88 Bajo Dcha, 28010 
Madrid, 34-91-702-27-97, Fax: 34-91-702-31-37, E-mail: mc-lehm 
@mc-lehm.com, Web: www.mc-lehm.com See ad on page 10

Medical Translations Only
Languages All European languages and Japanese Description 
MediLingua is one of the few medical translation specialists 
in Europe. We only do medical. We provide all European 
languages (36 today and counting) and Japanese as well as  
translation-related services to manufacturers of devices, 
instruments, in vitro diagnostics and software; pharma-
ceutical and biotechnology companies; medical publishers; 
national and international medical organizations; and other 
customers in the medical sector. Projects include the transla-
tion of documentation for medical devices, surgical instru-
ments, hospital equipment and medical software; medical 
information for patients, medical students and physicians; 
scientific articles; press releases; product launches; clinical 
trial documentation; medical news; and articles from medi-
cal journals. 
MediLingua Medical Translations BV Poortgebouw, Rijnsburger-
weg 10, 2333 AA Leiden, The Netherlands, 31-71-5680862, Fax: 31-
71-5234660, E-mail: simon.andriesen@medilingua.com, Web: www 
.medilingua.com See ad on page 43

  

Neotech
Languages From major European languages into Russian, 
Ukrainian, Kazakh and Azeri Description Neotech is the 
largest translation company in Russia and CIS countries, 
offering a full range of linguistic services to global corpora-
tions. Neotech is the first translation company on the Russian 
market that has certified its quality management system to 
international ISO 9001:2000 standards. Neotech’s key areas of 
expertise are in the oil and gas industries, auto manufacturing, 
medical, information technologies and telecommunications. 
The business techniques introduced and applied by the com-
pany currently serve as the best practice within the transla-
tion industry. Neotech is leading the drive to continuously 
develop translation market standards and to implement new 
levels of business and interpersonal communications into the 
translation industry within Russia and abroad.
Neotech 23/1 Matrosskaya Tishina, Moscow, Russia, 7-495-787-
3331, Fax: 7-495-787-1189, E-mail: sales@neotech.ru, Web: www 
.neotech.ru  See ad on page 8

Rheinschrift Übersetzungen, Ursula Steigerwald
Language German to/from major European languages 
Description Professional globalization requires experience.
Over the past two decades, we have developed into a top 
international company specializing in the precise tuning of 
your documentation and texts to the standards and mentali-
ties of the German-speaking world. Our strength lies in our 
work for well-known software and hardware manufacturers. 
Furthermore, we also offer traditional translation services for 
the business, technology, legal and medical sectors. Our team 
of competent employees provides the very best quality within 
the respectively agreed time frame, even if matters are a little 
more urgent.
Rheinschrift Übersetzungen, Ursula Steigerwald Rolshover 
Strasse 99, 51105 Cologne, Germany, 49-221-80-19-28-0, Fax: 49-
221-80-19-28-50, E-mail: contact@rheinschrift.de, Web: www 
.rheinschrift.de See ad on page 43

Find us on Facebook 
www.facebook.com/ 
multilingualmagazine
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Translation and localization into Polish 
Language Polish Description Ryszard Jarza Translations is 
an established provider of Polish translation, localization, 
marketing copy adaptation, and DTP services. We focus 
primarily on life sciences, IT, automotive, refrigeration and 
other technology sectors. Our in-house team is comprised 
of experienced linguists with medical, engineering and IT 
backgrounds. We guarantee a high standard of quality while 
maintaining flexibility, unparalleled responsiveness and 
reliability. Our services are certified to EN 15038:2006. 
Ryszard Jarza Translations ul. Barlickiego 23/22, 50-324 Wrocław,  
Poland, 48-601-228332, E-mail: info@jarza.com.pl, Web: www 
.jarza.com.pl See ad on page 43

Skrivanek s.r.o.
Languages All, with a focus on Central and Eastern Europe 
Description Skrivanek is a world leader in providing a wide 
range of language services, specifically translations span-
ning a multitude of languages and the effective localization 
of products on international markets. Established in 1994,  
Skrivanek has managed to dominate the European transla-
tion market, creating a network of 53 branches covering 14 
countries. Its well-stocked staff of professional translators, 
experienced project managers and dedicated software engi-
neers and DTP specialists has enabled Skrivanek to provide 
outstanding quality translation and localization services in 
any conceivable language and volume, creating an enviable 
clientele representing major leading corporations in various 
industries. Skrivanek’s quality of service is backed by EN ISO 
9001:2001 certification.
Skrivanek s.r.o. International Project Management Centre, Na 
Dolinách 22, CZ 147 00 Prague 4, 420-233-320-560, Fax: 420-241-
090-946, E-mail: info@skrivanek.com, Web: www.skrivanek.com 
See ad on page 23

SpanSource
Languages Focus on Spanish and Portuguese, other langu-
age combinations through partners Description SpanSource 
provides translation, localization and related services from 

Western European languages into all regional varieties of 
Spanish as well as other language combinations through our 
network of select SLV partners. Our domain focus is on health 
care and life sciences, software and IT, heavy machinery and 
automotive, legal and financial, oil and gas, corporate train-
ing and educational materials. Our comprehensive service 
portfolio also includes unparalleled desktop publishing and 
multimedia localization engineering support for e-learning 
materials. Our in-house staff of 25 includes project manag-
ers, senior linguists, desktop publishers, software engineers 
and graphic designers, which prove to be fundamental in 
SpanSource’s centralized, customer-centric approach.
SpanSource SRL Santa Fe 1264, 1ºB, Rosario, S2000ATR Argentina, 
54-341-527-5233, Fax: 54-341-527-0035, E-mail: info@span 
source.com, Web: www.spansource.com 

TripleInk Multilingual Communications
Languages All major commercial languages Description As a 
multilingual communications agency, TripleInk has provided 
industrial and consumer products companies with precise 
translation and multilingual production services for audio-
visual, online and print media since 1991. Our experience in 
adapting technical documentation and marketing commu-
nication materials covers a wide range of industries, includ-
ing biomedical and health care; building and construction; 
financial services; food and agriculture; high-tech and manu-
facturing; and hospitality and leisure, as well as government 
and nonprofit organizations. Using a total quality manage-
ment process and state-of-the-art software and equipment, 
our team of foreign language professionals delivers the high-
est quality translations in a cost-effective and time-efficient 
manner.
TripleInk 60 South 6th Street, Suite 2800, Minneapolis, MN 55402, 
612-342-9800, 800-632-1388, Fax: 612-342-9745, E-mail: info@
tripleink.com, Web: www.tripleink.com  
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MadCap Lingo
Windows

Languages Unicode support for all left-to-right languages 
Description The leaders in technical communication bring 
you MadCap Lingo, an XML-based translation memory 

(TM) tool designed to improve translation efficiency,  
eliminate redundancies and reduce project costs. MadCap 
Lingo offers an easy-to-use interface, Unicode support for all 
left-to-right languages, and a rich list of features for assist-
ing translators throughout the localization process, includ-
ing support for the major industry TM systems. MadCap 
Lingo also includes tracking and organization capabilities to 
support large, single-source, multichannel publishing pro-
jects. Through its strategic partner Microsoft Corporation, 
MadCap delivers solutions optimized for Microsoft Win-
dows, Visual Studio, and the .NET environment. Free trial 
downloads are available at www.madcapsoftware.com 
MadCap Software, Inc. 7777 Fay Avenue, La Jolla, CA 92037, 
858-320-0387, 888-623-2271, Fax: 858-320-0338, E-mail: info 
@madcapsoftware.com, Web: www.madcapsoftware.com See ad 
on page 2

SYSTRAN 
Multiple Platforms 

Languages 52 language combinations Description SYSTRAN 
is the market leading provider of machine translation solu-
tions for the desktop, enterprise and internet. Our solutions 
facilitate multilingual communications in 52+ language pairs 
and in 20 domains. SYSTRAN Enterprise Server 7, our lat-
est achievement, is powered by our new hybrid MT engine 
which combines the predictability and consistency of rule-
based MT with the fluency of the statistical approach. The 
self-learning techniques allow users to train the software 
to any specific domain to achieve cost-effective, publish-
able quality translations. SYSTRAN solutions are used by 
Symantec, Cisco, Ford and other enterprises to support 
international business operations. For more information, 
visit www.systransoft.com
SYSTRAN Software, Inc.
North America 4445 Eastgate Mall, Suite 310, San Diego, CA 92121, 
858-457-1900, Fax: 858-457-0648
Europe Paroi Nord - La Grande Arche, 1, Parvis la Défense, 92044 
Paris La Défense Cedex, France, 33-825-80-10-80, Fax: 33-1-46-98-
00-59, E-mail: info@systransoft.com, Web: www.systransoft.com 
See ad on page 28
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I
mation means that the completion of one task triggers a software 
event that moves a job to the next step in the process chain, with 
no need for the project manager to intervene. Without workflow 
automation updating job data directly in the module, project track-
ing systems may add manual steps to the project manager’s task 
list, thus increasing staff workloads. This sets up a tricky assessment 
for technology buyers, who must weigh the tradeoffs between bet-
ter planning and tracking versus increased workloads for project 
managers or versus the extra time, cost and disruption of adapting 
processes to a workflow automation solution. A different mental 
challenge entails figuring out whether to optimize for your or your 
customer’s environment, and what compromise to accept between 
LSP efficiency and client efficiency. 

To maximize the efficiency of your own operation, you will 
want to adopt or create a single platform that best conforms to 
your work methods. The greater percentage of work you can deliver 
from that one optimized platform, the better off you’ll be in terms 
of margin and productivity. However, to maximize the suitability 
of your operation for the greatest number of client production 
environments, whether direct clients or other LSPs, you will want 
to own and operate a variety of delivery platforms and be able to 
mix and match components to create solutions for each customer. 
The more systems you can comfortably work in, the better off 
you’ll be in terms of revenue and new customer acquisition. 

The world of technology doesn’t stand still, and every com-
pany’s IT infrastructure remains in flux. Whether you build, buy 
or assemble your operating environment, each application module 
needs to respond to change on a regular basis, as fresh capabili-
ties and new expectations emerge. Tech-foolish companies may be 
ones that invest too much as well as those that spend too little. But 
mostly, I suspect that what really makes a company tech-foolish 
are decisions that create misalignments between the operational 
platform and the owner-operator’s passion, the employee base or 
the customer set. If you focus too much on internal efficiency but 
don’t have the right customer base, you may limit the suitability 
of your solution and stunt your revenue growth. If you try to be 
everything to everyone, you will be jack of all trades and master of 
none, inefficient at home and unconvincing on the road. By align-
ing your brand messages with your business goals and technology 
strategy, you will help buyers to recognize and select your firm 
— for the right reasons.  M

In the spring of 2010, Common Sense Advisory 
conducted a survey of hundreds of language ser-
vice providers (LSPs) from across the globe. Our 
data showed that LSPs with a gung-ho approach 
to technology grew at an average rate of 64% 
from 2008 to 2009, while those that reported being 
against technology or expressed ambivalence 
showed growth rates that averaged between 18% 
and 19%. Attitude toward technology is the num-
ber-one success indicator in the translation mar-
ketplace, assuming that growth is the objective. 

It turns out that the mindset of company founders cre-
ates a lasting imprint on an LSP’s approach to technology. In 
June of this year, I spent two weeks driving in a steeple-chase 
across northwestern Europe to visit as many sophisticated users 
of technology in translation operations as I could. Even at 
decades-old companies, the initial ideas, predilections and tech-
nology prejudices of company founders were still very much in 
evidence — curious or skeptical, aggressive or cautious. 

One of my favorite realizations during this trip was that not every 
super-savvy tech-focused firm has growth as its first priority. In fact, 
I met several companies where the owners seek deliberately slow 
growth. Their focus is on balance, health and well being. Instead of 
wanting to tell me about their unique and impressive operating plat-
forms — even though they did get around to that eventually — they 
first introduced me to their unique and impressive staffs. Achieving a 
happy, engaged, long-term employee base seemed to be the primary 
goal, with technology the means of advancing that agenda. The first 
question they ask when evaluating a new software component is 
“How will this increase task-level effectiveness, reduce employee 
stress and contribute to organizational harmony?” 

LSPs consider investing in business process automation and lan-
guage processing applications. While some technology vendors aim 
to bring both under a single platform, most software makers focus 
on one or the other. Business process management requires data-
base-heavy applications for storing and tracking projects, people 
and payments. Language processing applications rely on sophisti-
cated algorithmic functions and processor-intensive computing. 

One thing that LSPs may struggle with is the difference between 
business process management and workflow automation. The former 
involves entering and tracking project information, whether manu-
ally or through data capture from other applications. Benefits accrue 
from improved planning and monitoring, but this may require lots of 
clicking and keying by project managers. Process or workflow auto-

Benjamin B. Sargent is a senior analyst and content globalization strate-

gist with the research and consulting firm Common Sense Advisory . 

To offer your own Takeaway on a language-industry issue, send a 

contribution to editor@multilingual.com

Benjamin B. Sargent

Is your LSP tech-savvy?
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EXPAND YOUR MARKETS

Global Software Strategies

New Technologies, Proven Practices:
Strategies for 
Successful Internationalization
Who should attend?

Anyone responsible for setting the strategic direction of product 

development such as

l technically inclined strategic decision-makers

l product and marketing managers

l development directors 

l globalization managers

l software architects

l CTOs

Why attend? 

People who attend Worldware Conference will

l Understand the benefits and challenges of proactive 

internationalization

l Learn from subject matter experts and interact with peer 

high-level decision-makers

l Gain insight into the strategies for success implemented by 

leading international software companies

l See how internationalization bridges the gap between 

globalization and localization

l Acquire a better understanding of the business strategy  

for internationalization

l Benefit from the experiences of some of the most successful 

companies in the world 

For more information, visit us online at 
www.worldwareconference.com

Santa Clara, California

March 15-17, 2011

Advisory Board

Adam Asnes, Lingoport Inc.

Loïc Dufresne de Virel, Intel Corporation

Mike Hedley, Microsoft

Gary Lefman, Cisco Systems, Inc.

Mike McKenna, Yahoo! Inc.

Dirk Meyer, Adobe Systems Incorporated

Nico Posner, LinkedIn Corporation

Bill Sullivan, IBM
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www.localizationworld.com n  info@localizationworld.com

n  14-16 June 2011     n  Gran Hotel Princesa Sofia     n  Barcelona, Spain

n  October 19-21, 2011

n  Santa Clara Convention Center

n  Santa Clara, California

Sponsorship and exhibit information available on request: 

sponsors@localizationworld.com • exhibits@localizationworld.com

Upcoming EvEnts
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